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ABSTRACT

HISPANIC PARENT MONITORING OF SEVENTH GRADE MATHEMATICS

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS AND RELATIONSHIP WITH ACHIEVEMENT

AND SELF-ESTEEM

MAY 1992

LUIS F. TAMAYO, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT

BOSTON

M.Ed., C.A.G.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Ronald H. Fredrickson

The purpose of this dissertation was threefold: To

determine if parental involvement in monitoring

mathematics homework of seventh grade Hispanic students

improved their achievement, to assess the effects of

parental homework monitoring on the students' self-esteem

and to determine if the students' perceptions of their

teachers, their parents and their own involvement in

mathematics homework changed after the monitoring

experience. A total of 28 families/ 31 students

participated in the study. A pretest -posttest control

group design was used. The experimental group subjects'

parents received training in homework monitoring. The

Computation section, Level 2 of the Mathematics subtest o

the Stanford Achievement Test, the Coopersmith Self-Estee

Inventories and, a "Student Mathematics Homework

vi i



Perception Scale" constructed by the researcher were used

for pre and posttest measures of achievement, self-esteem

and students' perceptions. The students' grades and the

percentage of homework they completed and returned for the

first three quarters were obtained from their mathematics

teachers. Ten of the experimental group subjects'

families were interviewed at the end of the study.

Statistical analysis revealed no sign if leant

d i f ferences between either the computat ion or the

self-esteem posttest scores of the two groups. No

significant d i fferences were obta ined for teachers ' grades

and the percentage of homework completed and returned

.

However, the grades and percentage of homework completed

and returned by the exper imental group showed a trend in

the expected direct ion . A significant difference was

found (p<.05) in the perception posttest scores of teacher

involvement in mathemat ics homework . S igni f leant negat ive

correlat ions were found between parent level of educat ion

{ p< .05) and self-esteem measures and between teachers'

grades and sel f- esteem measures ( p< . 05 ) for the

experimental group. The home interviews revealed:

Positive feelings and sense of closer relationship between

parents and students, a heightened sense of responsibility

for mathematics homework by parents and students in their

respective roles, and conflictual issues between parents

and students in following the homework monitoring program.
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Educational implications and suggestions for further

research are d iscussed

•
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem to be investigated in this study is

summarized in the following quest ions : Does the training

of parents to mon i tor the mathemat ics homework of seventh

grade Hispanic students improve their achievement in

mathematics? Second, What are the effects of the parental

homework monitoring on student *s self esteem and on

student " s percept ions of their teacher , their parents and

their own involvement in mathemtics homework? Third, what

does i t mean for parents and students to be invol ved in a

planned homework monitoring program? The first two

questions are expected to be answered by framing them

within specific hypotheses. The third question is hoped

to be answered through a home interview.

Background

The controversy over of the positive and negative

effects of homework seemed to have started in Europe

before the turn of the century (Foyle and Bailey, 1985).

In the United States the Ladies ' Home Journal in 1913

recommended no more home study in the public schools.

According to Coulter (1979) the problem with research on

homework by the early 1930 's centered around the fact that

researchers were not interested in the quality of homework
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given or on the conditions under which it was done. In

1957, after the launching of the Sputnik I, homework

became again the the focus of proponents of school reform

(Foyle and Bailey, 1984).

By the early sixties the homework literature was

based mainly on opinions and not on empirical research

(McDermott, Shelly and Varenne, 1984). Later in the 1960s

the debate on homework gave rise to survey studies that

investigated the attitudes of teachers, parents and

students toward homework. McDermott et al , 1984 concluded

that the survey research confirmed that homework was

valued by school programs in the United States. They sa id

it indicated "the need for developing homework policies,

pract ices and tasks that are f i tted to school learn ing

,

features of home environments and family life and

ind i V idual student d i f ferences .
" ( p . 395 ) . Spec i f ic

effects of homework on student achievement were reported

by Walberg, Paschal, and Weinstein (1985). In their study

of 15 emp ir ical stud ies deal ing with the effects of

homework, they reported that homework that was graded and

commented upon appeared to raise the academic achievement

of the typical student from the 50th to the 70th

percent ile

.

Keith, Reimers, Fehrmann, Pottebaun and Aubey (1986)

indicated that time spent doing homework has an important

influence on academic achievement. Moreover, other
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authors have reported that doing more homework was

associated with students from private schools who achieve

higher than similar students from public schools. One of

Coleman's (1982) most important conclusions in his report

("Public and Private Schools") was that students in

private high schools "do more homework" than similar

students in public schools.

Similarly, Bauch (1988) reported in a study of five

low- income inner city interracial and black Catholic high

schools that about 79 percent of the parents "make sure

that homework is completed." (p. 81) She reported that

" the form of parent involvement in these private schools

was centered primarily on the child's school progress, a

focus more directly related to academic achievement". (p.

82) Like Coleman, she concluded that this might help

explain why low income minority students from private

schools achieve higher than similar students from public

h igh school s

.

I n 1983 the Nat ional Comm iss ion on Exce 1 lence in

Educat ion recommended an increase in homework requirements

as part of the educat ional reform . Whether related or not

to the recommendat ion by the Comm iss ion , by the mid to

late 1980' s the research on parent involvement in homework

included a number of studies that examined the correlation

between parental involvement in homework and student

achievement. In one correlational study with Asian,
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Black, Hispanic and white students from low SES, Ginsburg

and Hanson (1985) reported that across the four ethnic

groups, students whose GPA was in the upper 20 percent had

higher parental involvement in monitoring homework than

the students whose GPA was in the lower 20 percent

.

In addition, other studies and programs published

during the 1980s used homework with elementary school

children as a way to strengthen the family-school

relationship (Barber, 1987; Toml inson, 1987; Schnobrich,

1986; Doty, 1986; Foyle et al , 1986).

Another important aspect found in the parent

involvement literature is the parental request to teachers

for gu i dance about how they can help their chi Idren at

home (Czech, 1988; Chavkin and Williams, 1985). In a

number of studies parents have been t ra ined to tutor

,

assist, listen, monitor homework, reinforce homework or

g i ve feedback to their chi 1 dren ( McK inney , 1985 ; Morgan

and Lyon, 1979; Maeterns and Johnston, 1972; Czech, 1988;

Baber , 1987; Mills, 1989; Toml inson, 1987; Schnobrich,

1986; Witt et al, 1983 and Harris, 1983). These studies

reported pos i t ive corre 1 at ions between parent invol vement

in homework and student achievement. It appears that

parent involvement in homework may eventual ly help to

clear the controversy of the "pros* and "cons" of

homework

.
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Of the studies where parents have been trained to

monitor their children's homework, only one dealt with

just mathematics (Mills, 1989). The other studies dealt

with homework in general. These studies involved only

elementary school children and although some of them have

involved Hispanic students, no study has been reported

about the effects on student achievement when parents of

Hispanic students have been trained to monitor their

ch i Idren ' s mathemat ics homework

•

A particular concern in American educat ion today is

the underach ievemen t and drop-out rate of Hispanic

students which is greater than that of white and black

students. For example, the drop-out rates between 1978

and 1988 decreased for all groups except for persons of

H ispan ic origin. ( Current Populat ion Report , 1988 and

1989). In relation to academic achievement the Digest of

Educat ional Statistics ( 1989 ) reported that " m inor i ty

students have scored much lower than the average" (p. 39)

in mathematics, reading and writing-

in Massachusetts where the Hispanic population

increased 57 percent between 1980 and 1988 (Boston Globe,

October 26, 1990), "Hispanic students ranked the highest

in drop outs, at 14.1 percent a year, followed by blacks

at 9.2 percent; Native Americans, 7.8 percent; Asians, 4.7

percent and whites, 4 percent." (Boston Globe, October

28, 1990). These figures mean that in a four-year period,
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45 percent of Hispanic youngsters in Massachusetts may not

graduate from high school (Boston Globe, October 28,

1990).

In addition, parents of minority students are one of

the groups with lowest parent involvement in high schools

(Dornbusch and Ritter, 1988). It is also clear that

unless schools encourage and become open to parent

involvement the interest and energy that parents have to

participate in the instruction of their children will not

be utilized by the schools. The analysis of parent school

relations is complex and will not be the main focus of

this study. However, the underach ievemen t and drop-out

rate of H ispan ic students and the pos i t i ve correlat ion

between homework and academ ic ach ievemen t ( Wa 1 berg et a

1

1985; Ziegler, 1986 and Epstein, 1983) warrants the

experiment a 1 i nvest i gat ion of what happens when Hispan ic

parents are trained to monitor their seventh graders'

mathema t ics homework

.

I t seems to be wei 1 accepted that there is a strong

posit ive relat ionsh ip between student ' s school performance

and sel f -esteem . However , the stud ies that have reported

that students have made academ ic improvements after their

parents have been involved in moni tor ing their homework

have not investigated whether the homework monitoring has

any significant effects on the student's self-esteem. For

this reason the investigation of this variable is included

in the proposed study.
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Maertens and Johnston (1972) investigated whether

students' attitudes toward arithmetic, homework and school

would change after parental involvement in their

arithmetic homework. These authors reported that their

results yielded no significant changes in students*

attitudes. These results suggested no apparent

relationship between student's improvement in arithmetic

achievement and their attitudes. Since it usually tends

to be difficult to obtain change in attitudes the present

study has focussed on investigating whether the student's

perceptions of their teacher involvement (behaviors)

,

their parent involvement and the ir own involvement changes

after the pa renta 1 homework monitoring.

Statement of Purpose

The main purpose of this study is to obtain

informat ion on whether parental involvement in monitoring

mathematics homework of seventh grade H ispan ic students

improves their achievement in mathematics and whether it

has any sign i f icant effects on the ir sel f- esteem over a

matched control group. In addition, it attempts to

investigate whether the student's perceptions of their

teacher, their parent and their own involvement in

mathematics homework change after the parental homework

monitoring. It is believed that monitoring of homework

involves a certain level of skill. Therefore, for parent
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involvement in monitoring homework to be most effective it

requires parent training on how to monitor their

children's homework (Mills, 1989; Tomlinson, 1987).

Significance of the Study

The literature of parent involvement m instruction

and particularly the parental monitoring homework suggests

that low income minority students in private schools

achieve higher than students in public school because

these students do more homework and a high percentage of

their parents make sure that homework is done (Bauch,

1988) • Foyle and Baily (1985) in a study about

preparation and practice of homework concluded that

ch i Idren tend to receive poor grades when parents do not

encourage the completion and return of homework. Although

these are certainly signi f leant results , more experimental

research is needed.

The ra t iona 1 e for do i ng this study on parent

involvement in monitoring homework of seven grade Hispanic

students is that it addresses some of the concerns

expressed in the literature on parent involvement. This

literature is currently calling (Henderson, 1987) for

research on different aspects of parent involvement with

different ethnic groups and with students at the middle

and h igh schoo 1 1 eve 1 s

.
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In addition, seventh grade is a grade when students

usually experience important developmental and educational

changes. Seventh grade is the middle point between

elementary and high school and in this grade students are

generally introduced for the first time to different

teachers for different subjects and they have to rotate

from one classroom to another. At home they start to

become independent from their parents and at the same time

needing positive role modeling as they start to form their

own identity. In addition, their concrete way of thinking

starts to change to a more abstract way of thinking. For

these reasons it is expected that seventh graders need as

much parental support as students in earlier grades. One

important way for parents to provide this support is by

being involved in monitoring their homework-

The dearth of experi mental research in parent

involvement in monitoring homework with various ethnic

groups of H ispan ic origin is ev ident in the parent

invo 1 vement 1 i tera ture . A t the same t ime , H ispan ic

students are the most affected by current problems in

educat ion such as underach ievement and dropp ing out . The

urgent need to invest i gate and implement appropriate

intervent ions with these ethnic groups is obvious. In

general terms, this author expects to make unique

contributions to the advancement of research in parent

involvement in monitoring homework. On the applied level



this study hopes to benefit members of the Hispanic

community with regard to student achievement, student

self-esteem and parent-child relationship.



CHAPTER I I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I nt roduct ion

Parent/family involvement "varies from attendance at

parent teacher conferences to volunteer work as an aide in

the classroom, from assistance with chiild's homework to

service on a parent advisory council" (Linney, 1982, p.

6). As the previous citation implies, parent involvement

is a broad topic. For it to be effectively studied it

needs to be del ineated into smal ler subtopics.

This research project hopes to make a contribution to

one aspect of the invest i gat ion of parent involvement in

monitoring homework. The following sections of this

chapter present a rev lew of the 1 i terature related to

different aspects of parental involvement in homework.

First, the historical background of homework is presented.

Next, studies, surveys, and opinions related to parent

involvement in homework and student achievement are

reviewed. This is followed by a discussion of the

relat ionsh ip between homework ach ievement and sel f -esteem

and homework and parent level of educat ion . The last

section reviews the few available studies that include

H ispanics in their invest i gat ions

.
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Historical Review

To a large extent the history of homework has been

centered around the controversy over the positive and

negative effects of homework. Such controversy seems to

have started in Europe before the turn of the century.

Foyle and Bailey (1985) reported that in 1892 the

Cyclopedia of Education "indicated that children under

nine years of age could not prepare new work at home and

should not be given any home- lessons" (p. 2). Early

controversy about the positive and negative effects of

homework aroused the interest of the popular press and in

1913 the Lad ies ' Home Journal conducted a survey of

administrators , medical doctors , and parents on the

effects of homework on children. Vratanima ( 1988) , who

reviewed the article entitled: "The first step to change

the publ ic school s
" publ ished by the Lad ies Home Journa

1

in 1913, ind icated that the article recommended no more

home study in the public schools. She added that "they

opposed homework on grounds that it was unwholesome,

professional ly unsupervised , and al lowed the chi Idren to

practice mistakes" (p. 8).

Since that publication, the question of whether

homework should be assigned or not has been a

controversial issue that has provoked debate in the Un i ted

States (Foyle and Bailey, 1985; Vratanina, 1988). Breed

(1919) (cited in Foyle and Bailey, 1988) studied
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alternatives to homework and obtained mixed results.

Friesen (1979) (cited in Vratanina, 1988) reviewed 24

studies carried out between 1923 and 1979 that addressed

the issue of homework versus no homework. According to

Vratanina, Friesen reported that "there was no 'clear-cut'

endorsement for either homework or no homework" (p. 7),

because the results of the studies were divided between

demonstrating positive effects and no differences or

negative effects on achievement. Vratanima also reviewed

some of the opinions on homework expressed by Good ( 1926)

.

She reported that "Good did not favor the abolishment of

all home study, but felt that the student's interest must

be considered. He thought that the teacher's ability to

create interest in homework was an important factor" (p.

8) .

The studies of Dinapoli (1937) and Crawford and

Carmichael (1937) contributed to the debate on homework

versus no homework. Dinapoli 's study which is cited in

Vratanina ( 1988) , compared the effects of compulsory

versus volunteer homework in six elementary school s in New

York city . The results indicated that for fifth graders

the compulsory homework si ightly increased their

ach ievement but for the seventh graders the contrary was

true . Vratan ima reported that even though Dinapol i
'

s

results would support compulsory homework , he recommended

voluntary homework. Goldstein (1960) suggested that
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Dinapoli's recommendation against compulsory homework was

made simply to support the popular view of no compulsory

homework of the ear 1 y 1930s

.

Regarding Crawford and Carmichael's study Vratanima

indicated that between 1927 and 1932 they conducted a

study in which the students received homework for the

first three years and did not receive homework for the

last three years of the study. When they compared the

scores of the Stanford Achievement Test that had been

given for three years to students in grades 5-8, they

found no significant differences. But, when they did a

follow-up study in 1937, they found a deterioration in the

grades of the h igh school students who had attended the

elementary school (El Segundo elementary school) after

homework was e 1 im inated

.

In general it appears that in the 1930's the popular

view of no mandatory homework prevailed. In her review of

the research on homework, Vratanina (1988) reported that

Coul ter ( 1979 ) ind icated that some of the problems with

the researchers of homework in the early t930s was that

they were not "concerned with the quality of the homework

g i ven or the cond i t ions under wh ich it was carr ied out

"

(p. 7).

Despite these issues and problems the research

gradual ly indicated that homework contributed to

achievement- According to Vratanima ( 1988) , Goldstein
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(1960) found 17 experimental reports in 280 articles he

reviewed for a period of 30 years before the end of 1958.

"He concluded that the best designed experiments showed

that homework contributed to academic achievement" (p. 6).

Moreover, Foyle and Bailey (1984) reported that Coulter

(1980) reviewed the homework literature and "concluded

that certain kinds of regularly assigned homework affected

school achievement" (p. 2). However, he felt that 50

years of research on homework had not provided enough

information for teachers and administrators to adopt a

policy. Foyle and Bailey added that Knorr (1981)

concluded in her review of homework literature that the

question of the relationship between homework and

ach ievement cont inued to be unresolved

.

After the launching of Sputnik I in 1957, homework

became a focus for proponents of school reform . Hence the

educat ional reform that fol lowed Sputn ik I included

increased exper imentat ion with homework ( Foy le and Ba i ley

,

1987). According to Foyle and Lawrence (1989) at least 84

homework experiments were conducted between 1904 and 1989

and s ince the 1 960 ' s at least 66 homework exper i men ts were

performed which "have lead to the general conclusion that

homework increases achievement " (p. 2)

.

In 1966 Check conducted a survey to investigate the

views of students, teachers, parents, professors and

educat ion measures on homework . He reported that these
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populations saw homework as a way for promoting academic

excellence and that parents and teachers strongly favored

homework

.

The "Back to the Basics" movement that arose between

1974 and 1978 supported homework, and according to Yeary

(1978), the emphasis for researchers shifted from the

homework versus no homework debate to a focus upon the

skills and competencies students needed to competently

complete homework. Foyle and Bailey (1988) reported that

Burrow (1979) "studied a hierarchy of different levels of

purposes for reading assignments in secondary social

studies" (p. 292) and Lee and Pruit (1979) called for

research us ing a taxonomy of homework that consisted of

four types : preparat ion , pract ice , extension and creat ive

.

During the Fall of the 1983-84 school year Foyle and

Bailey (1985) conducted an experiment to measure the

ef fects of preparat ion homework
, pract ice homework and no

homework with tenth grade American history students. They

found support for preparation homework and practice

homework versus no homework and no significant difference

between preparat ion and pract ice homework

.

In 1983 the report "A Nation at Risk" by the National

Comm ission on Excel lence in Educat ion ,
reported the smal

1

amount of time American high school students spent doing

homework as compared with students in other countries and

ear 1 ier gene rat ions . The Comm iss ion then recommended an
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increase in homework requirements as part of their

propoasal for educational reform. Similarly, just before

the publication of the report, A Nation at Risk, Coleman

(1982) in his new report "Public and Private schools"

reported that students in private high schools spended

more time doing homework than students in public schools.

Since the mid to late eighties, the concept of parent

involvement has been gaining popularity in many individual

schools and school systems in the United States.

Subsequently, the question of parent involvement in

homework has increasingly gained interest for researchers

and educators (Bauch, 1989; Dauber and Epstein 1989; Foyle

and Bailey, 1986; Foyle and Bailey, 1989). Moreover, a

number of doctoral students (Barber, 1987; Czech, 1988;

Doty, 1986; Mills, 1989; Schnobrich, 1986; Tomlinson,

1987) at Nova University have been conducting practica on

various aspects of parent involvement in homework for the

last five years.

In summary, the historical background of homework

indicates that the controversy over the positive and

negative effects of homework seems to have started in

Europe before the turn of the century.

In the United States by 1913 the Ladies Home Journal

recommended no more homework in the public schools. Since

that publication the question of whether homework should

be assigned or not has been a controversial issue (Foyle
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and Bailey, 1985). The controversy, however, seems to

have evolved according to historical shifts that have

emphasized education. By the 1930s the popular view was

no compulsory homework. Researchers made recommendations

against compulsory homework to support the popular view

(Goldstein, 1960). By the 1950s, it began to be accepted

that wel 1 -designed studies indicated that homework

contr ibuted to ach ievement

.

The launching of the Sputnik I in 1957 inspired

proponents of school reform to promote experimentation on

homework. The "Back to the Basics" movement of the 1970s

supported homework and researchers shifted the emphasis

from the homework versus no homework debate to a focus

upon the skills and competencies students needed to

competent ly complete homework ( Yeary , 1 978 )

.

In 1983 the report, A Nation at Risk, reported the

small amount of time American high school students spent

doing homework and it recommended an increase in homework

requ irements. During the mid to late eighties the concept

of parent involvement became more popular and as result

educators and researchers have been increas ing ly concerned

with the issue of parent involvement in homework.

Parent Involvement in Homework and Student Achievement

In a study with 16 second grade students, Karraker

(1972) used three methods of home-managed contingency
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programs to help the students improve their arithmetic

performance. The teacher referred the students and the

requirement for the referral was that the students were

underachieving and not receiving any other help. The

parents were instructed using three types of information

on how to carry out the contingency programs. The first

type of information consisted in parents coming to the

school for two one- hour conferences where they were

explained in detail how to use and administer

consequences. They were asked to choose a consequence the

child was interested in earning, contingent on his/her

scores in daily mathematics assignments. In addition,

these parents were provided information about behavior

management techniques. In type 2, the parents came to the

school and in a 15-minute conference they were given

instructions about the study and their role and in type 3

the parents were informed and instructed by a letter. In

all three conditions, the teachers sent home daily report

cards

.

The study consisted of four phases of 10 consecutive

days each. The phases were "baseline," "report card" (the

students were handed the report cards and then collected

without comments ) , and "consequences ,

" ( the students were

handed the report cards and they were instructed to bring

them home). The last phase, "reversal", consisted of no

da i 1 y report cards and the parents were asked to

d iscont inue the consequences

.
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The results showed that froin the baseline to report

cards phases, there were small changes in student

achievement that were linked to the three methods by which

parents were instructed. The two-hour conference students

increased from a median percent of 47 in the baseline to a

52 in the daily report cards. The 15-minute conference

went from 77 to 79 and the students whose parents were

instructed by the letter increased from 58 to 64 percent.

In the consequences condition, both the two hour

conference and the letter type of instruction reached a

median percent correct of 100 and the 15 minute conference

reached 91. When the consequences were discontinued, the

two-hour conference and the letter students reduced their

performance to a med ian percent of 66 and 62 respect ively

.

The data on the 15 minute conference was not collected for

this phase. In general, according to the author, the

median percent correct for all the students in the

experiment reached h igher than the class med ian while the

students were receiving the consequence. However, the fact

that their median percent decreased in the reversal phase

suggests that the changes in academic behavior in school

may not be maintained unless the contingent consequences

are kept.

Maertens and Johnston ( 1972 ) tested two nul

1

hypotheses related to arithmetic homework and attitudes

towards homework , arithmetic and school : 1 . There is no
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significant difference between those groups receiving

arithmetic homework and those groups not receiving

arithmetic homework in performance on tests of arithmetic

computation, problem solving performance, and attitudes

toward arithmetic, homework and school. 2. There is no

significant difference between those groups receiving per

problem knowledge of results and those groups receiving

knowledge of results at the end of the assignment on tests

of arithmetic computation, problem solving performance and

attitudes toward arithmetic, homework and school (p. 122).

The study took place in Oregon and included 4th (N=146),

5th (N=137) and 6th (N=134) graders from the Sweet Home

School district. A total of 532 letters were sent home

descr ib ing the exper iment and ask ing parents to

participate. Seventy eigth percent of the parents agreed

to part ici pate . The study cons isted of 3 homework

treatments in a period of 6 weeks. The students were

random 1 y ass igned to each one of the treatments . In the

"per problem" treatment, the students were given

arithmetic assignments four days a week and asked to do

them at home. In this treatment parents would provide the

child with the answer after each exercise or problem. In

the "delayed " treatment the ch i Idren had the same

assignments, the only difference was that the parents

would provide the answers after the child completed all

the exerc ises and problems . In the "no homework

"
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treatment, the children were not given any arithmetic

homework. Pre-test and post-test measures were obtained

for all the students in the experiment in arithmetic and

attitudes about arithmetic homework and school. The

arithmetic pre-test was based on the content material

studied in the text Arithmetic the previous year. The

post-test was prepared by the experimenters, and was

designed to measure computation and problem-solving

skills. The children were also administered weekly tests

covering material studied during the week. For the

att i tude measure the experimenters used the Osgood '

s

Semantic differential as a model

.

According to Maertens and Johnston, the results

showed a significant difference (.05) between the homework

groups and the non - homework groups for the "week 1
y

"

computation and problem solving test in grades 4 and 5. In

other words , the students in grades 4 and 5 who were

ass igned homework and whose parents were invo 1 ved in

providing them with the answers to their problems obtained

significantly higher achievement scores in math on weekly

tests than students who were not assigned homework. In

grade 6, however, the results did not show significant

differences between the homework treatment and the

non-homework on the weekly test. That is, based on weekly

tests for grade 6 , the homework with the parenta

1

provision of answers did not seem to make a difference. In
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the post-test the difference was significant in the 3

grades in both computation and problem solving. Thus at

the post-test even the students in the experimental

treatment in grade 6 scored higher in arithmetic than the

control students. In addition, the expected differences

between "per problem" feedback and "delayed" feedback were

not supported. In other words, whether the parents told

the students the answers at the end of each problem or at

the end of the entire assignment did not seem to make any

difference in student achievement

.

The results of the attitude tests did not provide a

significant difference between the homework and no

homework groups or between the per problem treatment and

the delayed treatment- These results suggest that at

least in this study , attitudes about school , homework and

ar i thmet ic were not al tered as a resul t of ar i thmet ic

homework assignment for 6 weeks. However, the results

seem to favor parent involvement in homework. It is not

clear whether the higher scores in the homework groups

were due to parental involvement or to the provision of

answers . 1 1 seems that the quest ion then wou 1 d be whether

the same results would be obtained even if parents did not

provide answers or if someone other than the parents would

prov ide the answers

.

In another study by Ginsburg and Hanson (1985),

sophomore students whose parents moni tored their homework
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were more likely to achieve higher than sophomores whose

parents did not monitor their homework across 4 ethnic

groups: Asians, blacks, Hispanics, and whites. The

results from this study suggested that parent involvement

in monitoring homework is an important influence in

sophomores ' achievement .

Mills (1989) involved 60 parents in monitoring their

third grade children's mathematics homework. Due to

attrition, she ended her study with 51 students. She

implemented the study in 3 phases. In phase I, she called

the parents of the targeted students to attend a workshop

on the importance of homework and prov ided them with ideas

about management and study habits. Phase II consisted of

helping parents to familiarize themselves with modern math

methods in the content areas. In Phase III teachers and

parents worked on a homework monitoring system. The

homework monitoring included daily assignments with a

p lace for parents to sign after they saw that it was

completed. Children were required to bring their homework

home everyday and return it the next day. Two of Mills'

objectives were that in quarter III there would be a 50

percent increase in the average rate of consistent

homework return (CHR) and that 40 percent of the targeted

math students would either maintain a grade A or B or

increase by one or more grades their B, C or D from

quarter II to quarter III. At the end of quarter III she
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collected the Homework Data Sheet from the two math

teachers
( herself and another one) to determine if her

objectives had been achieved. She reported that her

expected 50 percent increase m CHR was not met since the

CHR only increased from 61 percent in quarter II to 86

percent in quarter III. However, she felt that "any

increase in parental involvement was a step forward in

helping her math students be more responsible about

consistently completing and returning their homework" (P.l

50). With regard to her expected outcome that 40 percent

of the students wou Id ma in ta in grades A or B or would

improve by one or more grades, she reported that 80

percent of the students met the anticipated increase.

In another study. Barber (1987) demonstrated the

effect iveness of a home curr icul urn program . Barber

implemented a parent involvement program with the parents

of her fourth grade cl ass . In add i t ion to encourag ing the

parents to attend pa rent teacher con ferences and other

school - re 1 a ted act ivities a home curr icul urn was

establ ished . The program was implemented for 3 months and

16 out of the 25 parents with children in her class

participated in the home curriculum. Barber visited the

homes of the 16 parents between Tuesday and Wednesday

every week for the 3 months and they were provided with

help on how to assist their children with homework. They

were asked to keep 20 to 30 minutes available everyday to
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assist the children with homework. They were shown how to

help them with language, spelling, reading, math and

writing skills. A telephone hotline was available

everyday from 3 pm to 7 pm where parents could call with

questions regarding homework. As part of her results she

reported that in the first month, 14 of the 16 children

completed homework each day. Two of the 9 not involved in

the home curriculum also completed. The second month all

16 children completed their homework and 5 of the 9 not

participating in the program returned their homework. For

the third month all 16 brought in their homework completed

and all 9 not involved in the home curriculum also

returned their homework. In addition, all 16 children

whose parents part ic ipated in the home curriculum received

passing grades and 23 of the 25 received passing grades.

Doty ( 1986 ) also developed a program to increase

parent awareness of the importance of parent participation

in a student's daily educational program and particularly

in homework . During the 3 month period of the program

,

with her first grade Chapter I class which consisted of 16

children of Hispanic origin, she met her expected goals.

She obtained 96 per cent homework completed and returned

signed by the parents. This resul t was 11 percent h igher

than her expected 85 percent homework return . She al so

met her expected goal of 144 homework assignments

completed and returned. The findings of these last 3
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writers have been supported by the findings of other

related studies (e.g., Czech, 1988; Donato, 1989; Mucha

,

1987; Schnobrich, 1986; Tomlinson, 1987) that essentially

used the same approach.

Different from other parent involvement in homework

Bauch (1989) developed the innovative "transparent school"

concept which has helped students to improve their

homework completion. The model consists of two technical

systems. Each teacher is given an electronic mailbox

where he/she records messages about homework assignments

and other activities at the end of the day. Parents can

cal 1 at any time and hear the messages or leave messages

for the teachers. The second system places phone calls

automatically to any or all parents. The results from one

middle school that includes a community of 315 families

showed that the number of contacts in i t iated by the

paren ts are now 6 t i mes more than be fore the mode 1 began

.

When the parents were divided into "low calling" and

" frequent user" groups , the students from the " f requt^.nt

user" group "showed a significant increase in homework

comp 1 e t ion " ( p . 6 ) . Parents fe 1 1 that the change was due

to the new system and 93 percen t of the parents not iced

that their child's atti tudes , sk i 1 1 s and respons ib i 1 i t ies

had i mproved

.

Parents, in general , tend to be supporters of

homework. The results of the seventeenth annual Gallup
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Poll (Gallup, 1985) showed that 47 percent of the public

supported an increase in homework for high school students

while only 31 percent were against more homework. With

regard to elementary school, 40 percent were in favor of

more homework while 38 percent opposed more homework.

Moreover, Langdon and Stout (1963) (cited in Vratanina,

1988 p. 22) in a study with 300 parents found that parents

fe 1 t homework

:

1. Develops self discipline,

2. enriches the experience of the school day,

3. provided opportuni t ies for independent studies

,

4 . hel ped to draw home and school together

.

Other researchers have reported that parents not only

support homework but desire assistance from teachers that

will allow them to help their children with their

homework • Rank in ( 1967 ) compared parental behav iors

reported by the parents of 32 high achievers and 32 low

achievers in third and fourth grades . He c i ted that one

of the behaviors reported by the parents of the high

ach levers was "at tempt ing to f ind the reason for poor work

and helping the child correct it when he did a poor job on

a schoolwork assignment" (p. 4). Similarly, in a survey

about d i f ferent aspects of parent involvement Chavk ing and

Williams (1985) found that 97 percent of the parents

surveyed agreed that they should make sure their children

do their homework and 96 percent agreed that teachers
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should give them ideas about how to help their children

with homework. Dauber and Epstein (1989) found that

"parents of children at both levels of school [middle

school and elementary school] say they could help more (up

to 45-50 minutes if necessary on average) if the teacher

guided them in how to help at home" (pp. 11-12).

Lastly, Cattermole and Robinson (1985) found that

when parents did not support the school through homework

they were not participating in the schools' goals and

similarly they were not showing commitment to the goals

that were in the best interest of their children. Walberg

(9184) reasoned that only 13 percent of the waking time of

a child's first 18 years is spent in school. He suggested

that educators and parents should cooperate to use the

other 87 percent of their out of school time, more

ef f ic lent 1 y on academ ic study

.

In summation, the research on parent involvement in

homework is relatively small compared to the research on

homework in general. In addition, this line of research

is relatively new. With the exception of two experimental

stud ies publ ished in 1972 , most of the programs and

studies on parent involvement in homework have taken place

in the last 6 years . Survey stud ies of parental and

publ ies * op in ion about homework have a longer t rad i t ion

.

The exper imenta 1 studies and programs on parent

involvement in homework rev iewed in this sect ion suggest
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that when parents are guided or trained on how to be

involved in their children's homework, their children's

achievement tends to improve. It appears that some of the

reasons why children improve their achievement are related

to different factors such as obtaining more parental

support and attention for their homework, and parental

supervision making sure that their children complete and

return their homework

•

Homework , Achievement and Sel f -Esteem

Although no studies about the relationship between

homework and self esteem were found, there is a line of

research that has assessed the relationship between

various aspects of academic achievement and self-esteem-

Some researchers have compared measures of

self-esteem with measures of achievement, Simon and Simon

(1975) conducted a study with 87 fifth graders from a

suburban school in New York City for the purpose of

determin ing the relat ionship between sel f -esteem and

academic achievement . They used Coopersmith Sel f- Esteem

Inventory (SEI) as a measure of self-esteem and the SRA

Achievement Series as a measure of achievement , The SRA

has 5 subtests (Social Sutdies, Science, Language Arts,

Arithmetic and Reading) and yields a composite percentile

score. They obtained a coeficient of .333 (p<.01) when

they computed Pearson product -moment correlat ion between
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the SEI score and the composite on the SRA. The

researchers commented that their result was consistent

with the findings of other studies that investigated the

relationship between self esteem and academic achievement.

One of those earlier studies was conducted by

Campbell (1967) with fourth, fifth and sixth graders.

Campbell obtained a positive correlation (r=.308) between

the Coopersmith Self-Esteem and the IOWA composite scores.

This is a similar coefficient to the one reported by

Coopersmith (1967) (r=.30; p<.05). Bledsoe (1967) used the

Bledsoe Self Concept Scale with fourth and sixth graders.

He compared the obtained self-esteem scores with measures

of intelligence, achievement, interest and anxiety and

found significant correlations between self concept and

ach ievement . The s ign i f leant cor re 1 at ion , however , was

only for boys, not girls.

Rubin (1978) studied the relationship between

sel f -esteem as measured by the Coopersm i th Self-Esteem

Inventory (SEI) and reading and arithmetic as measured by

the Stanford Achievement tests. The comparisons were made

at ages nine, twelve and fifteen. She reported that with

the exception of the relationship between the SEI scores

and the reading and arithmetic scores for males age 9, all

the other correlat ions were s ign i f leant ly d i f ferent from

zero at the .01 level. These correlations became stronger

time ranging from .24 at age 9 to .42 at age 15 inover
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arithmetic and from .21 at age 9 to .41 at age 15 in

read ing

.

In another study, Rubin, Doyle and Sandidge (1977)

found that although self esteem, as measured by SEI, was

moderately related to achievement and behavior, it did not

have a strong independent effect. They concluded that

their results supported the conclusion stated by O^flalley

and Bochman (1976) "that much of the relationship between

self-esteem and educational attainment can best be

explained as reflecting a common set of prior causes:

background, ability, and earlier scholastic success" (p.

506) .

In his review of the literature on self concept and

academic performance, Purkey ( 1970) concluded "that there

is a persistent and significant relationship between the

sel f concept and academic achievement at each grade level

,

and that changes in one seems to be associated with change

in the other" (p. 27).

In a recent study St rassburger , Rosen , Miller and

Chavez, (1990) compared the grade point average of 67

Hispanic and 304 Anglo seventh and ninth grade students in

relation to self-esteem, locus of control and SES. They

found that, regardless of ethnicity, self esteem had the

greatest impact on GPA var iance . In an earlier study with

87 Mex ican - Amer lean adolescents , Powers and Sanchez ( 1982

)

obtained a small correlation between self-esteem as

measured by the Coopersm i th sel f -esteem inventory and
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reading achievement (based on the Gates McGinitie Reading

test) (r=.25; P<.05). They found significant correlations

between self-esteem and grade point average and between

self-esteem and math achievement scores as measured by the

WRAT.

In their study, Powers and Sanchez (1982) also

studied the relationship between parent level of education

and student self esteem. Powers and Sanchez (1982) used

the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory in a study with 87

Mexican American junior high students. They correlated the

self-esteem scores with grade point average, reading

achivement and parental education and several other

variables. They found no significant relationship between

parental education and student sel f -esteem.

Similarly, other researchers have reported f ind ings

indicating that children from lower SES do not necessarily

hoi d lower se 1 f - concepts than ch i Idren f rom h igher SES

(Carter. 1968; Scares and Scares, 1969, Trowbridge, 1970,

1972)

.

Trowbridge (1970) conducted a study with a sample of

64 elementary classrooms. 32 of those were taught by

teachers trained under the IMPACT teacher education

program . The other 32 were taught by teachers who had not

received such training. There were 16 schools which were

designated as " target " areas with children main ly from low

soc ioeconom ic class . another 16 school s were designated as

non - target areas . I n her resul ts Trowbr idge reported that

,
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using the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory, the children

in the target area schools (low socioeconomic class)

obtained higher average self-esteem scores (mean = 77.2)

than the non-target area school (mean = 72.7). It is

important to note however, that no specific measure of

socioeconomic class was reported except that the 16 target

schools were located in federally designated Title I

areas

.

In a later study with a larger sample, and closer

supervision on the administration of tests Trowbridge

(1972) found that the low SES subjects obtained a

significantly higher (P<.01) self-esteem score than the

m iddle SES subjects . She found that only on the

home-parents subscale did the middle SES students score

higher. After analyzing responses by the two groups on

ind i V idual i tems she found that in the school -academ ic

subscale the low SES students scored higher on all the

items with the exception of "I am doing the best work I

can" where the middle SES scored higher. Thus "low SES

children seldom felt they were doing the best work they

could , but were quite happy with their school performance"

( P . 533 )

.

Earlier Scares and Soares (1969) had obtained similar

results to those obtained by Trowbridge (1972). Soares

and Soares compared the self-esteem of 229 children from a

public school located in a disadvantaged area with the

self-esteem of 285 children from a public elementary
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school located in an advantaged area. In the

disadvantaged area two-thirds were black and Puerto Rican

and one-third White with family income less than $4000.00.

In the advantaged area 90% were White and 10% minority

groups with income of $7000.00. These researchers found

that the disadvantaged group obtained significantly higher

scores (P<.05) on four out of five measures of self

perception (self concept, ideal concept, reflected self

teacher, and reflected self parent).

In addition, based on the analyses of his own study

and a study by Rosenberg (1965), Coopersmith (1967) stated

that "both stud ies ind icate that there is no clear and

def in i te pattern of relationships between social class and

posi t i ve and negat ive att i tudes toward the sel f
" ( p . 83 )

.

Carter ( 1968) administered a semantic differential

quest ionna ire to 1 90 Mex ican - Amer ican ninth grade ch i Idren

of low paid agricultural workers and to 98 anglo ninth

graders to f ind out how d i f ferent ly they would rate

themselves in terms of their self concept. In addition,

teachers and administrators were interviewed and classes

were observed . He stated that " noth ing supported the

bel ief that Mex ican - Amer ican students saw themselves more

negatively than "Anglo" students. However, it was very

obv ious that teachers and adm in ist rators bel ieved them

[ Mex ican- Amer ican ] to be inferior and conclude they saw

themselves that way" (p. 218).
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Analizing some of the findings that children from I

socioeconomic class do not necessarily report lower self

concept than children from better environments Purkey

(1970) conjectured that '•these are students, particularly

among socially disabled, who believe that they have the

ability to succeed in school but who view school as

irrelevant, threatening or both" (p. 19).

The relationship between self-esteem and different

aspects of school adjustment has been investigated in at

least one study. Williams and Cole (1968) used a sample

of 80 sixth graders. They administered them the Tennesse

Se 1 f Concept and other measures of personal i ty and

achievement . They obta ined sign i f icant posi t ive

corre la t ions between se 1
f -concept and students ' concept ion

of school , soc ial status at school , emot ional adjustment

,

mental ability, read ing ach ievemen t and mathemat ics

ach ievemen t

.

The exper imen ta 1 research on the effects of

intervent ions to alter student ' s se 1
f -esteem and there fore

academic achievement is not very extensive. Purkey,

Graves, and Ze liner (1970) compared the self-esteem scores

of children in grades 3 through 6 in an exper i men ta

1

school with the sel f -esteem scores of ch i Idren in grades 3

through 6 in a t rad i t ional school in northern F lor ida

.

They used the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory as a

measure of sel f -esteem

.
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The experimental school used an innovative team

teaching aproach. They did not use grades. Instead,

children were grouped according to individual differences

to avoid stigmat izat ion and failure. Children

participated in making their own learning goals^ In

addition, they eliminated detention and all children had

opportunities for experimentation and success. The

investigation formulated two hypothesis:

1- Pupils enrolled in the experimental school will

evidence greater self-esteem than pupils enrolled

in the comparison school.

2. As grade level increases , measured d i f ferences in

self-esteem between the two groups of pupils will

increase -

The obtained results confirmed their two hypotheses.

As a group , ch i Idren in the exper i mental school scored

higher than the children in the traditional school with a

difference significant at .001 level. The differences

between the two schools were also significant for each

grade level (p<.01). Interestingly, they noted that in

the exper i mental schoo 1 the scores were very stab le from

grades 3 to 5 and then increased at grade 6 . In the

comparison school, the scores decreased from grades 3 to

5, becoming stable at grade 6. The researchers explained

that there are factors outside the school that affect

children from both schools but that the approach in the
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experimental school counteracted external pressure. A

second possible explanation "could be that factors

associated with the comparison school are detrimental to

professed self-esteem of pupils in that school" (p. 170).

Brookover and Erikson (1975) designed a series of

experiments to raise low achieving students' self concept

of ability and as a result, improve their academic

achievement. Some of those experiments were unsuccessful

while another one was successful. In one experiment, they

had counselors work with the students providing them with

assessments of competence and adequacy to counteract their

parents low expectations and evaluations. In another

experiment, they had "experts" meet with the students to

let them know that they were ab le to ach ieve better in

school . In a third experiment they dealt directly with

the parents. One "program was based on a ' non directive

approach* in which the parents discussed their problems

with the school as they p ictured the s i tuat ion " ( P . 296 )

.

In the second program, the parents were confronted and the

responsibility for their children's failure or success was

placed on them.

The counselor ,
expert and non -d i rect approach

interventions were unsuccessful in helping the children

alter their self-concept of ability or academic

ach ievement . In the program wh ich placed the

responsibility for the student's success or failure in

school on the parents, they obtained successful results.
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In this program the parents and students were able to

modify their conceptions and the students' academic

achievement improved. In addition to holding the parents

responsible, the researchers taught them how to implement

a set of rules and procedures for working with their

children. The intervention consisted in having the parents

not reinforce any negative statements the children would

make about their academic ability. They would overtly

ignore those comments. They were told to reward the

children for any positive comments, no matter how small,

they would make about ability or achievement. The rewards

were commendatory remarks, tokens and prizes. The parents

were instructed to expect sma 1 1 changes and as they would

occur to increase the i r demands on the students

.

Brookover and Erickson (1975) stated that their findings

that "changes in self concept of ability were followed by

changes in academic achievement" (p. 280) have been

supported by similar findings "in many situations in North

America, Europe and Asia" (p. 280).

In summary, no studies were found about the

relationship between homework and self-esteem. On the

relationship between measures of self-esteem and measures

of achievement , the evidence indicates that there is a

positive relationship between self-esteem, self concept of

ability and academic achievement, and grade point average

at different grade levels. In one study it was found that
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there was no significant relationship between parent level

of education and student self-esteem.

There are a number of studies that suggests that

students from lower SES do not experience lower

self-esteem than students from higher SES. In one study,

it was found that different aspects of school adjustment

tend to be correlated with the student's sel f -concept

.

Reports on programs and studies designed to alter

students self-esteem and, in turn, their academic

achievement suggests that some interventions have produced

positive results while others have been unsuccessful. More

exper imentat ion in this area is necessary to explore

intervention at home and school that helps alter students,

se 1 f - esteem

.

Parent Involvement in Homework and Parent Level of

Educa t ion

Some researchers have used SES as a predictor of

parent involvement in instruction (e.g., Benson, Berkley

and Medrich, 1980; Herman and Yeh , 1980; Olmsted and

Jester , 1972 ; Rev ick i , 1981 ) . Other researchers argue

that SES is not as important in parent invo 1 vemen t in

inst ruct ion as the fam i ly processes are ( Bloom , 1986

;

Iverson and Walberg, 1982; Marjoribank, 1972; Mayeske,

1973; Valencia et al., 1985; Watson, Brown and Swick,

1983). Other researchers have focused on parent level of

education as a predictor of parental involvement (e.g.,
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Baker and Stevenson, 1986; Dauber and Epstein, 1989;

Ginsburg and Hanson, 1985; Laosa
, 1982; McDermott

,

Goldman and Varenne, 1984; Shipman, 1981).

Laosa (1982) compared the teaching behavior of

Chicano mothers toward their children (N = 42-43) with the

teaching behavior of non-Hispanic white mothers toward

their children (N = 40). The maternal behaviors were

recorded using the maternal teaching observation technique

which consists of nine teaching strategies. His results

showed that when he did not hold constant the mother's

schooling level and occupational status, the mother's

teach ing strateg ies were di f ferent . For instance , the

Chicano mothers used the following teaching behaviors more

frequent ly than the other mothers : "model ing" , "visual

cues " , "d i rect i ve " ( d i rect ive teach ing ) and "negat i ve

physical control" (p. 798). The non-Hispanic white

mothers on the other hand used "inquiry" and "praise" more

frequently than the Chicano mothers. When the

experimenter held constant the occupational level of the

mothers and the i r husbands , the d i f ferences rema ined the

same, but when he held constant the mother's schooling

attainment level , the differences became statistically

non-significant. That is, the differences observed between

the Chicano mothers and the non-Hispanic white were due to

their different level of education and not to their

different ethnic background. In conclusion, the author

found that Chicano mothers and non-Hispanic white mothers
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used different teaching behaviors with their children.

However, he also found that ethnicity is less powerful

than the length of maternal schooling in explaining

maternal teaching. Although Laosa does not seem to

suggest which teaching strategies are better, he implies

that the teaching styles of more educated mothers more

closely resemble classroom instructional strategies than

the strategies used by the less educated mothers.

Therefore, the children of the later have a school

disadvantage. Similar points were made in some of the

studies reviewed in the last chapter (Benson et al , 1980;

Olmstead and Jester, 1982; and Shipman, 1980).

Baker and Stevenson ( 1986) conducted a study with 41

mothers of eighth graders. The 41 mothers were randomly

selected from a 1 ist of 129 suppl led by the principal of

one middle school. Each mother was interviewed about her

at t i tudes toward and act ions on behal f of her eighth

grader's school career. "Specifically, we asked mothers to

indicate their knowledge of and contact with school ; their

suggested and implemented homework strateg ies ; the ir

suggested solutions to school problems ; their solutions to

hypothet ical academ ic and in - schoo 1 behav ioral problems

;

specific actions they have taken in the last year; their

occupat iona 1 and educat ional expectat ions for the i r

child- . . " (p- 157) . Based on this information, the

researchers constructed three ind icators of mother '

s

schooling strategies: 1) strategies that mothers had
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thought and suggested to the interviewer but had not

necessarily used; 2) strategies that the mother used to

gain knowledge and solve problems; and 3) indicators of

the child^s performance, such as GPA in eighth grade

course selection. The authors expected that the parents'

involvement in managing their adolescents' schooling would

vary according to the mother's educational level.

The results of Baker and Stevenson's study showed

that there was little relationship between the mother's

level of education and her suggested strategies to improve

student performance

.

Mother's level of education was significantly

correlated (r=-21; p .05) only with the number of

solutions to hypothetical academic problems. Although

this correlation is relatively small, it suggests that

mothers with h igher education might know more strategies

to help their children improve their performance. In

add i t ion , the authors exam ined the relationship between

the mother's level of education and suggested strategies

whi le control 1 ing for GPA and high school course

selection. In this analysis, they found controlling for

GPA and high school course selection did not strengthen

the relat ionsh ip between mother ' s educat ion and suggested

st rateg ies

.

Baker and Stevenson (1986) then studied the

cor relat ions between mother ' s educat ion level and the

performance ( GPA , h igh school course select ion ) of the
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child in school and the strategies actually implemented by

mothers. The results showed that a significant positive

correlation between the mother's educational level and

knowledge of child's schooling (r=.29; p .05), contact

with the school (r=:.37; p<.01), and high school course

selection (r=.49; p<.01). These results suggest that

higher educated mothers were more aware of different

aspects of their child's schooling; had more contacts with

the school and they were more likely to be involved in

their children's transition to high school by selecting

college preparatory courses for them. On the other hand,

there was no significant correlation between the mother's

level of education and homework strategies and general

academic strategies suggested that the less educated

mothers in the sample were as likely as the more educated

mothers to implement these two academic strategies.

In a further analysis of the relationship between

mother's education, child's school performance and high

school course selection. Baker and Stevenson (1986) found

that "mothers with at 1 east a co 1 1 ege educa t ion were four

times more likely than less educated mothers to choose

college peparatory courses for their child in ninth grade,

regardless of their child's GPA in e ight grade .
" ( p - 163 ) .

The fact that there was a pos i t i ve assoc iat ion between the

mother's education and the mother's academic strategies

suggests that children from families whose mothers have a
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high level of education have an educational advantage over

those coming from Less educated families.

McDermott, Goldman and Varenne (1984) found two very

different patterns of doing homework in the two families

that they closely observed and analyzed. (In both cases

mother and child and other family members in the home were

observed.) In the first family, they observed that the

family managed the time on the homework task well. The

second family, on the contrary, spent most of their time

getting organized to do the homework. According to the

authors the pattern in the first family seemed to be:

"start/time off, cont inue/ t ime off, cont inue/ t ime off." In

the second family it seemed to be: start/divert,

start/divert, start/divert" (p. 403)

.

Interestingly the mother in the first case had a

h igher level of educat ion than the second and was also

more involved in the community. This observation^

although not tested statistically, seemed to suggest that

the mother's level of education was an influencing factor

in the family's homework activities. This point is

inconsistent with Baker and Stevenson (1986) who reported

that there was no significant correlation between mother's

level of educat ion and mother ' s implementat ion of homework

strategies-

In a recent study, Dauber and Epstein (1989) used

data from about 2300 parents of children attending inner

city elementary middle schools. They explored the
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relationship between parent level of education and parent

involvement. They reported "that parents who are better

educated are more involved at school and at home than

parents who are less educated" (p. 7). Regarding parent

involvement in homework they reported that more educated

parents and parents of better students indicated that

"they are involved in more and different ways of helping

at home on homework" (p. 13). On the other hand, "less

educated parents say they could help more if the teachers

told them how to help" (p. 11).

Shipman (1981) pointed out that "status

characteristics may be viewed as providing differential

opportunities for various processes to emerge. Thus, a

h igher level of parental educat ion is assoc iated with

greater academic knowledge , increased awareness of publ ic

affairs and popular culture, more informed perceptions of

school , and cont inued seek ing of new knowledge as in

reading books and magaz ines . . . al 1 of which may have impact

on a child's knowledge and motivation for learning" (p.

79) .

In conclusion, the studies rev lewed in this sect ion

suggest that h igher parental level of educat ion is

assoc iated with parental inst ruct ional style that

resembles the classroom teaching strategies. In addi t ion

,

more educated parents tend to help their children with

their homework in more diverse ways and they are better

able to manage the time spent on homework better than
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lower educated parents. In one study, however, Baker and

Stevenson (1986) found that there was no significant

relationship between the mother's level of education and

the homework strategies used by the mothers. On the other

hand they found a significant correlation between mothers'

level of education and the number of hypothetical

sol ut ions to academ ic problems

.

Parental I nvol vement in Homework

with Hispanic Parents

The dearth of research with Hispanic families on

parenta 1 invol vement in homework is ev ident in the

1 i terature . Some of the stud ies on this top ic have

included Hispanics in their samples but no studies have

been found available with only Hispanic subjects.

Ginsburg and Hanson (1985) analyzed the performance

of students from four ethnic groups. They took a

subsample of 11,885 of the almost 30,000 sophmore students

inc 1 uded in the 1 980 H igh School and Beyond Survey . The

students who came from families with below average SES

were d i v ided into 4 groups : As ians , blacks , H ispan ics

,

and whites. ( In general , these students came from

families whose SES was below the national median.) SES

was measured using five components: father's occupation

and father's education, mother's education, family income

and possession of items in the home like an encyclopedia.

The students who were performing in the upper 20 percent
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of t,he-. nation wo.re compared with those performin{> m the

low<M' 20 perciMit withm (Nich rnc i a I / e t hn i c: r,roup. The

students' performance was measvir(Ml t)y t h(M r,rade [)0!nt

average (GPA) and it w<is c:omp<u'ed on v<)rious aspects

(i.e.
, p<irent invo 1 v<^.m<MU m the child's homework). Fhe

results showed that, across the four different (M,hnic

groups of low SES, the l^igher achievinj-, students were more

lik(^ly to h<we par(Mits who monitor their homework than

lower achieving, students. This rt^.sult suggests th<it

parents of Hispaiwc students, <is the parents of th<^, othtM^

ethnic groups, became involved m mon i tor mg their

ch i 1 dr oA^ * s homt^work . 1 n <i I 1 four o.lhn ic groups , the

parents who mon i tored the i r ch i 1 dren * s homework t eiuled to

have h i gher ach i (w i ng students . F i na I 1 y . this resu 1

t

J^^iyiy^sts that [)are-n t i nvo 1 vt^.mtMit i n mt)n i tor i ng, tiomt^work

can t)e one of the many positive <ispects influencing hig,h

student ach iev(^men t among M ispan ics and other ethn ic

groups

.

Tom 1 i nson ( 1 982 ) d<^.ve 1 oped a prog,r<im i n <in 1 (mtkmi tary

schoo I where 95% of t he students were H ispan ic , 3% Ang, 1 o

and 2,% o ttier . Us i ng, four m*i )or^ go<i 1 s t h(^, prog,r<im

i mp I (MTKMi tc!d a ruimhiM- o <ic t i v i t i t^s to i ncr(^<)sc^, p<ir'<Mi t * s

par t i c I pa t i on i n the v<ir i ous 1 t^arn i ng, <)c t i v i t ies of

children in the intermediate grades (4-6). Onv of t he*-

major goa 1 s was to i nvo 1 ve Ihr, par(Mi ts i n mon i tor i ng. t.h(^. i r

childr(Mi's homework. The (^-xpected goal was that ^)0% of

the students would compl(^t(^ 720 assignments. It w<is *i 1 so
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expected that 90% of the parents would attend

parent/ teacher conferences and 80% would attend PTA

meetings. According to Tomlinson all the goals were met.

To supervise the the parental homework monitoring

parents were instructed to sign their names on the

homework papers. The results exceeded the projected 90%.

The results from this practicum definitely shows the

feasibility of parental involvement in monitoring homework

in schools where a larger percentage of the population is

Hispanic. It is undeniable that the program was a

success. However, it would be even more interesting to

know how those goals would translate into academic

ach ievement and students * sel f -esteem

.

The resul ts obtained by Toml inson are supported by

Doty ( 1986 ) who a 1 so developed a parental involvement

program with a larger Hispanic population.

In summation, the dearth of research with Hispanic

fam i 1 ies on parenta 1 invol vemen t i n homework is ev ident in

the literature. The few studies and programs that have

included Hispanic parents suggest that Hispanic parents

respond well to researchers and educators calling to

participate in programs on parent involvement in homework.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the research design, the

hypotheses, the sample and sampling procedures, the data

gathering and instruments, the experimental treatment, and

the Stat ist ical analysis used in this study

.

Research Pes ign

This study uses a pretest - post test control group

design and quantitative methodology to test the hypotheses

described below. In addition, a sem i - structured

questionnaire was used with the subjects and their parents

in the experimental group and the results were analyzed by

recurrent themes

.

Hypotheses

1. There will be no significant differences between

seventh grade Puerto R ican students rece iv ing parental

mon i tor ing ( exper i mental group ) on mathemat ics homework

and seventh grade H ispan ic students not rece iv ing

parental mon i tor ing ( contro 1 group ) on mathemat ics

homework in mathemat ics ach ievemen t

.

2. There will be no significant differences between

the experimental ( parental mon i tor ing ) and control
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(non-parental monitoring) groups in the mean percentage of

mathematics homework completed and returned to the

teacher

.

3. There will be no significant differences between

the experimental group (parental monitoring) and control

(non-parental monitoring) groups in the students' grades.

4. There will be no significant differences between

the post test scores of parental mon i tor ing and

non-parental monitoring groups on their perceptions of

the i r parents , teachers and the i r own involvement in

ma thema t ics homework

.

5. There will be no significant differences between

the paren tal mon i tor ing and the non - parental mon i tor ing

groups in student self-esteem scores.

6a . Within the experimental and control groups there

will be no relationship between self-esteem scores and

mathemat ics ach i evement scores

.

6b. Within the experimental and control groups there

will be no relationship between self-esteem scores and

percentage of homework completed and returned to teacher

.
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6c. Within the experimental and control groups there

will be no relationship between self-esteem scores and

teachers' grades for students.

7a- Within the experimental and control group there

will be no relationship between parent level of education

and students * mathemat ics achievement scores.

7b. Within the experimental and control groups there

will be no relationship between parent level of education

and students' percentage of homework completed and

returned to teachers

.

7c. Within the experimental and control groups there

will be no relationship between parent level of education

and teachers ' grades for students

.

7d. Within the experimental and control groups there

will be no relationship between parent level of education

and students ' sel f -esteem scores.

Definition of Terms

The fol lowing terms are defined within the context of
this study.
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Homework

Refers to the daily mathematics assignment given to

the student by his/her mathematics teacher to be completed

outside the school.

Ma themat ics Ach ievement

In this context, refers to the child^s score on the

computation section of the mathematics subtest Level 2 of

the Stanford Achievement Test

•

Parent Level of Education

Refers to the average number of formal school years

completed by the parent/s or caretakers living with the

child.

Parent Involvement in Monitoring Mathematics Homework

Refers to the parental activity in which the

parent reminds his /her child to complete his/her daily

mathemat ics homework . The parents prov ide a comfortab le

athmosphere and place for study, free from distractions,

television and radio. The parents show support and

appreciation for completion of mathematics homework by

enthusiast ical ly asking his/ her child to talk about

h i s/ her homework after complet ion . The parent rem inds

his/her child to return his daily completed mathematics

homework to his/her teacher. The parents mantain a
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Parental Honiework Record (see Appendix A and B for English

and Spanish versions respectively) where they will sign,

check whether the daily homework was monitored or not and

write comments or questions.

Parental Training in Monitoring Homework

Refers to the skills taught to parents on how to

supervise and oversee the completion and return of their

children's homework. The skills taught and discussed will

be based on the Parental Homework Monitoring Program

developed by the researcher. (See Appendix C). The

program uses a Parental Check list (see Appendix D,

English version and Appendix E, Spanish version) as a

guideline for the parents to do their monitoring. The

tra in ing takes about one hour

.

H ispan ic Parents

Refers to biological parents or primary caretakers

(G-g- > grand parent, aunt etc. ) who are natives of

Hispano- American countries or to parents or primary

caretakers who were born in the United States but consider

themselves H ispan ic

.

Sel f -Esteem

Refers to "the evaluation a person makes and

customarily matains with regard to him or herself" as
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measured by the Coopersmith Self -Esteem Inventories

( School Form )

.

Sample and Sampl ing Procedures

The population for this study included all the

seventh grade Hispanic students in the bilingual program

of a middle school in Central Massachussets . At the time

of the study, the total number of seventh grade Hispanic

students in the program was about 75. The majority of

these students come from poor families, many of whom

receive AFDC and live in public or partially subsdized

housing. All the parents or caretakers of these students

were informed about the study and asked to part ic i pate

.

( See append ixes K and L for parental letters
, Span ish and

English versions respectively and appendixes M and N for

consent forms, Spanish and English versions). The

original number of families who accepted the invitation to

participate in the study was 38 for a total of 41 students

(three families had two students in the same grade). Two

subjects were readily excluded: one subject was excluded

because he was in the special education program and the

other because she had just been transferred from the

bilingual program to the regular English program. The

other 39 subjects were assigned to an experimental group

of 20 and to a control group of 19 by using a table of

random numbers . Dur ing the intervent ion period two of the

subjects in the experimental group were placed in special
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education and they were excluded from the data. Two other

subjects transferred to other schools and only partial

data was obtained for those students.

In the control group, two subjects transferred to

other schools and one was transferred to the regular

English program. The pretest and posttests mathematics

achievement scores were excluded from the data for one

student in the experimental group who reported to have

chosen his responses randomly. Similarly posttest scores

of the questionnaire and the pretest and posttest

self-esteem scores were excluded from the data for five

students in the experimental group who reported they

responded randomly

.

Prior to soliciting the parents participation in the

study , the Of f ice for Research and I mprovement in the

school department was contacted to obtain permission to

conduct the study. (see Appendix F). The principal at

the schoo 1 was asked for her perm iss ion and the two

bilingual mathematics teachers were asked for their

participation and collaboration. One of the teachers has 3

years of experience teaching mathematics and the other has

more than 20.

Data Gathering and Instruments

The percentage of mathematics homework completed and

returned for each subject was calculated from the

teachers' records. Three percentages were calculated for
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every subject: two for the first two quarters of the

1990-1991 school year and one for the third quarter which

is when the intervention took place. Similarly the

teachers' grades for every subject was obtained from the

teachers' records for the first 3 quarters of the

1990-1991 school year.

Parental level of education was defined as the

average number of formal school years completed by the

parents or caretakers living at home.

Mathemat ics Test

The Computation section, Level 2 (grades 5.5 - 7.9)

of the Mathematics subtest of the Stanford Achievement

Test was adm in istered as a pre and post ach ievement

measure in mathematics to all the subjects in the study.

This test was administered in groups by the mathematics

teachers during the first week of the third quarter (Form

E) and at the beginning of the first week following the

end of the third quarter (Form F) of the 1990-1991 school

year . The two d i f ferent forms ( E and F ) of the test were

used to control for pract ice effect

.

The technical manual of the test reported an

a 1 ternate - forms reliability coeficient of .86 for the

Mathematics Computation, Form E and F. In addition it

reported Kuder- R ichardson Formula # 20 rel iabi 1 i ty

coef icients for internal cons istency of the Mathemat ics

Computation: .85 and .91 Fall and Spring norms for Form E
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and .88 and .92 Fall and Spring norms for Form F. The

national percentage of Hispanic students included in the

standarization sample (about 7%) was proportionally

similar to the percentage of Hispanic students enrolled in

school (about 8%) at the time of the standarization of the

test. Regarding the validity of the test, the technical

manual reported intercorrelat ions of the Mathematics

Computation with other Stanford Achievement subtests at

the beginning of grade 6 that ranged from .46 with

Listening Comprehension and .72 with Mathematics

Application and .66 with Otis-Lennon Ability Test.

Sel f -Esteem I nventor ies

A translation of the School Form of the Coopersmith

Self Esteem Inventories ( SE I ) ages 8-15 was administered

as a pre and post measure to all subjects in the study

.

The pretest of the SE I was administered in group by the

exper imenter at the beginn ing of the second week of the

third quarter and the posttest was administered by the

experimenter as well at the beginning of the first week

fol lowing the end of the th ird quarter of the 1990- 1991

school year. The researcher requested permission to the

Consul t ing Psycho 1 og ists Press I nc . to translate the SE

I

questionnaire The translation was reviewed by a Hispanic

psychologist

.

The SET consists of self-report questionnaires and it

is intended to measure "the evaluation a person makes and
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customarily maintains with regard to himself or herself".

It contains 50 items which are given a score of 2 for each

correct response for a maximum score of 100. It yields 5

scores: General Self subscaie score. Social Self-Peers

subscale score. Home Parents subscaie score,

School -Academic subscaie and Total Self score. In

addition it contains 8 items that make up a Lie Scale.

The SEI presents respondents with statements that they

answer "like me" or "unlike me". e.g., "I like to be

called on in class", "My parents understand me." These

self-esteem inventories are "based on a general theory of

self esteem and its relationship to academic performance"

(Peterson and Austin, 1985, p. 396). Validity and

reliability are not based on the standardization sample

but on conclusions made on separate studies. For example,

regarding the reliability the manual reported a study by

Kimball (1972) in which the SEI was administered to 7600

children in grades 4 through 8, from all socioeconomic

backgrounds and included African Americans and students

with Spanish surnames. The Kuder - R ichardson reliability

estimates (KR20s) were calculated for each level and

coeficients ranged .87 to .92. The r for grade seven was

.89. The manual reported that Simon and Simon obtained a

correlation of .33 (p<.01) between the SEI and the SRA

Achievement Series with fourth grade children. The manual

also reported that Fullerton obtained a validity

coeficient (r=.44, p<.005) between the SEI and the
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Behavior Rating Scale indicating "substancial support for

the convergent validity of self-esteem as a construct."

(p. 14). The SEI are some of the most widely used and

well known self esteem measures (Johnson, Redfieid,

Miller, and Simpson, 1983, cited in Peterson and Austin,

1985). In addition Jewell (1985, p. 398) reported that

"the applicability for research purposes seems virtually

limitless" and recommended its use for investigation

purposes

.

Student Mathema t ics Homework Percept ions Sea le

The experimenter developed a Likert-type scale

consisting of 24 items. (See Appendix I). The scale was

designed to pre and postest the students' perceptions

toward mathemat ics homework in three spheres . The first

sphere reflects the students' perceptions of their

mathemat ics teachers involvement in mathemat ics homework

.

The second sphere measures the students' perceptions of

the ir parents ' involvement in mathemat ics homework and the

th i rd sphere re f 1 ec ts the studen t
s

' percept ions of the i r

sel f - involvement in mathemat ics homework

.

Each of the spheres consists of 8 items. The 24

items were organized at random and there are about the

same number of pos i t ive and negat ive statements to avoid a

"response set". The scale has five categories where the

subjects can express the degree of the i r percept ions

toward ma theme t ics homework . The scoring of the negat ive
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responses was reversed to indicate that the higher numbers

are the most desirable categories. The scale was revised

by three bilingual Hispanic clinicians. The pretest of

the perception scale was administered in group by the

experimenter during the second week of the first quarter.

The posttest was administered by the experimenter nine

weeks later, at the beginning of the first week following

the end of the third quarter of the 1990-1991 school year.

Home I n terv iew

A semistructured interview guide was designed for

this study (see appendix H). The home interview, which

was conducted by the researcher only with the families and

the subjects in the experimental group, included three

parts. The first part was designed to elicit information

about the effects of the parental homework monitoring

act i V i t i es on the paren t -ch ild relationship. In add it ion

,

it intended to obtain information that would help to

confirm or disconfirm the predictions that both parent and

child would view their relationship as different and to

estimate to what extent the parental homework mon i tor ing

training would help parents help the student to develop

and or improve his/ her sense o f respons i b i 1 i ty and se 1 f

d isc ipl ine with regard to his/ her homework . Th is part of

the interview used the method cal led "circular

questioning" ( Penn , 1982) which is an "exploratory" method

(Tomm, 1988) and assumes that "everything is somehow
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connected to everything else" (Tomm, 1988). The

researcher remained open to any themes that might have

arisen out of the parent-child interaction, either during

the homework monitoring or during the interview.

The second part of the interview used "lineal

questions" (Tomm, 1988) which are "predominantly

investigative" (Tomm, 1988). This part of the interview

was designed to investigate to what extent the parents put

into practice the ideas presented to them in the homework

monitoring guidelines and whether they and the students

would recommend the home work monitoring to other parents

and students. The third part of the interview was

designed to collect parental demographic information. (See

Appendix G)

.

The interviews were conducted by the researcher at

the end of the third quarter at home with both the parent

and child together or the person who provided the homework

monitoring and other relatives present. The interviews

were audio-taped to facilitate later analysis.

Experimental Treatment

The experimental treatment consisted in training the

parents or the caretakers of the subjects in the

experimental group on how to monitor and oversee the

completion and return of their children's mathematics

homework. The training was provided by the experimenter

during a home visit. The skills taught and discussed were
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based on the Parental Homework Monitoring Program

developed by the researcher. (See Appendix C). During

the training the parents were first provided with verbal

information about programs and research studies that have

shown positive results related to different aspects of

parent involvement in monitoring their children's

homework. Then they were provided with a checklist (see

Appendixes D and E, English and Spanish versions

respectively) and asked to write "yes" or "no" on

different statements regarding what they were already

doing or do not doing around their children's mathematics

homework. The parents were given positive feedback for

what they were already doing and every point whether the

parents were already practicing it or not was discussed

fol lowing the "Guidel ines about How to Monitor your

Child's Mathematics Homework" (see Appendixes P and Q for

guidelines in English and Spanish respectively). The

items that the parents were not practicing at all , the

ones that they were not working on consistently and the

ones that they felt that were not work ing wel 1 for them

made the bulk of the t ra in ing . These i tems were

elaborated and discussed by the researcher and the

parents, taking into consideration the parents' own

knowledge , exper iences and ideas • The parents were left

w i th a copy of the gu idel ines to use as a reference . I

n

addition they were provided with a "Parental Homework

Record" ( see Appendixes A and B , Engl ish and Spanish
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versions respectively) where they checked, made comments

and signed every time they monitored their children's

homework for the following nine weeks. During the nine

weeks, the parents were contacted about once a week by the

researcher by phone or in person to answer any questions

or concerns that might have arisen. At the end of the

project, that is, after the parents monitored their

children's mathematics homework for nine weeks of the the

third quarter they were awarded a certificate of

participation. (See Appendixes J and 0 for Spanish and

English versions respectively). The parents knew in

advance that they were going to receive the certificate of

part ic ipat ion

.

For ethical reasons the parents of the subjects in

the control group were provided with the same training (at

the beginning of the fourth quarter) as the parents of the

subjects in the exper inmental group. Similarly, the

parents of the subjects in the control group were also

awarded a certificate of participation at the end of the

fourth quarter.

Statistical Analysis

The quantitative data was analyzed using descriptive

and inferential procedures and it is presented in chapter

IV. Descriptive statistics showing the pretest and

posttest means and standard deviations were obtained for

the experimental and control groups on the mathematics
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achievement measure, the self-esteem measures, the

students' perceptions of their mathematics teachers, their

parents and their own involvement in mathematics homework,

the students' mathematics grades and the students'

percentage of homework completed and returned. T-test for

independent groups were used to test Hypotheses I, 2, 3,

4, 5 and Pearson correlations were used to test Hypotheses

6a. 6b. 6c. 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d . .05 was chosen as the level

of significance. The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS-X) was used for the analysis of the data.

The interview data was analyzed by recurring themes

and compilation of responses related to parents and

students easiest and most difficult aspects of their

parental homework monitoring experience and reasons why

parents and students would recommend the parental homework

monitoring to other parents and students. Finally the

demographic characteristics of the families interviewed

are reported in tables in chapter IV.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The first part of this chapter presents the results

and statistcal analysis of the quantitative pretest and

posttest data compiled for the study. The results of the

posttest data are reported following the order of the null

hypotheses presented in Chapter I.

The purpose of this study was to obtain information

on whether parental involvement in monitoring mathematics

homework of seventh grade Hispanic students improved their

achievement in mathematics and whether it had any

significant effects on their self-esteem over a matched

control group. In addition, it investigated whether the

student's perception of their teacher, their parent and

their own involvement in mathematics homework changed

after the parenta 1 homework mon i tor ing

.

The second major part of the chapter presents the

results of the home interview conducted after intervention

with the subjects in the experimental group and their

fam i 1 ies

.

The original number of fam i 1 ies who accepted the

invitation to participate in the study was 38, for a total

of 41 students . Before the sample was randomly d iv ided

between experimental and control groups, two subjects were

excluded: one subject was excluded because he was in the
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special education program and the other because she had

just been transitioned from the bilingual program to the

regular English program. During the intervention period,

two of the subjects m the experimental group were placed

in special education and they were excluded from the data.

Two other subjects transferred to other schools and only

partial data was obtained for these students.

In the control group, two subjects transferred to

other schools and one was transferred to a regular English

program. The pretest and posttest mathematics achievement

scores were excluded from the data for one student in the

experimental group who reported to have chosen his

responses randomly. Similarly, posttest scores of the

questionnaire and the pretest and posttest self esteem

scores were excluded from the data for five students in

the experimental group who reported they responded

randomly. The sample at the posttest consisted of 31

students and 28 homes.

T-tests were used to determine how similar the mean

scores of the two groups were at the pretests. All of the

comparisons between the experimental and control groups

(see Table 4.1) produced t values with levels of

non - s ign i f icance (p>.05). The pretest scores for the

experimental and control groups and their non significant

t values clearly indicate the similarity between the

groups at the pretests on mathematics computation, self
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esteem, and their perceptions of their teacher, their

parents and their own involvement in mathematics homework.

Table 4-1 contains the pretest results for the

experimental and control groups' mathematics computation,

the self esteem subscale (general self, Social Self-Peers,

Home-Parents and School - Academ ic ) , the Total Self and the

subjects' perceptions of their teachers, their parents and

their own self involvement in mathematics homework.
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TABLE 4.

1

.r^H^'SrH^
of Pretest Scores for Mathematics, Self-Esteemand Students Perceptions of Their Teachers, Their Parentand Their Own Involvement in Mathematics Homework

Experimental Group

Var. N M SD

Control Group

N M SD
2T

T DF Prob

Math 17 21.0 7.2 19 21.6 8.9

General 18 31.6 7.2 18 30.3 10 0
Self

23

46

34

34

821

651

Social- 18 10.7 3.2 18 9.8 2.4
Peers

93 34 .357

Home- 18 10.3 3.0 18 10.0 3.6
Parents

29 34 .771

School 18 8.8 3.0 18 8.3 3.3
Academ ic

52 34 .610

Total
Self

18 61.6 11.2 18 58.5 15.0 .70 34 .487

Teacher 18 30.9 3.7 19 31.2 3.6
I nvol

.

- . 22 35 . 828

Parent 18 32.1 5.2 19 30.8 4.3
I nvol

.

83 35 .411

Self
I nvol

18 30.0 4.9 19 28.6 5.6 .81 35 .421

Total
I nvol

.

17 92.4 11.3 19 90.6 10.3 .70 35 .490

Note: Var. = Variable; Invol. = Involvement.
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Results of Research Hypotheses

Data were coiiected on 16 subjects in the

experimental group and fifteen in the control group.

T-tests and Pearson correlations were computed to test the

research hypotheses

.

Hypothes i s t

There will be no significant differences between
seventh grade Hispanic students receiving parental
monitoring (experimental group) on mathematics homework
and seventh grade Hispanic students not receiving parental
monitoring (control group) on mathematics homework in
mathemat ics ach ievemen t scores.

After the subjects in the ex per i mental group received

their parental homework monitoring in mathematics for nine

weeks they were posttested with the form F (form E was

used at the pretest) of the computat ion sect ion , level 2

(grades 5.5-7.9) of the mathematics subtest of the

Stanford Ach ievemen t test . The subjects in the control

group were also posttested with the same form at the same

time. The means of the math computation scores, the

standard dev iat ions and t-test for the groups are

presented in Tab 1 e 4.2. A t - test was calcul ated to test

this hypothesis. That is, to determine whether there were

a statistically significant differences between the mean

scores obtained by the two groups at the posttests. The

results indicated that there were no statistically

significant differences between the mean score obtained by

experimental group and the control group (t=-.47; p=.642).
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Therefore Hypothesis 1 cannot be rejected. In other

words, the subjects who were provided with the parental

homework monitoring in mathematics did not obtain

significantly higher math computation scores than the

subjects who were not provided with the parental

mathemat ics homework monitor ing

.

TABLE 4.2

Comparison of Experimental and Control Groups' Mathematics
Post test Scores

Experimental Group Control Group
2T

Var. N M SD N M SD T DF Prob

Math 16 22.3 8.5 15 23.8 9.1 -.47 29 .642

Note : Var. = Variable

Hypothesis 2

There will be no significant differences between the
experimental ( parental monitoring ) and control
(non-parental monitoring) groups in the mean percentage of
mathematics homework completed and returned to the teacher
dur ing the th ird quarter

.

The percentages of homework completed and returned by

the experimental and control groups for Quarter 1, Quarter

2 and Quarter 3 are shown in Table 4.3. T- tests were

calculated to determine whether the mean percentages of

homework completed and returned were signi f leant ly

different between the experimental and control groups (t=
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-.69; p=.497). The data presented in Table 4.3 shows that

in the results for Quarter 3. there were no significant

differences between the mean percentage of homework

completed and returned by the subjects who received the

parental homework monitoring (during Quarter 3) and the

control group (t=-.37; p=.712). Based on the results

obtained for Quarter 3, the null Hypothesis 2 of no

significant differences between experimental and control

groups on percentage of homework completed and returned

cannot be rejected. In other words, the statistical

analysis for Hypothesis 2 showed that the percentage of

homework completed and returned for the third quarter by

the subjects who received the parental homework monitoring

was not significantly different than the percentage

completed and returned by the subjects who did not receive

the parental homework monitoring (see Table 4.3)
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TABLE 4.3

Comparison of Experimental and Control Groups' Percentageof Homework Completed and Returned in Quarter 1, Quarter 2
and Quarter 3

Experimental Group

Var

.

N M SD M T DP
2T.

Prob.

Ql 16 67. 2 16.5 15 77.8 19. 7 - 1 .62 29 . 115

Q2 16 48.5 25.7 16 54.9 26. 7 - .69 30 -497

03 17' 51.2 30.6 16 55.4 33. 5 - .37 31 .712

03" 16 54.4 15 59. 1

Note
03 =

: Var. = Variable;
Quarter 3.

Ql = Quarter 1

;

02 = Quarter 2;

One student who was enrolled in school at the beginning
of 03 became part of the study

54.4 and 59.1 are the mean percentage of homework
completed and returned for the exper i mental and control
groupes when only the same 16 subjects for the
experimental group and the 15 subjects for the control
group who were included in 01 were also included in 03.

Hypothesis 3

There will be no s ign i f leant d i f ferences between the
experimental group ( parental mon i tor ing ) and cont ro

1

( non -parenta 1 mon i tor ing ) group in students grades for the
th i rd quarter

.

T- tests were used to test Hypothesis 3 . The resul ts

presented in Table 4.4 for Ouarter 3 show that there was

no s ign i f leant d i f ference between the mean grade obta ined

by the subjects in the exper i mental group and the mean

grade obtained by subjects in the control group (
t= - . 39

;
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p=.698). The results obtained in Quarter 3 clearly

indicated that the hypothesis (Hypothesis 3) of no

significant differences between the parental monitoring

group (experimental group) and the non-parental monitoring

group (control group) cannot be rejected. That is, when

the mean grade of the students who received the homework

monitoring during the third quarter was compared with the

mean grade of the students who did not receive any

treatment, it showed that there were no significant

differences between the two (see table 4.4).

TABLE 4.4

Comparison of Experimental and Control Groups' Grades in
Quarter 1 , Quarter 2 and Quarter 3

Experimental Group

Var. N M SD N M SD T DF
2T.

Prob.

01 16 71 . 1 11.7 15 75. 4 12.3 - .99 29 .331

Q2 16 69. 0 15.6 16 69. 2 14.4 - .05 30 .963

Q3 17' 68. 8 15.4 16 71 . 3 20.8 - .39 31 .698

03" 16 71 . 1 15 72. 1

Note: Var. = Variable; Ql = Quarter 1 ; 02 = Quarter 2;
Q3 = Quarter 3.

^ One student who was enrol led in school at the beginn ing
of Q3 became part of the study

.

71.1 and 72.1 are the mean grades for the experimental
and control groups, when only the same 16 subjects for the

exper i mental and the same 15 subjects for the control
group who were included in 01 were also included in 03.
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Hypothesis 4

There will be no significant differences between theposttest scores of the parental monitoring and thenon-parental monitoring groups on their perceptions oftheir parents, teachers and their own involvement inmathemat ics homework

.

The posttest scores of the subjects' perceptions of

their teacher, their parents, and their own involvement in

mathematics homework are presented in Table 4.5. T-tests

were calculated to test whether there were any significant

differences between the mean perceptions of the subjects

in the experimental and control groups at the posttest.

The results presented in Table 4.5 show a significant

d i f ference between mean teacher invol vement scores

obtained by the experimental and the control group ( t=

-2.71; p=.011). However no significant differences were

shown between the mean parent involvement scores obtained

by the experimental group and the control group (t=-.29;

p=.777). In addition, no significant differences were

shown between the se 1 f invol vement mean scores of the two

groups ( t= - . 42 ; p= . 680 ) , and f inal ly no significant

differences were obtained between the total mean

involvement scores of the two groups. Based on these

results Hypothesis 4 is rejected on the teacher

involvement variable but it cannot be rejected on the

other two variables: "parent involvement" and "self

involvement .
" Thus the signi f leant di f ference obtained

between the two groups on the teacher invol vement var iable

seems to indicate that the subjects in the experimental
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group changed their perceptions about their teachers*

involvement in their mathematics homework after they

involved in the parental monitoring.

TABLE 4.5

Comparison of Students' Posttest Scores on Their
Perceptions of Their Teacher, Their Parent and Their Own

Involvement in Mathematics Homework

Var. N M SD N M SD T DF
2t.

Prob.

Teacher
I nv

.

17 27.2 4.6 15 31 . 1 3.3 -2.7 29 .011*

Parent
I nv

.

17 30.8 6.7 15 31 . 4 4.5 - .3 29 .777

Self
I nv

.

17 29. 1 5.8 15 30. 0 5.3 - .4 29 .680

Total
I nv

.

17 87.2 14.8 15 92. 5 10.6 -1.6 29 .258

Note : Var . = Variable ; Inv . = Involvement

.

»p< .05

The correlations between the pre and posttest scores

of the students ' percept ions of their teacher , their

parents , their sel f and their total involvement in

mathemat ics homework for the exper i mental and control

groups are presented in Table 4.6 in the next page . The

s ign if icance of these correlat ions will be addressed in

Chapter V (Discusion)

.
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TABLE 4.6

Correlations Between the Pre and Posttest Scores ofStudents' Perceptions of Their Teacher, Their ParentTheir Self and their Total Involvement in Mathematics
Homework for the Experimental and Control Groups

Experimental Group

Perception of
Involvement of: N

Taecher 17

Parent 17

Self 17

Total 17

2t.
r Prob.

-44 .075

.65 .004**

.56 .013*

.65 .005*

Control Group

2t.
N r Prob.

15 .03 .894

15 .55 .033*

15 .48 .067

15 .33 .219

*p< . 05 , **p< .01

Hypothesis 5

There will be no significant differences between the
parental and the non- parental monitoring groups in the
students self esteem posttest scores.

Tab le 4 . 7 presents the sel f esteem resul ts obta ined by

experimental and control groups at the posttest. T-tests

were calculated to determine whether the subscales and

total self esteem's means were significantly different

between the experimental and the control groups.

On the General Sel f variable , no significant

difference was shown between the experimental and the

control group (t=-.57; p=.574). On the Social Self-Peers

no significant differences were observed either. In
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addition, the comparison between the mean score obtained

by the experimental group on the Home-Parents subscale and

the mean obtained by the control group shows no

significant difference between them (t=-.68; p=.504). On

the School -Academic subscale, in which the subjects

responded to questions related to their feelings about

school, the score obtained by experimental group and the

scored obtained by the control group (t=-1.3; p=.195) were

not significantly different from each other. Finally the

comparison on the Total Self between the experimental and

the control groups shows no significant difference between

the two groups (t=-.87; p=.394). Therefore the null

hypothesis of no significant difference between the

subjects who received the parental homework monitoring

(Experimental group) and the ones who did not receive it

(Control group) cannot be rejected on any of the self

esteem subscales or Total Self.
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TABLE 4.7

Comparison of Experimental and Control Groups' Self-Esteem
Posttest Scores

Experimental Group Control Group

Var

.

N M SD N M SD T DP
2T.

Prob.

General
Self

16 31 . 1 8.7 15 32.9 9.0 - -57 29 .574

Social
Peers

16 9.6 3.3 15 10.4 3.7 - .61 29 .547

Home-
Parents

16 11.1 3.8 15 12.0 3.2 - .68 29 .504

School
Academ ic

16 8.8 2.6 15 10.2 3. 1 -1.3 29 . 195

Total
Self

16 60.7 15. 1 15 65.6 16.0 - .87 29 .394

Note: Var. = Variable

Hypothesis 6a

Within the experimental group and control group there
will be no s ign i f icant relat ionsh ip between sel f esteem
scores and mathemat ics ach ievement scores

.

In order to determine whether there was a significant

relat ionsh ip between sel f -esteem and mathemat ics

ach ievement , Pearson correlat ions were calculated between

the sel f -esteem subscales and the mathemat ics pretests and

postttests. These correlations are reported in Table 4.8.

As can be seen in table 4.8, no significant

correlat ions were found between sel f -esteem subscales



scores and the mathematics achievement for the

experimental and control groups at the pre and posttests

at the .05 level. Given this pattern of no significant

correlations the null hypothesis (#6a) of no significant

relationship between self esteem scores and mathematics

achievement scores cannot be rejected. However, it is

important to note one correlation that was marginally

significant at the .07 level. That is, in the control

group the School Academic subscale posttest score was

positively associated (r=.493; p=.07) with the

mathematics posttest score.
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TABLE 4.8

Correlations Between Measured Students' Self-Esteem andMathematics Achievement for the Experimental and
Control Groups

Experimental Group
2T

Var. N r Prob

GENPRE

MATHPRE
17 . 165 . 526

SOCPRE

MATHPRE
17 .285 .272

Control Group

Var.
2T

r Prob

GENPRE

MATHPRE
18 .197 .432

SOCPRE

MATHPOST
18 -.164 .514

HOMPRE

MATHPRE
17 .211 .416

SCHPRE

MATHPRE
17 .246 .340

TOSEFPR

MATHPRE
17 .310 .224

GENPOST

MATHPOST
15 .284 .296

SOCPOST

MATHPOST
15 .148 .578

HOMPRE

MATHPRE
18 -.038 .888

SCHPRE

MATHPRE
18 .385 .114

TOSEFPR

MATHPRE
18 .182 .464

GENPOST

MATHPOST
14 .261 .366

SOCPOST

MATHPOST
14 -.071 .808

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4.8 (Continued)

ExDerimentAl (i F'O 1 1 I~\VJ 1 U VJ LJ Control Group

Var. N
Var. N r

2T.
Prob. r

2T.
Prob.

HOMPOST HOMPOST
15

MATHPOST
.283 .306 14

MATHPOST
.316 .270

SCHPOST SCHPOST
15

MATHPOST
.205 .462 14

MATHPOST
.493 .072

TOSEFPO TOSEFPO
15

MATHPOST
.309 -262 14

MATHPOST
.289 .316

Note: Var. = Variable; GENPRE = General Self pretest;
SOCPRE = Social Self- Peers pretest; HOMPRE = Home-Parents
pretest; SCHPRE = School -Academ ic pretest; TOSEFPR = Total
Sel f pretest

.

Hypothesis 6b

Within the experimental group and control group there
will be no s ign i f leant relat ionsh ip between sel f esteem
scores and percentage of homework completed and returned
to teacher.

I n order to determ ine the level of associat ion

between the self esteem subscales and the percentage of

homework completed and returned to teacher Pearson

correlation analysis was carried out. Results are

presented in Table 4.9. A close inspect ion of Table 4.9

reveal s that only total self esteem pretest was

significantly correlated ( r= . 488 ; p= . 05 ) with percentage

of homework comp leted and returned in Quarter 1 for the

experimental group . That is , high percentages of homework
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completed and returned by subjects in the experimental

group were associated with high total self esteem pretest

scores (see Table 4.9). None of the other correlations

between self esteem and percentage of homework returned

during Quarters 1. 2 and 3 were significantly correlated

at the .05 or smaller for the experimental and control

groups. Thus, with the exception of the significant

correlation between total self esteem and percentage of

homework for Quarter 1, the hypothesis of no significant

relationship (#6b) between self esteem scores and

percentage of homework completed and returned cannot be

rejected

.
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TABLE 4.9

Correlations Between Measured Students' Self-Esteem andStudents' Percentage of Homework Completed and Returned
for the Experimental and Control Groups

Experimental

Var . N

Group

r
2T.

Prob.

Control

Var.

Group

N r
2T.

Prob.

GENPRE

QIHW
16 .403 . 120

GENPRE

QIHW
14 .036 .902

GENPRE

Q2HW
16 .280 .292

GENPRE

Q2HW
15 . 192 .492

GENPRE

03HW
17 - . 117 .654

GENPRE

Q2HW
15 - .249 .370

SOCPRE

QIHW
16 .296 .264

SOCPRE

QIHW
14 . 109 .710

SOCPRE

Q2HW
16 .281 .292

SOCPRE

Q2HW
15 .014 .960

SOCPRE

Q3HW
17 - .394 . 116

SOCPRE

Q3HW
15 -

. 151 .590

HOMPRE

QIHW
16 150 .578

HOMPRE

QIHW
14 -.010 .970

16 .091 .736
HOMPRE

Q2HW

( Cont inued next page

)

HOMPRE

Q2HW
15 -.266 .336
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TABLE 4.9 (Continued)

Experimental Group
2T

Var. N r Prob

Control Group

Var . N
2t

r Prob

HOMPRE

Q3HW
17 -.035 .894

HOMPRE

Q3HW
15 -.399 .140

SCHPRE SCHPRE
16 .369 .160 14 .189 .516

QIHWQIHW

SCHPRE SCHPRE
16 .112 .678

, 15 .168 .548
Q2HWQ2HW

SCHPRE

03HW
17 -.355 .162

SCHPRE

Q3HW
15 -.138 .624

TOSEFPR

QIHW
16 .488 .050*

TOSEFPR

Q2HW
14 .082 .778

TOSEFPR

02HW
16 .318 .230

TOSEFPR

Q2HW
15 116 .680

TOSEFPR

Q3HW
17 -.299 .242

TOSEFPR

Q3HW
15 -.309 .262

GENPOST

QIHW
16 .375 .152

GENPOST

QIHW
14 .015 .960

GENPOST

Q2HW
16 .389 .136

GENPOST

Q2HW
15 -.268 .334

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4.9 (Continued)

Experimental Group
2T.

r Prob.Var . N

Control Group

Var. N
2T

r Prob

GENPOST

Q3HW
16 -.078 .772

GENPOST

Q3HW
15 -.009 .974

SOCPOST

QIHW
16 .287 .282

SOCPOST

Q2HW
16 .174 .520

SOCPOST

QIHW
14 -.213 .464

SOCPOST

Q2HW
15 -.394 .146

SOCPOST

Q3HW
16 -.333 .208

SOCPOST

03HW
15 -.004 .988

HOMPOST

QIHW
16 .250 .350

HOMPOST

QIHW
14 .431 .124

HOMPOST

Q2HW
16 -.039 .884

HOMPOST

Q2HW
15 .064 .820

HOMPOST

Q3HW
16 -.189 .482

HOMPOST

Q3HW
15 -.191 .494

SCHPOST

QIHW
16 .252 .346

SCHPOST

QIHW
14 .008 .976

SCHPOST

Q2HW
16 .457 .074

SCHPOST

Q2HW
15 .051 .856

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4.9 (Continued)

Experimental Group
2T

Var. N r Prob

Control Group

Var. N
2T

r Prob

SCHPOST

Q3HW
16 .245 .358

SCHPOST

Q3HW
15 049 862

TOSEFPO

QIHW
16 .387 .138

TOSEFPO

QIHW
14 .044 880

TOSEFPO

Q2HW
16 332 .208

TOSEFPO

Q2HW
15 218 434

TOSEFPO

Q3HW
16 -.124 .644

TOSEFPO

Q3HW
15 035 .900

Note: Var. = Variable GENPRE = General Self pretest;
SOCPRE = Social Self -Peers pretest; HOMEPRE = Home-Parents
pretest; SCHPRE = School - Academ ic pretest; TOSEFPR = Total
Self pretest; GENPOST = Genral Self
Social Self -Peers posttest; HOMPOST
posttest; SCHPOST = School -Academ ic
Total Self posttest; QIHW = Quarter
Quarter 2 homework; Q3HW = Quater 3

posttest; SOCPOST =

= Home-Parents
posttest; TOSEFPO =

1 homework; Q2HW =

homework

.

*p< . 05

Hypothesis 6c

Within the experimental group and control group there
will be no significant relationship between self-esteem
scores and teachers' grades for students.

In order to test Hypothesis 6c Pearson correlation

coefficients were calculated (for experimental and control
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groups) between the self esteem subscales pretest and

posttest scores, the total self esteem pretest and

posttest scores and the students' grades for the first 3

quarters of the school year. Results are presented in

Table 4.10. The correlations reported in Table 4.10 reveal

that the majority of the correlations coefficients between

self esteem and students grades were not significantly

related to each other at the .05 level or smaller.

However, in the experimental group the Social Self -Peers

subscale pretest score was significantly correlated with

students grades in Quarter 1 (r=535; p=.03) and in Quarter

2 (r=.496; p=.05). The School -Academic pretest score

correlated significantly (r=545; p=.02) with the students'

grades in Quater 1. In addition, the Total Self esteem

pretest score was significantly correlated (r=.522; p=.03)

with students' grades in Quarter 2. Moreover, the General

Self posttest score was significantly correlated (r=.512;

p=.04) with students' grades in Quarter 3, when the

parental homework monitoring took place. Similarly

another significant correlation was obtained between

School -Academic posttest score and students' grades in

Quarter 2 (r=.555; p=.02) and finally the Total Self

posttest score and mathematics grades correlated

significantly in Quarter 3 (r=.502; p=.04).

The control group Pearson correlation coefficients

between the School - Academ ic subscale was significantly
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(r=.530; p=.04) correlated with the students' mathematics

grades at the posttest in Quarter 2. Thus, the subjects

in this group like the ones in the experimental group who

in the second quarter (before the parental homework

monitoring) felt better about their schooling also tended

to obtain better grades.

Based on the findings obtained in the statistical

analysis of Hypothesis 6c, it is evident that the

hypothesis of no significant relationship between self

esteem scores and teacher grades for students can be

rejected for those correlations with a significant level

equal to the .05 or smaller, but it cannot be rejected for

the other non significant correlations with a significant

level larger than .05 (See Table 4.10).
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TABLE 4. 10

Correlations Between Measured Students' Self-Esteem and
Students* Mathematics Grades

Experimental Group
2t

Var. ' N

Control Group
2T

r Prob. Var. N r Prob

GENPRE

OIGR
16 .271 .308

GENPRE

QIGR
14 .237 .414

GENPRE

Q2GR
16 .364 .166

GENPRE

Q2GR
15 .435 .100

GENPRE

Q3GR
17 .283 .272

GENPRE

Q3GR
15 .143 .610

SOCPRE

QIGR
16 .535 .032»

SOCPRE

QIGR
14 .080 .786

SOCPRE

Q2GR
16 .496 .050»

SOCPRE

Q2GR
15 .183 .512

SOCPRE

03GR
17 .335 .188

SOCPRE

Q3GR
15 -.04 .886

HOMPRE

QIGR
16 -.065 .810

HOMPRE

QIGR
14 -.17 .544

HOMPRE

Q2GR
16 .192 .476

HOMPRE

Q2GR
15 -.28 .300

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4.10 (Continued)

Expeimental Group _Control Group
2T

.

N r Prob." Var. N r Prob

HOMPRE HOMPRE
17 .088 .738 15 .388 .152

Q3GR Q3GR

SCHPRE SCHPRE
16 .545 .028* 14 .162 .580

QIGR QIGR

SCHPRE

Q2GR
16 .331 .210

SCHPRE

03GR
17 .315 .218

TOSEFPR

QIGR
16 .466 .068

TOSEFPR

Q2GR
16 .522 .038*

TOSEFPR

Q3GR
17 .392 .120

GENPOST

QIGR
16 .429 .096

GENPOST

Q2GR
16 .425 .100

SCHPRE

Q2GR
15 .312 .256

SCHPRE

Q3GR
15 .168 .548

TOSEFPR

QIGR
14 .176 .546

TOSEFPR

Q2GR
15 .339 .200

TOSEFPR

Q3GR
15 .047 .866

GENPOST

QIGR
14 -.023 .936

GENPOST

Q2GR
15 .310 .260

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4.10 (Continued)

Experimental Grou P ControL Group

Var N
2T

r Prob Var.
2T

N r Prob

GENPOST

03GR
16 .512 .042»

SOCPOST

QIGR
16 .315 .234

GENPOST

Q3GR
15 .003 .990

SOCPOST

QIGR
14 -.297 .302

SOCPOST

Q2GR
16 -356 .088

SOCPOST

02GR
15 -.240 .388

SOCPOST SOCPOST
16 .276 .300 15 -.470 .076

Q3GR Q3GR

HOMPOST HOMPOST
16 .326 .218 14 .365 .200

QIGR QIGR

HOMPOST

Q2GR
16 .046 .086

HOMPOST

Q3GR
15 .257 .174

HOMPOST

Q3GR
16 .285 .284

HOMPOST

Q3GR
15 .174 .534

SCHPOST

QIGR
16 .221 .410

SCHPOST

QIGR
14 .062 .834

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4.10 (Continued)

Experimental Group

Var

.

Control Group
2T.

r Prob. Var N
2T

r Prob

SCHPOST

Q2GR

16 555 ..026»
SCHPOST

Q2GR

15 530 .042*

SCHPOST

Q3GR
16 .423 .102

SCHPOST

Q3GR
15 210 .452

TOSEFPO

QIGR
16 .439 .088

TOSEFPO

OIGR
14 .000 .100

TOSEFPO

Q2GR
16 432 .094

TOSEFPO

Q2GR
15 276 318

TOSEFPO

Q3GR
16 .502 .048*

TOSEFPO

Q3GR
15 -.333 .906

Note: Var. = Variable; GENPRE = General Self pretest;
SOCPRE = Social Self -Peers pretest; HOMPRE = Home- Paernts
pretest; SCHPRE = School -Academic pretest; TOSEFPR = Toal
Self pretest; GENPOST = General Self posttest; SOCPOST =

Social Self -Peers posttest; HOMPOST = Home-Parents
posttest; SCHPOST = School -Academ ic postest; TOSEFPO =

Total -Self posttest; QIGR = Quarter 1 grade; 02GR =

Quarter 2 grade; Q3GR = Quarter 3 grade.

*p< .05

Hypothesis 7a

Within the experimental group and control group there
will be no significant relationship between parent level
of education and students' mathematics achievement scores.
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To test this hypothesis. Pearson correlations were

calculated between the parent level of education and the

students' mathematics achievement scores at the pretest

and posttest for the experimental group and the control

groups. Results are presented in Table 4.11. The results

shown in Table 4.11 clearly reveal that no significant

relationships were obtained between parent level of

education and students' mathematics achievement scores at

the .05 level. Thus, given these findings Hypothesis 7a

cannot be rejected.

TABLE 4.11

Correlations Between Parent Level of Education and
Students' Mathematics Achievement Scores for the

Experimental and Control Groups

Experimental Group

Var N r

2T
Prob

PARNTED

MATHPRE
16 -.194 .470

PARNTED

MATHPOST
16 -.015 .954

Control Group

Var N
2T

r Prob

PARNTED

MATHPRE
15 .133 .636

PARNTED

MATHPOST
15 .056 .842

Note: Var. = Variable; PARNTED = Parent level of
education; MATHPRE = Mathematics pretest; MATHPOST =

Mathematics posttest.
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Hypothesis 7b

Within the experimental group and control group therewill be no significant relationship between parent levelof education and student percentage of homework completedand returned

.

As shown in Table 4.12 Pearson correlations were

computed to determine whether there was a significant

relationship between parent level of education and

percentage of homework completed and returned in the

experimental and control groups during the first 3

quarters of the school year.

The results presented in Table 4.12 show that in the

experimental group a significant negative correlation was

obtained between parent level of education (r=-.602;

p= . 01 ) and the percentage of homework completed and

returned by the students during the second quarter . In

the control group no significant correlations were

obtained. Therefore, Hypothesis 7b with the exception of

the s ign i f leant negat i ve correlat ion ( see Table 4.12)

observed in the the second quarter cannot be rejected

.
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TABLE 4. 12

Correlations Between Parent Level of Education andStudents' Percentage of Mathematics Homework Completed an
Returned for the Experimental and Control Groups

Experimental

Var. N

Group

r
2T.

Prob

Control Group

Var. N r
2T.

Prob

.

PARNTED
16

OIHW
- .465 .070

PARNTED

QIHW
14 - .017 .952

PARNTED
16

Q2HW
- .602 .014*

PARNTED

02HW
15 .305 .268

PARNTED
17

Q3HW
- .065 . 802

PARNTED

03HW
15 . 121 .668

Note: Var. = Variable; PARNTED = Parent level of
education; OIHW = Quarter 1 homework; Q2HW = Quarter 2
homework ; Q3HW = Quarter 3 homework

•

*p< . 05

Hypothesis 7c

With in the exper i mental group and control group there
will be no sign i f leant relationship between parent level
of educat ion and teachers ' grades for students

.

In order to test Hypothes is 7c Pearson correlat ions

were calculated between parent level of education and

teachers* grades for students. Results are presented in

Table 4.13. The results shown in Table 4.13 indicate that

in the exper i mental group the corre lat ion between parent
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level of education and students' grades yielded a

significant negative coefficient (r=-.642; p=.008). All

the other correlations for the experimental and control

groups yielded no significant coefficients. Thus,

Hypothesis 7c is rejected for the correlation (in the

experimental group) between parent level of education and

students' grades in Quarter 1, but cannot be rejected for

the other correlations in both groups.

TABLE 4. 13

Correlations Between Parent Level of Education and
Students' Mathematics Grades for the Experimental and

Control Groups

Experimenta

1

Group Control Group

Var . N r

2T.
Prob. Var. N r

2T.
Prpb.

PARNTED
16

OIGR
- .642 . 008»»

PARNTED

OIGR
14 .048 .870

PARNTED
16

Q2GR
- .384 . 142

PARNTED

Q2GR
15 .229 .410

PARNTED
17

Q3GR
- .294 .252

PARNTED

Q3GR
15 . 195 .486

Note: Var. = Variable; PARNTED = Parent level of
education; OIGR = Quarter 1 geade ; Q2GR = Quarter 2 grade;
Q3GR = Quarter 3 grade.

»*p< . 01
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Hypothesis 7d

Within the experimental group and control group therewill be no significant relationship between parent levelof education and students' self esteem scores.

In order to determine whether there was a significant

relationship between parent level of education and

students' self-esteem scores, Pearson correlations were

calculated. Results are shown in Table 4.14. The results

presented in Table 4.14 reveal that in the experimental

group, some of the correlations between parent level of

education and self esteem pre and posttest scores were

significantly related to each other.

In the control group on the other hand, the Pearson

correlation analysis between parent level of education and

the Social -Peers pretest score produced a significant

negat ive coefficient ( r= - . 528 ; p= . 05 ) . Similarly , a

Pearson correlat ion coefficient revealed a significant

negative relationship between parent level of education

and the Home-Parents pretest score (r=-.550; p=.042). In

add it ion , Pearson correlat ion coefficients also yielded

s ign i f leant negat ive assoc iat ions between parent level of

educat ion and the Soc ial -Peers posttest scores ( r= - . 623

;

p=.01) and between parent level of education and

home - parents posttest score ( r = - . 582 ; p= . 02 )

.

Based on the results presented in Table 4.14,

Hypothes is 7d is partially rejected. It is rejected for

the s ign i f leant negat ive correlat ions but it cannot be

rejected for the non- sign i f leant correlat ions.
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TABLE 4. 14

Correlations Between Parent Level of Education andMeasured Students' Self-Esteeni for the Experimental and
Control Groups

Experimental Group

Var

.

N
2T

Prob

Control Group

Var. N
2T

r Prob

PARNTED

GENPRE
17 -.283 .270

PARNTED

GENPRE
14 .314 .274

PARNTED PARNTED
17 -.413 .098 14 -.528 .050*

SOCPRE SOCPRE

PARNTED

HOMPRE
17 -.113 .664

PARNTED

HOMPRE
14 -.550 .042*

PARNTED

SCHPRE
17 -.246 .340

PARNTED

SCHPRE
14 -.187 .522

PARNTED

TOSEFPR
17 -.403 .108

PARNTED

TOSEFPR
14 -.032 .912

PARNTED

GENPOST
16 -.464 .070

PARNTED

GENPOST
14 -.303 .292

PARNTED PARNTED
16 -.254 .342 14 -.623 .018*

SOCPOST SOCPOST

(Continued next page)
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TABLE 4. 14 (Con t inued

)

Experimenta

1

Var. N

Group

r
2T.

Prob

Control Group

Var. N r
2T.

Prob

.

PARNTED
16

HOMPOST
- .227 .396

PARNTED

HOMPOST
14 -.582 . 028*

PARNTED
16

SCHPOST
- .222 .408

PARNTED

SCHPOST
14 .026 .928

PARNTED
16

TOSEFPO
- .420 . 104

PARNTED

TOSEFPO
14 - .425 . 130

Note: Var. = Variable; PARNTED = Parent level of
education; GENPRE = General Self pretest; SOCPRE = Social
Self-Peers pretest; HOMPRE = Home - Parents pretest; SCHPRE
= School-Academic pretest; TOSEFPR = Total SElf pretest;
GENPOST = General Self posttest; SOCPOST = Social
Self-Peers posttest; HOMPOST = Home-Parents posttest;
SCHPOST = School -Academic posttest; TOSEFPO = Total Self
posttest

.

*p< . 05

The statist ical analyses presented in this chapter

will be d iscussed in Chapter V

.

Resul ts of the Home I nterv lew

Before entering into the analysis of the home

interv lew it is important to note that 12 families ( 75%

)

in the exper imen ta 1 group completed the Pa renta 1 Homework

Record . These fam i 1 ies signed the homework record every

day during the last nine weeks of the third quarter
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indicating that they had monitored their children's

homework. Sometimes the "monitoring" consisted in the

parents being aware that the child did not have homework.

Of the other 4 families (25%), one did not sign the

Parental Homework Record at all. The father in this

family, however, reported that he used the homework

record as a visual aid to remind himself to monitor his

child's mathematics homework. The other 3 families

sigened about half of the number of school days in the

third quarter. In two of these families, the parents had

conflicts with their children around their homework and

they basically gave up monitoring their mathematics*

homework . In the other fami ly , the mother reported that

she did the monitoring for the entire nine weeks but that

many t imes she forgot to sign the homework record

.

In the fol low ing report the demographic

character ist ics of the interviewed famil ies are reported.

Second , excerpts of literal transcriptions of ten of the

home interviews were translated and are presented to

analyze several recurrent themes . The most prevalent

themes incl ude : an increase in perce ived closeness

between students and parents, the effects of the parental

homework monitoring on parents and student's sense of

responsibil ity towards the students homework and the

conf 1 ictual issues encountered by both parents and

students in carrying out the parental homework monitoring.

Third, a compiled number of answers related to parents and
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students easiest and most difficult aspects of their

parental homework monitoring experience are presented.

Lastly, some of the reasons why the parents and the

students would recommend the parental homework monitoring

to other parents and students are described.

In order to protect the families' privacy each family

is identified with a number and each family member is

recognized by his or her role. e.g., "student" refers to

the child and "mother "/" father " to the parent or caretaker

participating in the study.

Fam i ly Demograph ic Character ist ics

All the sixteen families in the experimental group

who participated in the homework monitoring program were

interv iewed after the study was completed. However , the

tape recordings of the interviews with two families were

un Intel 1 igeble and it was not possible to transcribe

them . Two of the students interv iewed be longed to the

same family. Thus, the results of the home interviews are

based on fourteen interviews with fifteen students and

their families. The parental level of education ranged

from 5 to 15 completed school years (grade 5 to 3 years of

col lege ) ( see Table 4.15).
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TABLE 4. 15

Parental Level of Education of the Families Interviewed

Number of School
Years Completed"

5
1 7. 1

6
1 7. 1

7 2 14.2
9 3 21 .4
10 2 14.2
1

1

1 7. 1

12 2 14.2
14 1 7. 1

15 1 7. 1

N = 14

'Number of school years is equal to the average of school
years completed by the parents or the caretakers at home.

Eleven families were of Puerto Rican origin, two were

Salvadorean and in one family the father was Dominican and

the mother Salvadorean (see Table 4.16).

TABLE 4. 16

Hispanic Origin of the Families Interviewed

Origin f 2I&

Puerto Rico 11 78.5

El Salvador 2 14.2

Blended

:

El Salvador/
The Dominican Rep. 1 7.1

N = 14
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The source of income for eight of the families was

AFDC and for the other six it was parental employment (see

Table 4. 17)

.

TABLE 4. 17

Source of Income of the Families Interviewed

Source of Income f

AFDC 8

Parental Employment 6

N = 14

57. 1

42.9

Seven of the students lived with single mothers, four

lived with their biological parents, two lived with their

biological mother and their step father or their mother's

boyfriend, one lived with her biological father and her

step mother and one lived with his aunt and step uncle

( see Table 4.18).
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TABLE 4. 18

Living Arrangements of the Students
I nterv iewed

of the Fam i 1 ies

Arrangement f

Living with Biological
Parents 4 26.6

Living with Biological
Father and Step - Mother 1 t> . O

Living with Biological
Mother and Mother's Boy Friend 2 13.3

Living witn a bingie Parent 7 46. 6

Living with Other Relatives 1 6.6

N = 15'

* Two of the students came from the same family

Student and Parent Re lat ionship

A sem i -structured interview guide was used , therefore

all the fam i 1 ies were asked the same quest ions with

similar probes about the nature of the student - paren t

relat ionsh ips before , during and after the homework

mon i tor ing experience . For eight families, the homework

monitoring activities served as a catalyst for the parents

and students to experience positive feelings and a sense

of closer relat ionsh ip . Excerpts from 5 i nterv lews

(families number One, Four, Five, Eleven and Twelve) were

selected to il lust rate this theme

.
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Family Twelve. In the interview with family Twelve

the mother, the step father, the student, the student's

sister and the students's uncle and aunt were present in

the in terv iew

.

Interviewer

:

How would you describe your

relationship with each other before the homework

mon i tor ing exper ience?

Step father

:

There is more commun icat ion

.

Interviewer: So, before was there less

commun icat ion?

Mother

:

Before we were attentive to her

assignments, but now we are attentive with more

commun icat ion

.

Interv iewer

:

Student, do you agree with them?

Student

:

Yes

.

I nterv iewer

:

Other relat ives present in the

in terv iew , what did you observe about the relat ionsh ip

between the parents and the student before the homework

mon i tor ing exper ience?

Unc le

:

Before I was coming here more frequently

and I wou Id feel some th ing 1 ike a certa in th ing was there

,

it is not a word , j ust th ings were di f feren t and now I see

that it has been decreasing little by little.

I nterv iewer

:

Do you all agree with that?

Sister

:

Yes

.

Mother

:

Before there was less communication- We

were less atten t i ve to her assignments but now , indeed

,
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there is more communication and we are more attentive to

her assignments

.

Interviewer: How would you describe your

relationship with each other now?

Student
:

That now they give me more attention.

Interviewer: Other relatives, is there any

thing that you have observed, that is different now in

the relationship between the student and her parents?

^^"^ There is more happiness between the three

of them. She does her things; they are attentive to her

assignments

.

Fam i ly F ive

.

In the interview with family Five the

only people present were the mother and the student.

However the mother speaks in third person plural

indicating that the father was also involved in the

homework mon i tor ing

.

Interv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionsh ip with each other before the homework

mon i tor ing exper ience?

Student

:

Good

.

Mother

:

We always have had a good relationship

with him . That is, I think, a great deal because firstly

before be ing parents , we are friends. In other words

,

that has helped us to have a good relationship with him.
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Interviewer: How was your relationship

different during the nine weeks of home work monitoring?

Mother

:

For us it was normal.

Interv iewer

:

Unh huh.

Mother: That is, it was only the schedule that

was assigned to him, at about five in the afternoon, then

that was the only difference, nothing else.

Interviewer

:

The difference then was that there

was a special schedule that you (mother and father)

assigned to him?

Mother

:

Yes, because before we only would tell

him "go study", "go do it" (homework) and we did not have

a set time and then after he got a set time (pause).

I nterv ierwer

:

How wou Id you descr ibe your

relationship with each other now?

S tuden t

:

Very good.

I n te^rv iewer : Very good.

Mother

:

Yes, it continues the same (pause).

The same harmony.

Interv iewer

:

Student, before you said that

the relat ionsh ip was "good .
" Now you say "very good" 1

get the impress ion that someth ing is d i f feren t

.

Student

:

( No response )

.

I u Lerv iewer

:

[ to Student! When I asked that how

was the relationship before you said "good". Then I asked
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that how is it now (after the nine weeks) and you said

"very good .

"

Student

:

Very good.

Interviewer: Very good.

Student: It is that today I have a very good

relat ionsh ip

.

Family Four. For the interview with Family Four the

mother and the student were present. A theme that seems

to transpire from this interview is that the student has a

level of independence (which seems appropriate for her

age) and a sense of responsibility for her work. However,

the mother who is not very involved in the student's

school work tends to interpret the student's independence

as negative or oppositional behavior. The interactions

brought in by the homework monitoring program seem to have

helped them to close the gap in their communication.

Interviewer: How would you describe your

relationship with each other before the the homework

monitoring experience?

Mother

:

That is, it is like sometimes it is

difficult with these children of this age, a way for more

closeness and a way to help.

Interv iewer

:

And before how would you say the

relationship was between you?
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She appeared more negative and now she

is more pos i t i ve

.

Interviewer: [to the student] Do you agree?

Student
:

What happened is that before I would

not show her the things (homework) but I would do it? I

would do my work and I would turn it in there (school)

and she was not aware of any th ing

.

Interviewer: How was your relationship

different during the nine weeks of homework monitoring?

Mother

:

Good

.

Interviewer

:

Student, do you agree with her.

Student

:

Yes

Interv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionship with each other now?

Student

:

Good

.

I n terv iewer

:

What does it mean "good."

Student

:

Well , better than before.

Interviewer

:

1 n what way is it better?

Student

:

Well , in that before I had less

commun ica t ion with her

.

I nterv iewer

:

O.K.

Student

:

Because she wou Id come from work and

she wou Id come to do her th ings and I would do m ine and we

almost never talked about school , but now we do.

Interviewer: Mother, do you agree with that?

Mother : Yes

.
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Interviewer: And what does it mean for the two

of you.

^Q^^^'^' (Giggles as if with pride for having

accomplished something). It means a lot.

Interviewer

:

In what way?

^Q^^^^- Well, as much for her as for me as

well, because as she says, yes, I am always busy... but I

would always ask her (about her homework), I would only

ask and she would say "yes" or "no." I did not know if

she was telling me the truth or not and now Student says

"look this is the assigment and this and that and we talk

then.

"

Family Eleven. In this family, there were two

students who were part of the experimental group. Both

students and Mother were present at the interview. The

students are identified as Student One and Student Two.

The most apparent theme in this interview is how the

family seemed to have used the homework monitoring as a

way to he ighten the i r apparent t rust ing and close

relationship.

Interv iewer

:

How would you descr ibe your

relat ionship with each other before the homework

mon i tor ing exper ience?

Mother

:

Like friends because they look for my

help.
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Interviewer: Student One and Student Two, do

you agree with Mother?

Student One: I say the same.

Interviewer: Student Two, what about you?

Student Two: The same.

Interviewer: How was the relationship different

during the nine weeks of homework monitoring?

Student One: We had to bring our notebook home

so mom would check it. Sometimes we did not bring it home

and we would say that we left it at school and then we

would bring it the next day.

Interviewer: Student Two, what would you say was

di f ferent?

Student Two: I would tell her if I had done

it (the homework) here or at school.

Interv iewer

:

Mother, was this really different?

Mother

:

Yes, because I have always corrected,

( the ir homework ) but not as much as now . That is , with a

k ind of interest as if I were work ing with them

.

Interviewer

:

Student One and Student Two , do

you agree w i th mother?

Student One

:

Yes

.

Student Two: Yes.

I nterv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionship each other now?
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^Q^^^'^- ^'"1 very proud of having two

intelligent daughters and I feel good with them and now we

have had more pride.

Child One: Sharing more.

Interviewer: Student Two, and you?

Child Two: More closeness (between them).

Mother

:

Closer together.

Interviewer: Student One and Student Two, would

you recommend to your classmates to have their parents

monitor their mathematics homework like your mother

mon i tored yours?

Student One

:

Yes.

Interviewer: What leds you to make this

recommendat ion?

Student One

:

(One) feels closer to parents.

(One) feels as if the parent had greater interest in

oneself and one in themselves.

Interviewer r Student Two, and you?

Student Two

:

One feels happy.

Family One. The mother and the student were present

for the interv iew . A 1 though they were not very talkat ive

it is perceived in the interv iew that the homework

monitoring was an opportunity for them to increase their

level of commun icat ion

.
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Interviewer: How would you describe your

relationship with each other before the homework

monitoring experience?

Mother

:

good.

Interviewer

:

Student, do you agree?

Student

:

Yes

.

Interviewer: How was your relationship

different during the nine weeks of homework monitoring?

Mother

:

There is better communication. I was

attentive to make sure she would do her homework. There

is greater trust between the two of us.

Interviewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionship with each other now?

Mother

:

There is better communication.

Interviewer

:

Student, and you?

Student

:

The attention (mother's attention)

made me feel good.

Students and Parents ' Sense of Respons i b i 1 i ty

For at least three families the homework monitoring

program seemed to have been an opportun i ty for parents and

students to high ten their sense of respons ibil ity towards

the i r respect ive school related roles . Excerpts from two

interviews (families number Seven and Three) were selected

to illustrate this theme.
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Family Seven. In this family the student lived with

his aunt and step-uncle. The aunt was in charge of

monitoring his homework. In the middle of the program his

paternal uncle came to live with them and the aunt asked

him to help her with the homework monitoring since she was

going to be busy taking English classes. At the time of

the interview, the student's biological parents were

visiting and they participated in the meeting as well as

his aunt and paternal uncle. A salient theme in the

interview with this family was their feeling that the

program improved the sense of responsibility for his

homework

.

Interviewer

:

How was your relationship different

during the nine weeks of homework monitoring?

Aunt

:

Well , he would do his homework and I

would always be at tent ive to that but there were only a

few t imes that I would sit down to check his homework but

since we have been involved in the program. . .the

interactions have been more frequent between us.

Intrev iewer

:

What is there that makes it more

frequent?

Aunt

:

I have been more at tent ive to him and he

always come and tells me "look I have to do this homework

and this and that." There has been a closer relationship.

Interviewer: Student, do you agree with that?

Student : Yes.
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I nterv iewer

:

[to Student] and what does it mean

for you?

Student

:

Pause, no response, aunt laughs as if

covering for his silence.)

^^"^
'

(responding for Student) He feels more

responsible, his sense of responsibility and he already

knows that he has to do that (homework). Before, well, he

would come and he would do them (assignments) in the

living room watching TV as I had explained to you; but

now, no, he comes home and because he knows that he is in

the program and there is always supervision, well he has

to go to his room and do his homework...

Interviewer

:

With no distractions, without

watching TV.

Aunt

:

Nothing!

Paternal Uncle

:

He brings books from the

library to study and he tells me "Uncle I have to study

this for such and such date..." As I tell you he comes

from school and tells me I am going to do my homework. He

goes in there ( po ints to the k i tchen ) eats someth ing and

goes to his room

.

responsib i 1 i ty for homework and school would you say is

someth ing d i f ferent?

I nterv iewer

:

[to every body] Then the sense of

Aunt

:

Yes?

Uncle : Yes he has improved

.
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^^"^

'

He has improved a great deal?

Interviewer: [to aunt and uncle] What was

easiest in monitoring the student's homework?

f^^^^

'

I think it has been a little bit

easier for him to have that, how could I say?

responsibil ity

.

Interviewer: [to student] Would you recommend

to your classmates to have their parents monitor their

mathematics homework like your aunt and uncle monitored

yours?

Student

:

Yes

.

Interviewer

:

What would make you to make this

recommendat ion?

Student

:

Because it helps them

.

Mother

:

I t helps them to be responsible

.

Student

:

That's right, it helps them to be

respons ible

.

Fam i ly Three > The mother, the father and student

part ic ipated in the interview . A theme that surfaced in

the interv iew was that the part ic ipat ion in the homework

mon i tor ing program helped parents to become more conscious

of their responsibil ity in being involved with student '

s

homework and school

.

Interviewer

:

How would you describe your

relationship with each other before the homework monitoring

experience?
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^^^'^^^^ We have always been concerned about his

homework, although maybe not in a very practical

manner. . .Personally I am a little bit more conscious of

his need, you see... Like the other day I asked him as you

suggested "what are you doing?" (in mathematics) "are

mathematics okay?" and he automatically (responded) "oh

yes they are good, mathematics are going well" and now, (I

ask myself) "the student, how is he doing?"

Mother

:

I asked him to bring his book from

school to see what they are covering.

Interviewer: [to student] What would you say?

Do you agree with them?

Student

:

Yes

.

I nterv iewer

:

How was your relat ionsh ip

different during the nine weeks of the homework

monitoring?

Father

:

The only thing I feel is that I am a

little bit more concerned for having his needs

expressed

.

I nterv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionsh ip with each other now?

Father

:

More consc ious

.

Mother

:

Although, it is only if one asks him a

question whether he needs help or something, he does not

ask for it.

Interv iewer

:

[to father ] You say more

conscious , please elaborate on that

.
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Father: I would say more conscious because,

well when trying to find out, you see, now I am more

wishful about knowing what is he working on, how can he be

helped, offering myself to him more often...

Interviewer: [to student] Do you agree with

that?

Student

:

Yes

.

Interviewer: What was easiest in monitoring

the student ' s mathematics homework?

Father

:

Well, to be more conscious, well to ask

with more interest. As I said before to try to find out,

to investigate to see in what (areas) the student really

needed help

.

Mother

:

Yes, that it would not be left on

simply "good !

" "How is the homework? " "good !
" but to

deepen

.

Interviewer

:

To deepen?

Father

:

The only question we would ask him

before , "do you have homework? " "yes .
" "Did you do i t?

"

"yes." "O.K." and there in ten seconds (laughs) it was

already known ( laughs) , now it is a matter of looking for

more sk i 1 1 than effort

.

Parent - Student Conf 1 ict in Carry ing out the Parental

Homework Mon i tor ing

Contrary to the themes revealed in the interviews

analyzed before in which there were no apparent conf 1 ict

s
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between parents and students, the interviews of at least

three families (Eight, Two and Fourteen) suggests that

conflictual issues arose between parents and students in

following the homework monitoring program.

Family Eight. The mother and the student were present

in the interview. The central theme of this interview was

the mother's frustration about the student's minimal

compliance with her demands around homework and her

passive part ic i pat ion in the interview.

Interviewer

:

How would you describe your

relationship with each other before the homework

mon i tor ing exper ience?

Mother

:

Cordial, we got along well.

Interviewer: [to student] Do you agree with

that?

Student

:

Yes

.

I n terv iewer

:

How wou 1 d you describe your

relat ionsh ip with each other now?

Mother

:

[ to student J What would you say?

( pause ) Say someth ing girl ! ( pause ) better

.

Interviewer

:

How better?

Mother

:

As I said dedicating a little bit of

time to be somewhat together, sharing.

I nterv iewer

:

Student, Do you agree?

Student : Yes

.
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Interviewer: Student, what do you think was

hardest for your mother in monitoring your mathematics

homework?

Student

:

(pause, no response).

'^Q^^^^' Making sure that she would bring the

assigments home. When she would tell me "no" I would

tell her "yes" (bring them home), she would say "no."

Interviewer: [to Mother and Student] And what

was most difficult for the student?

Mother

:

To cooperate, cooperate with me so I

could supervise her

.

Interviewer: [to the student] Do you agree with

that?

Student : Yes

.

Family Two. The mother, the mother's boy friend and

the student were present in the interview . A 1 though it is

clear that some aspects of the homework mon i tor ing were

fol lowed with no problem between the parent and student

,

other aspects seemed to have been a struggle , Subt le

contradictions suggest that a degree of response effect

was a factor in the interview.

I nterv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionsh ip with each other before the homework

mon itor ing exper ience?

Mother : The same

.
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Interviewer: The same.

^Q^^^^" But, that sometimes he does his

homework and sometimes he doesn't^

Interviewer: [to boy friend] What did you

observe about the relationship between the mother and the

student before the homework monitoring experience?

Boy Friend: What I have noticed is that he is

more concerned about doing his homework because before he

was not concerned about his homework until she began

supervising him more, and so, well he became more

concerned about his homework

.

Interv iewer

:

How was your relationship

different during the nine weeks of the homework

monitoring?

Mother

:

The same, because since there were days

that he m issed school and there were days that I could

not check his assignments because I was work ing and I

would come home late.

Interviewer

:

[ to the student ] Do you agree with

that?

Student

:

Yes

.

I nterv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relat ionship with each other now?

Mother

:

Good.

I nterv iewer

:

Student, do you agree with what

your mother said.
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Student

:

Yes

.

Interviewer: [to Boy friend] What do you

observe about the relationship betweem them now.

Boy friend: Good.

Interviewer: Good means?

Boy friend: I don't know, as always, the same.

Interviewer: Mother, what was easiest in

monitoring the student's homework?

Mother

:

That he would do it and that

he would turn it in (homework).

Interviewer: [to Mother] What was easiest for

him?

Mother

:

To do it (homework) because giving him

a set time, that he didn't (pause) it would be at any time

(that he would do the homework) and sometimes he would not

do it , but he always tel Is me that the teacher doesn '

t

give him assignments every day.

Interv iewer

:

[to Mother ] And what was the most

di f f icul t for you?

Mother

:

To give him a set schedule ( to do the

homework )

.

I nterv iewer

:

[ to Boy f r lend ] What would you say

was the most difficult for her?

Boy friend: To impose on him that he would do

it ( homework ) at the same t ime ( every day )

.
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Interviewer: f to the student] And for you what

was the most difficult?

Student

:

I don ' t know , noth ing.

Interviewer: Student, Do you agree that it

was difficult to do it on a set schedule.

Student : Yes

.

Family Fourteen. The mother, the student and older

brother were present at the interview. It appears that

the mother attempted to work with the student on the

homework monitoring program but it became a struggle

between the mother (who would request Student to do her

mathematics homework) and the student who would not even

bring the book home.

Interv iewer

:

How would you describe your

relationship with each other before the homework

mon i tor ing experience?

Mo ther

:

Good.

I n terv iewer

:

Do you agree?

Student

:

Yes

.

I n tervv iewer

:

How was your relat ionsh ip

d i f feren t dur ing the n ine weeks of the homework

monitoring?

Mother

:

I would not let her watch TV nor 1 isten

to rad io ( wh i le do ing the homework )

.

I n terv iewer

:

[ to the student ] Do you agree with

what your mother said

.
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Student

:

(pause, hesitates) Unh huh.

Interviewer
: You can disagree, [to Mother] Is

it O.K. to be in disagreement here, right?

Mother: (laughs) Why not?

Interviewer: Student, it seems like you are

a little bit in disagreement. Why would you be in

d isagreement?

Student

:

Because I like to listen to music and

do the homework.

Interviewer: [to Mother] Do you think you

succeeded in monitoring her not watching TV or

1 istening to music wh i le doing homework?

Mother

:

Perhaps in part, (pointing to the

Parental Homework Record) up to here was that she, (pause)

1 istened to me

.

Interviewer

:

(pointing to the homework

monitoring sheet) and what about the blank ones?

Mother

:

Well , she did not do all this, she

would not even start it... (the homework)

.

I nterv iewer

:

But even if she would not do it,

would you ask her about it.

Mother

:

Yes, I only marked (in the Parental

Homework Record ) the ones she would bring , that I would

sit down with her and that she would do...

Interviewer

:

And the times that she would not

bring it, why not?
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Student: Because I would not bring the books.

^Q^^^^' She says that her hands would freeze

and I would tell her that's nothing if they freeze a

little bit as long as you do it (homework).

Interviewer: Does she have a book bag?

Mother: No.

year

Interviewer: Maybe that's a good idea for next

Student

:

(speaking undertone)

I nterv iewer

:

I'm Sorry?

Student

:

I don't like to carry books.

Other Responses

Some of the responses given by parents when asked

what was easiest in monitoring their child's mathematics

homework included

:

Asking her if she had homework

To be more conscious about investigating what kind of

help the child may need.

To have the child do his homework in his own room

w i thout watch ing T . V

.

To remind her to do her homework.

S ince she had to show me her homework she put more

interest ( in doing it)

.

To be more at tent i ve mak ing sure she would do her

homework

.
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To share with her after she would do her homework.

To have children do their homework in an appropriate

place with no interrupt ions

.

When parents were asked what was most difficult in

monitoring their child's mathematics homework some parents

provided the fol lowing responses:

To ask her if she had any (homework) because

sometimes she would bring her homework to do it

at home.

To keep the parental homework record

.

Nothing was difficult.

To help her with homework that we did not know

(subject matter)

.

To give her permission to go out and study with her

friends.

To make sure she would bring her homework to do it at

home

.

To make sure she would do it (the homework).

The schedule (have him follow a consistent schedule

to do his homework daily)

.

To separate the t ime (to mon i tor the homework

)

Division and mul tipl icat ion.

For the students what was easiest included

:

That I don ' t have to study in bed because I fal

1

asleep-
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The responsibility (of doing the homework without

watching TV at the same time).

To show the homework to mother

.

To do it (homework).

Everything was easy, the only work was to show it

(homework) and explain it (to mother).

For the students what was most difficult included:

To bring the books home

.

To show the homework to mother

.

The schedule (to follow a set schedule to do homework

daily)

.

To cooperate with mother so she could prov ide

monitoring.

Nothing

.

Become used to do the homework without watch ing T . V

.

The fol IfOW ing are some of the reasons why parents

would recommend to other parents to monitor their

children ' s mathematics homework as they did ( see Table

4. 19

It is interest ing , one fills with joy and

happiness to see all the things that one * s own

ch i Idren do . .

.

It is interest ing , one is more concerned about the ir

homework and there is more commun icat ion

.
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•-.one has more closeness to them (children) and they

pay more interest because if they see that one is not

there very close to them, perhaps they become

careless (pause) and they stop doing what they have

to do.

One feels more comfortable that there is better

communication and it is like a commitment, one feels

good in helping her.

Because there one learns to have a relationship and a

closer communication with them that they are

needing ...

Yes, because this helps that the parents be more

attent ive to the homework

.

Because it is a good way for preparing the child and

this way one knows about his (her) progress and the

chi Id is very enthusiast ic and it is 1 ike habit that

he ( she ) has to fol low . It helps a lot to be

respons ibl e , the ch i Id and the mother

.

Because one sees the work that he does . One is sure

that he is doing it (homework)

.

Because it helps the student . I t keeps him busy

.

Learning does not happen only in school. It does not

end there. . . it has to continue at home.

. . . it shows that the school attends to the students

even when they are out of school and that ' s very

important for me. . . it is very important that the
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school devotes time to the student not only during

class

.

The following are some of the reasons why the

students would recommend to other students that their

parents monitor their mathematics homework (see Table

4. 19)

One feels closer to the parents. One feels as if

the parents had more interest in oneself and one in

them -

One fee 1 s happy

.

Because one feels better.

So the relationship with their parents improves.

So they improve in the classroom.

Well, because when one knows that they are going to

check the things (homework) maybe one, the teacher

gives an assignment that one would not do, maybe one

would do it (laughs) because the father (pause) makes

one

.

So the students are attentive to the homework and are

more responsible and more attentive.

So they do it ( homework )

.

Yes, because if one is being supervised it is easier

that one would do it (homework)

.

Because it would help them

.

Yes , because they would learn more mathemat ics

.
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TABLE 4. 19

Frequencies of Responses on Whether Parents and Studentswould Recommend the Parental Homework Monitoring Program
to Other Parents and Students

Yes
f

56 No
f

% Unsure
f

%

Parents

Students

14

13

100

86.6 13.3

Parents N = 14 Students N = 15

Table 4.20 presents the frequencies of parents/

families who applied ideas of the mathematics homework

monitoring training to the monitoring of other children

and or other subjects.

TABLE 4.20

Frequencies of Parents/Families Who Applied Ideas of the
Mathematics Homework Monitoring Training to the Monitoring

of Other Children and or Other Subjects

f 96

Other Subjects 10 71.4

Other Children* 8 57.1

N = 14

*3 of the families did not have other children in school
and 3 other families had other children in school but said
they did not used some of the ideas with other children.



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

This chapter is organized in four major parts. The

first part includes a summary of the rationale and design

for the study. Next, a discussion of findings is

presented. Third, limitations of the study are addressed

and finally, implications and recommendations for future

research are considered

.

Rat ionale and Pes ign

The main purpose of the intervention was to provide

training to Hispanic parents on how to monitor the

mathemat ics homework of their seventh grade chi Idren

.

Information was collected about the effects of the

parental homework monitoring on students ' mathemat ics

ach ievemen t , sel f -esteem and percept ions of the ir teacher

,

the ir parents , and the ir own involvement in mathemat ics

homework . As it was ment ioned in Chapter II, various

studies have reported significant relationships between

parent involvement in monitor ing homework and student

achievement. However, no recent controlled studies could

be found about parent involvement in mon i tor ing homework

with H i span ics

-

The original number of fam ilies with students in

seventh grade in the bilingual program of a middle school

in Worcester who accepted the inv itat ion to part icipate in
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the study was 38 for a total of 41 students (three

families had two students in the same grade). During, the

study some of these students received special education

services and others transferred to other schools or to the

regular English program. Therefore, they were not

included in the study. The final sample consisted of 31

students and 28 homes.

The students were randomly assigned to either an

experimental (N=16) group or a control (N=15) group. The

parents of the students in the experimental group were

provided with one hour homework monitoring training by a

Hispanic school psychologist at the beginning of the third

quarter of the 1990-1991 school year. For ethical

reasons, the parents of the students in the control group

were provided with the same training at the beginning of

the fourth quarter. Pretests and posttests were

adm in is te red at the beg inn ing and end of quarter 3 to both

groups . They were adm in istered the Mathemat ics

Computation section of the mathematics subtest of the

Stanford Ach ievement Test I n termed i ate 2 (Form E pretest

;

Form F post test ) . A translat ion of the Coopersm i th Sel f

-

Esteem I nventory ( SE I ) was adm in istered as a pretest and

post test . The students al so answered a pre and a post

questionnaire regarding their perceptions of their

parents , the ir teachers and their own involvement in

mathematics homework. At the end of the third quarter,

the parents/ famil ies and the students in the experimental
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group were interviewed. Finally, the mathematics^

teachers provided information about the percentage of

homework completed and returned and grades obtained by the

subjects in both groups for Quarters 1, 2 and 3.

T- tests were computed to determine if there were any

significant differences between the two groups at the pre

and post measures. Correlation analyses were performed to

determine if there were significant relationships between:

self esteem scores and mathematics achievement scores; the

percentage of homework completed and returned and

teacher's grades for students; parent level of education

and students ' mathematics achievement ; and , the percentage

of homework completed and returned , teachers ' grades for

the students and students ' sel f esteem scores. The home

intereviews were analysed by recurrent themes within each

fam i ly and between fam i 1 ies . A number of responses

related to parents and students easiest and most difficult

aspects of their parental homework monitoring experience

were compiled. The reasons why the parents and the

students would recommend the parental homework mon i tor ing

to other parents and students were presented.

Pa renta 1 Homework Mon itoring and Ach ievement

A T- test was performed to test the hypothesis that

there will be no significant differences between the

students receiv ing the parental homework monitoring

(experimental group) and the students not receiving the
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parental homework monitoring (control group) in

mathematics achievement scores. The t-test analysis

showed that there were no significant differences between

the mathematics achievement scores obtained by the two

groups at the posttests. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 could

not be rejected.

There are a number of plausible explanations for the

finding of no significance in mathematics achievement

between the two groups. First, it is possible that

parental involvement does not have a strong effect on

standardized achievement tests over this nine week period

(Keith, Thomas, Reimers, Fehemann , 1986). Both a

standardized achievement test and grades were used as

measures of achievement in this study (the results of the

grades will be discussed later). Second, it is reasonable

to admit the possible presence of confounding variables in

the study. For example, it is possible that the parents

of the students in the control group became more involved

in mon i tor ing the ir ch i Idren ' s mathemat ics homework dur ing

the third quarter. These parents 1 ike the parents in the

experimental group were aware that they were part ic i pat ing

in an experimental project . A 1 though the parents in the

control group were informed by a letter that their turn to

rece ive the tra in ing in homework mon i tor ing was go ing to

be at the beg inn ing of the fourth quarter , at least one

student admitted that his mother had been more attentive

to his homework during the third quarter after receiving
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the letter. In fact, as it will be discussed later, there

was no significant difference between the percentage of

homework completed and returned by the two groups during

the third quarter.

Furthermore, it is possible that the parental

homework monitoring did not translate into significant

gains in achievement because the experimental group sample

on the average, even though randomly identified, was

composed of students performing at below grade level. (See

Appendix R for samples, raw scores and grade equivalent

levels.) If indeed this is the case, the findings in this

study would support the results reported by Doane (1973)

who found that the associat ion between homework and

mathemat ics ach ievement was strong for high ach levers but

poor and non-signi f leant for low achievers. He concluded

that low achieving students benefited little from homework

when they had not understood the concepts presented in

class. Somewhat contrary to Doane * s report , Keith and

Page ( 1985 ) reported that homework had mean ingful ef feet

upon achievement for white and minority senior high school

students. In particular, they found that time spent on

homework had a stronger influence on the ach ievement of

H i span ics and blacks than on the sen iors in general . At

this point, based on the results obtained in the present

study, it is difficult to support or contradict Keith's

and Page ' s f ind ings because no record was kept of how much

time the students spent doing mathematics homework.
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Another factor that might have contributed to the

non-significant results concerns the homework assigment

structure of the mathematics teachers. For example the

teachers did not assign homework everyday. Additionally,

the two teachers handled the assignment of homework

differently. One teacher had half of the "homework" done

in class under the teachers' supervision. Students were

expected to complete the other half at home and return it

the next day. The supervised work in class was corrected

and graded but not the other half or the actual

"homework." Students received credit toward the final

grade for the quarter just for turning in the completed

homework. The fact that the assignments done at home were

not graded and corrected counters the recommendations made

by Foyle and Bailey (1985) that "homework must be

regularly assigned, clearly stated, regularly collected,

promptly graded and promptly returned" (p. 6). The other

teacher indicated that he was inconsistent in collecting

and grading the homework regularly. These teacher

practices did not match the researcher's expectations. It

was an oversight on the researcher's part not to have

learned about the teachers particular ways of structuring

their homework prior to the beginning of the study.

On a final note, although 75% of the parents

completed the Parental Homework Record for the nine weeks

and another 19% completed at least half it is possible
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that the training and or the parental homework monitoring

did not have an impact on the student achievement.

Students^ grades in mathematics were also used as a

basis for comparison in achievement between the

experimental and control groups. A t-test was calculated

to test Hypothesis 3 that there will be no significant

differences between the grades obtained by the subjects in

the experimental group and the grades obtained by the

subjects in the control group in Quarter 3. Like

Hypothesis 1, this hypothesis could not be rejected

because there were no significant differences between the

grades obtained by the two groups.

Before entering into a discussion of why no

significant difference was observed between the two

groups, it is important to look at the pattern of grades

obtained by the two groups in Quarters 1, 2 and 3.

Although there were no significant di f ferences between the

mean grades obtained by the two groups in any of the three

quarters, the pattern of mean grades obtained by the two

groups was very similar. The only difference was that the

mean grades for the control group were h igher than the

experimental groups in Quarters 1 , 2 and 3 . This may

suggest that , even though the subjects were random ly

assigned to the two groups, the subjects in the control

group on the average were slightly higher achievers than

the subjects in the experimental group. In fact, similar

non-significant differences were observed on the pretests
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achievement scores for both groups (see Table 4-1) and on

the pattern of homework completed and returned in Quarters

1, 2 and 3 (see table 4.3) that will be discussed in the

next sect ion

.

Interestingly, however, although both groups

decreased their grades from Quarter 1 to Quarter 2, by

Quarter 3 the degree of recovery as compared to with

Quarter 1 was better for the experimental group than for

the control group. As a matter of fact, when the mean

grade score obtained in Quarter 1 were compared with the

mean grade score obtained by the same 16 subjects in the

experimental group in Quarter 3 they appeared to be the

same in both quarters. (See table 4.4). (In the t-test

analysis by separate groups the experimental group

included 17 subjects because one student who entered the

school at the beginn ing of Quarter 3 became part of the

study). In the control group the comparison between the

mean grades of the same subjects included in Quarter 1 and

in Quarter 3 showed that by Quarter 3 the mean grade score

was St i 1 1 lower than the ir mean grade score obta ined in

Quarter 1

.

In general, some of the reasons previously mentioned

for not having reached a sign i f leant di f ference in

Hypothesis 1 can be appl led to Hypothesis 3 as we 11. In

addition , it is possible that if the design , besides

having divided the two groups randomly would have

controlled for level of achievement and intellectual
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ability, the comparison of the mean grades in Quarter 3

might have been significantly different. Even though a

non-significant difference on pretest may not have been

sufficient to guarantee similarity. With respect to

Keith's et al's (1986) opinion that homework may have a

stronger influence on grades than on achievement

standardized tests, the results obtained in this study can

neither support nor contradict that view.

Parental Homework Monitoring and Homework Completed

and Returned

The t-test performed to test the Hypothesis 2 that

there will be no significant difference between the

exper imental and control groups in the percentage of

homework completed and returned shows no significant

d i f ference between the two groups . Therefore , Hypothesis

2 could not be rejected . However , 1 ike the pattern of

mean grades obtained in Quarters 1 , 2 and 3 for the

exper imental and control groups , the pattern of homework

completed and returned showed that the control group

turned in h igher percentage of homework in the three

quarters

.

The percentage of homework completed and returned by

both groups decreased sign i f icant ly from Quarter 1 to

Quarter 2. The two groups showed recovery between Quarter

2 and Quarter 3. The degree of recovery, however, between

Quarter 1 and Quarter 3 (which is when the intervent ion
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took place) was higher for the experimental group than for

the control group. (See table 4.3).

In general, although no significant difference

was obtained between the two groups, it appears that the

parental homework monitoring received by the subjects in

the experimental group helped them to recover their

percentage of homework completed and returned from Quarter

2 to Quarter 3 better than the recovery made by the non

monitored subjects in the control group. The direction of

these results suggests that, as it was mentioned before,

if the design controlled for level of achievement,

intellectual ability and pattern of homework completion,

the results very likely might have produced significant

differences of homework completed and returned by the two

groups during the third quarter.

Differences of the Students' Perceptions of Their Teacher,

Their Parent and Their Own Involvement in Mathematics

Homework

The subjects in both the experimental and control

groups were administered a questionnaire as a pretest and

posttest to determine if the students perceptions about

their teacher, their parents and their own involvement in

mathematics homework would change after the parental

homework monitoring. The t-tests calculated to test the

hypothesis (Hypothesis 4) of no significant difference

between the posttest scores of the experimental and
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control groups with regard to their perceptions about

their teacher, their parents and their own involvement in

mathematics homework show a significant difference between

the two groups at the posttest regarding their perceptions

of their mathematics teacher involvement in homework. With

regard to the students' perceptions of their parents,

their own involvement and the total involvement no

significant differences were obtained. Thus, Hypothesis 4

was rejected on the teacher involvement variable but not

on the perception of parent involvement and the perception

of sel f involvement

.

The s ign i f ican t d i f ference between the two groups on

the posttest regard ing their percept ions of their

teachers* involvement in homework may be explained by

cons ider ing how the experimental group scored on the

posttest. On the posttest the subjects in the experimental

group gave lower ratings to their teachers* involvement in

mathemat ics homework (i.e. , correct ion of homework

,

frequency of homework assignment and grad ing of homework

and daily collection of homework) than their peers in the

control group or than they themselves d id at the pretest

.

Th is seems to suggest that the subjects whose homework was

being monitored at home became more aware of the teacher's

role in their homework. The relat ionsihip between how

students perceive their teachers' involvement in homework

and student achievement is an interesting question to be

explored in further research

.
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In an indirect way, the fact that the students in the

experimental group perceived their mathematics teacher as

"less involved" than the the students in the control group

perceived them supports some of the plausible reasons

(stated earlier) as to why the achievement scores in

Hypothesis 1 did not reach a level of significant

difference. The fact that no significant quantitative

differences were obtained with respect to the students*

perceptions of parent involvement in homework and their

own perception of their involvement in homework suggests

that the parent involvement in monitoring homework did not

alter the perceptions of the students in the experimental

group of their parents and their own involvement in

mathematics homework. However, the home interviews showed

that as it was expected, the parent child relationship was

a 1 tered . The paren tal homework mon i tor i ng program set^ms to

have had an e f fect on the parent ch i Id re lat ionsh ip for

the most part (as it was deduced from the in terv lews ) , but

not on the grades and ach ievemen t scores . Based on this

result it can be conjectured that homework monitoring

alone was not strong enough for the type of students

included in this study to improve their mathenatics

achievement. It is possible that they needed tutoring or

actua 1 hel p with their homework

.

Interestingly, for the experimental group the

correlations between the pretests and posttests for the 3

variables (see Table 4.6) and the total scores were
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highly significant. i.e., Students perceptions of their

teacher involvement in mathematics homework (r=.44;

p=.07); students perceptions of their parents involvement

in mathematics homework (r=.65; p<.01); students

perceptions of their own involvement in mathematics

homework (r=.56; p<.05) and total scores (r=.65; p<.01).

In the control group only the correlation between the

pretest and posttest scores for perceptions of parent

involvement (r=.55; p<.05) was significant. The

correlation between pretest and posttest scores for

perception of self involvement was marginally significant

( r= . 48 ; p< . 07 ) . In the experimental group , it is

interesting to note that in addition to the significant

correlation between the total pretest score and the total

posttest score , a marginal significant ( p< . 08) difference

was obtained between these two scores (pretest M=92.4 and

posttest M=87.2). That is, at the posttest when the

subjects responded about the ir percept ions of their

teachers , the i r parents and the i r own involvement in

mathematics homework they appeared to have lowered their

rat ings

.

The signi f leant correlat ion and significant

d i f ference of the total scores suggests that those who

perceived the var iables of involvement in homework in one

way at the pretest tended to perceive them the same way at

the posttest ; however , at the posttest they became more

cautious in their assessment. The caution at the posttest
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may have been the result of the parental homework

monitoring that brought up a new level of awareness about

such percept ions

.

Parental Homework fionitoring and Students' Self Esteem

The null hypothesis (Hypothesis 5) that there will be

no significant differences between the parental and

non-parental monitoring groups in the self esteem post

test scores could not be rejected on any of the self

esteem subscales or on the total self because the t-test

analyses yielded nonsignificant differences between the

two groups at the posttest.

These results deserve some discussion. First, in

comparing the results of the experimental group with the

control group , it appears that the parental homework

mon i tor ing did not al ter the way the students in the

experimental group fel t about themselves after the

intervention with regard to their General Self,

Social -Peers , Home -Pa rents , School Academic and Total

Sel f . S ince the parental involvement in homework was

designed for parents and children to build on their

relat ionsh ip it was thought that this type of intervent ion

could have an effect on the students' self esteem. Thus,

contrary to other interventions (Purkey, Graves and

Zellner, 1970; Brookover and Erickson, 1975) that have

been reported to increase students' self esteem this did

not . However , it is important to note that other
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interventions reported in the literature have taken place

in a period of at least a year. In the work of Brookover

and Erickson (1975), the students who improved their

self-esteem were clearly identified as having low self

esteem of ability. In general the total mean self-esteem

of the sample in this study was about the same or slightly

higher than the ones cited by Coopersmith (1981) and which

were obtained by (Ketcham and Morse, 1965; Owens and

Gustafson, 1971 and Reed, 1972). The question of whether

the parental homework intervention used in this study

raises the self-esteem of students clearly identified as

having low self-esteem (below the mean average as measured

by the SEI ) cannot be resolved and remains to be verified

in future research . Similarly, whether a longer parental

homework monitoring intervention continuing for at least a

year will raise students' self-esteem is another question

for future research. This may be particularly important

for early adolescents because it is an age when

sel f -esteem becomes more stable (Rubin, 1978) . Therefore

it is poss ible that a longer intervent ion than the one

used in this study with early adolescents may produce

s ign i f icant d i f ferences

.

One interesting and somewhat puzzling finding in this

study was that whi le there was no sign if icant di f ference

between the mean posttest scores of the groups , there was

a s ign i f icant di f ference ( increase ) between the mean

pretest and posttest scores of the control group. One
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plausible explanation for this event is that, as it was

mentionned earlier, the control group on the average were

slightly higher achievers than the experimental group and

as the quarter went on they might have experienced more

success in school and felt better about it. In fact, one

of the largest changes contributing to the total change

was in the subscale School -Academ ic • Another plausible

explanation is that the parents, as it was mentionned

earlier, actually became more involved in the homework

monitoring and the students felt good about it.

Interestingly, the change in the posttest score of the

Home-Parents subscale was one of the largest contributors

to the Total Self score.

Sel f -Esteem and Ach ievement

The hypothesis (Hypothesis 6a ) that within each group

there will be no significant relat ionship between sel

f

esteem scores and mathematics achievement scores was

tested to learn about the degree of relationship between

these two variables . I n add it ion , Hypothesis 6c , " w ith in

each group there will be no significant relationship

between self-esteem scores and teachers* grades for

students " , was tested to find out about the degree and

significance of association between students* grades and

sel f -esteem

.

Since no sign i f leant correlat ions were obtained

between the Mathematics Computation score and the SEI
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scores. Hypothesis 6a could not be rejected. That is,

high self esteem pretest and posttest scores were

significantly associated with low mathematics pretest and

posttest scores or viceversa for either group.

These results are not consistent with the results

obtained by other researchers (Campbell, 1967;

Coopersmith, 1967; Rubin, 1978; Simon and Simon, 1975).

Given that the ten correlations in the experimental group

and seven out ten in the control group were positive

non-significant suggests that the inconsistency of the

results obtained in this study with those of prior

researchers may be due to the fact that the samples in

this study were too smal 1 to have reached a level of

significance . Other researchers who have obtained

significant correlations have used large samples. For

example, Rubin ( 1978) who used the SEI as a measure of

sel f -esteem and the Mathemat ics Computat ion of the

Stanford Achievement test with a different grade level

than the one used in this study used samples of close to

200 subjects and obta ined correlat ions ranging between

(r=.24) at age 9 to (r=.42) at age 15 (p<.01). Another

important po int is that the sel f esteem instrument used in

this study was a translat ion of the SE I and therefore it

needs to be val idated with a larger sample. The fact that

in the control group the posttest score of School -Academic

subscale was associated (r=.493; p=.07) with the

mathematics computation posttest score suggests that the
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School -Academic subscale was the best predictor of

posttest mathematics computation achievement as measured

by a standardized test in this study.

Contrary to Hypothesis 6a that tested the

relationship between self esteem and mathematics

achievement as measured by the standardized measures.

Hypothesis 6c tested the relationship between self-esteem

and mathematics achievement as measured by teachers'

grades in Quarters 1, 2, and 3. Interestingly, of the 5

significant correlations obtained in the experimental

group between measures of self esteem and grades, two

occurred in Quarter 3 when the homework monitoring took

place. The General Self esteem correlated significantly

with the students grades in Quarter 3. That is, high

sel f- esteem scores were associated with high grades . Since

this occurred in the experimental group between the grades

obtained in Quarter 3 and the General Sel f posttest score

,

i t seems to ind icate that the students who felt better in

the parental homework monitoring also obtained better

grades. In addition, the Total Self posttest score

correlated signi f leant ly with the mathemat ics grades in

Quarter 3. Again this significant positive correlation

suggests that the subjects who felt better in the parental

homework monitoring also obtained better grades. The 3

other s igni f leant correlat ions in the experimental group

occurred in Quarter 2 between Social -Peers pretest scores.

Total Self pretest scores and School - Academ ic posttest
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scores. In the control group the only significant

correlation was between School -Academic posttest scores

and grades in Quarter 2.

In sumniation, these significant correlations suggest

that self-esteem scores correlate better or are better

predictors of grades than they are of achievement scores

as measured by standardized tests. Second, the effect of

the parental homework monitoring seems to be better

reflected in the correlation of self-esteem and grades

than in self-esteem and achievement scores as measured by

standardized tests. This supports the assertion made by

Ke i th , Thomas , Re isners , Fehrman , Pot tebaum and Aubrey

( 1986) who asserted that "parental involvement, like

homework, may have a stronger effect on student grades

than on ach ievemen t test scores " ( p . 378 ) . Finally,

sel f -esteem scores and especial ly School -Academic scores

correlate better with grades in Quarter 2, perhaps because

underach iev ing students 1 ike the ones in this study ) are

not total ly new in school nor totally immersed into the

academmic program, therefore their grades may be more

consonant with their feel ings about school -academics.

Sel f -Esteem and Homework Completed and Returned

A number of correlat ion anal yses were performed to

establish the degree and significance of association

between the self-esteem measure and the percentage of
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homework completed and returned. With the exception of

the correlation between the Total Self-esteem pretest

score and a percentage of homework completed and returned

by the experimental group in Quarter 1, no other

correlation reached a level of significance. Thus, with

this exception. Hypothesis 6b could not be rejected- These

results may suggest that in fact there is not much

association between homework completed and returned and

students' self-esteem. However, because of the lack of

previous research in this area with different ethnic

groups the results obtained here can be considered only as

preliminary results. That is, based on the results

obtained between self-esteem and homework completed and

returned, it is too early to draw any conclusions.

Given the one significant correlation, it appears

that Total Sel f -esteem score is a good pred ictor of at

least homework completed and returned in Quarter 1 . The

quest ion of whether there is a sign ificant relationship

between Hispanic students' self-esteem and percentage of

homework completed and returned rema ins open for further

research using larger samples than the one used in this

study , us ing d i f ferent ethn ic groups , d i f ferent research

techn iques and teachers with d i fferent v lews on homework

(e.g. , homework is or homework is not important ) .
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Parent Level of Education and Student Achievement

The relationship between parent level of education

and student achievement in mathematics was investigated in

this study with Hispanic parents and students by using two

different measures of achievement: mathematics

computation scores as measured by the Stanford Achievement

test and the grades obtained by students in Quarters 1,

2 and 3. Hypothesis 7a dealt with the relationship

between parent level of education and students mathematics

computation scores as measured by a standardized test

while hypothesis 7c dealt with the relationship between

parent level of education and students' mathematics grades

in Quarters 1, 2, and 3. The statistical analysis for

Hypothesis 7a shows that there were no significant

relationship between parent level of education and student

achievement and therefore Hypothesis 7a could not be

rejected. This result is inconsistent with the findings

of Blatchford et al., (1985) who found that mother's

educat ional qual i f icat ions was one of the most important

variables explaining the variance of test scores in

chi Idren . 1 1 is important , however , to ment ion that

Blatchford et al . , used a much larger sample than the one

used in this study and included only preschool children

with an average age of four years nine months* In

add it ion , this resul t is inconsistent with one of the

conclusions reached by Henderson ( 1987) after her review

of literature on parent involvement. Henderson concluded
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that parent level of education is key to the relation of

high or low educational performance. One important

observation about the pattern of non-significant negative

correlations in the experimental group between the parent

level of education and the mathematics pretest is that

this non-significant negative correlation was greatly

reduced at the posttest. In the control group, the

non-significant positive correlation at the pretest

decreased at the posttest. This trend could be

interpreted as indicating that the parents with higher

levels of education could have had greater influence by

the parental homework monitoring training. This would

have contributed to students * higher scores and in turn

reduced the negative relationship between parent level of

education and mathematics test scores. The validity of

this interpretation however, needs to be tested in further

research with larger samples and with other research

strategies.

In general the literature shows that most of the

studies that have analyzed the relationship between parent

level of education and student achievement have focused on

comparing the parental strategies used to teach or help

the child with academic matters (Baker and Stevenson,

1986; Laosa, 1982). Other studies (Benson, Buckley and

Medrich, 1980; Revicki, 1981; Valencia et al., 1985) have

used parental level of education in combination with

income and occupat ion to determine SES level and using SES
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they have analyzed its relationship to student

ach ievement

,

Hypothesis 7c was rejected in the experimental group

for the correlation between parent level of edcuation and

students mathematics grades in Quarter 1 because the

statistical analysis produced a significant negative

correlation- In other words, in Quarter 1 the subjects in

the experimental group who obtained higher grades were

significantly associated with parents who had lower levels

of education. However the correlation lost its negative

significance in the second and third quarters. The

unstable sign i f leant negat ive assoc iat ion between parents

level of education and students grades suggests that it

may be easier for students of parents with a lower level

of education to obtain higher grades in Quarter 1, but in

Quarters 2 and 3 the parents' level of education does not

seem to make a difference. Although in the control group

the correlations were not negative and not significant the

pattern was similar. It is plausible that the difference

of negative correlations in Quarter 1, 2 and 3 in the

exper i mental group and not in the control group was due to

the si ight ly h igher ach ievement ( ment ioned before ) in the

control group . The negat ive correlat ion decrease in the

experimental group and the non- sign if leant positive

correlation in the control during Quarters 2 and 3 shows a

similarity to the trend observed in the correlat ions

between parent level of educat ion and students *
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mathematics pretest and posttest scores (Hypothesis 7a) as

well as to the trend observed in the correlation between

parent level of education and percentage of homework

completed and returned (Hypothesis 7c). These trends

could be interpreted as indicating that the parental

homework monitoring was better received by parents with

higher level of education which, in turn would influence

the students' grades and percentage of homework completed

and returned thus, reducing the negative correlations.

In concluding this section, it appears that the

relationship between parent level of education and student

achievement is best predicted by grades than by test

scores. However, this speculation and the trends

previously mentionned are important questions that need to

be addressed in future research with other research

strategies , with larger samples and teachers consistently

grading homework.

Parent Level of Educat ion and Student Homework

Hypothesis 7b which states that within each group

there will be no significant relationship between parent

level of educat ion and student percentage of homework

completed and returned was tested using correlation

analyses . Since only one of the six correlat ions reached

statistical sign i f icance , then the hypothesis was rejected

for that correlation but not for the others. The pattern

of results for this hypothesis show a trend similar to
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those mentionned in the last two hypotheses. The

significant negative correlation occurred in the

experimental group in Quarter 2. It is also worth

mentioning that in Quarter 1 in this same group, the

negative correlation between parent level of education and

percentage of homework completed and returned reached no

statistcai significance (.07). By Quarter 3, the

correlation of the negative coefficients were greatly

reduced, losing their level of significance. This pattern

of correlations indicates that students of parents with

lower levels of education turned in a greater percentage

of homework in Quarter 1 and Quarter 2 but in Quarter 3

this significant negat ive relat ionship disappeared. Since

this trend was observed in the experimental group and a

similar trend occurred in the control group with

non-significant correlations, it is possible that the

parental homework monitoring training might have had a

greater effect on the ability of parents with higher

education to influence their children to complete and

return more homework, or perhaps the children of the lower

educated parents were lower achievers whom as the year

went on found it more difficult to turn in homework.

A 1 though not exactly related to this study , there is

evidence from the literature that reports that children of

h igher educa ted mothers may have an advantage over

children of lower educated mothers because the teaching

strategies of higher educated mothers more closely
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resemble the strategies used in the classroom than the

strategies used by lower educated mothers ( Laosa
, 1982.)

Laosa also suggested that the continuity between home and

school seems to depend a great deal on the parents' level

of education. In addition, Baker and Stevenson (1986)

found that the mother's level of education was

significantly correlated (r=21; p=.05) with the number of

solutions to hypothetical academic problems. Then, taking

into consideration these reports the previous discussion

regarding the results in this study and the fact that 75%

of the parents completed the Parental Homework Record and

another 19% completed at least half of the nine weeks of

the intervention, one question for further research should

be whether more educated parents are more likely to

implement strategies around monitoring homework when they

are provided with a training.

Parent Level of Education and Student Self -Esteem

The relationship between parent level of education

and student self-esteem (Hypothesis 7d) was tested using

correlation analyses. In the control group, the

relationship between parent level of education and the

Social -Peers and Home-Parents pretest scores reached a

level of significant negative relationship. Similarly the

correlation of these two subscales with parent level of

education reached a level of negative significance again

at the posttests. Hypothesis 7d was then rejected on
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those significant correlations but not on the other

correlations between parent level of education and the

self-esteem scores ( General - Sel f , School - Academ ic and

Total self.) These results suggests that students in the

control group whose parents had a higher level of

education did not feel very good about their social -peer

relations at the beginning and at the end of the third

quarter. Likewise, students in the control group whose

parents had higher level of education did not score high

on questions about their feelings toward Home- Parents on

either the pretest or the posttest.

Some of the results obtained in this study (i.e.,

correlations of Total Self-Esteem scores with parental

level of education) are consistent with the findings

reported by Powers and Sanchez (1982), who found no

significant relationships between parental education and

student sel f esteem in their study with Mex ican American

students

.

In addition since it has been repeatedly found (e.g.,

Coopersmith, 1967; Scares and Soares, 1969; Trowbridge,

1970, 1972) that children from low SES do not necessarily

report lower sel f esteem than ch i Idren from h igher SES , it

shou Id not be a total surpr ise to f ind a negat ive

relationship between parent level of education and student

sel f -esteem in this study . I nterest ingly , in add i t ion to

the consistency of s ign i f leant negat ive cor relat ions from

pretests to posttests obtained in the control group
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between parent level of education and Social -Peers

subscale score and Home-Parents subscaie score, the

general patterns in 18 out of the 20 correlations in the

two groups was negative. It appears that the significant

coefficients occurred in the control group and not in the

experimental group because of the slightly higher

self-esteem scores obtained by the subjects in the control

group. These results definitely warrant further

exploration of the relationship between parent level of

education and students self-esteem with Hispanic

popula t ions

.

The two sign i f leant negat i ve associat ions between

Social -Peers and parental level of education deserve some

explanat ion or at least some speculat ion . In terms of

Social -Peers it is important to keep in perspective that

the subjects in the study are children of Puerto Rican

m igrant parents and ch i Idren of La tin Ame rican imm igrant

parents. It is plausible that the children of the higher

educated parents perceived a loss in their social status

resul t ing from the change to a new cul ture and a new

school with new and different children. For example, it

is possible that a child who in her/his own culture might

have fel t popular among h is/ her peers may feel the

contrary in the new culture. Levy-Warren (1987) addresses

this i ssue to some extend when she suggests that

"something that in one culture may be a source of pride

may, in the other, be of Ittle or no importance. This
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might be of particular importance for the adolescent,

whose standards are already in process of transformation:

the youth will find the cultural relocation especially

difficult if the move is made before stable standards are

established (p. 307)

.

With respect to the negative relationship between

Home-Parents and parental level of education, it is

plausible that the children of higher educated parents may

experience more pressure at home to perform well and if

they do not measure up to those expectations, their

self-esteem may be affected (Soares and Soares, 1969).

Quantitative Data and Home Interview

In addition to the quantitative data collected in

this study, the families of the subjects in the

experimental group were interviewed. This way adding a

qualitative component to the study. Twelve (75%) of the

s ixteen fam ilies in the exper i mental group s igned the

Parental Homework Record for all the days in the third

quarter as a record ing that they superv ised the ch i Idrens

'

mathematics assigments. Of the other 4 (25%), 3 signed

about hal f of the days in the third quarter and one d id

not sign at all.

Three ma in themes were revea led in the interv lews

.

For some families the parental homework monitoring helped

them to measure or become aware of the close relationship

between parents and students. For other families it had
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an effect on the parents' and students' sense of

responsibility toward the students mathematics homework

and for others it brought conflictual issues between

parent and students.

The interview data showed that more than half of the

interviewed families indicated that the parental homework

monitoring increased their sense of closeness between

parent and child. It is possible that this effect was not

reflected in the quantitative measures of the students

self-esteem ( Home - Parents subscale) because in that

subscale they answered closed ended questions whereas in

the interviews the questions tended to be more open ended

questions. In addition the interactive aspect of the

interview between the researcher and the families may have

contributed to the difference of the data obtained between

the quant i tat ive strategy and the interview.

The theme that the parental homework mon i tor ing

increased the sense of responsibil ity towards mathematics

homework for parents and students was perce ived in at

least three families. Finally, the students and parents

in at least three families experienced conflicts regarding

the homework mon i tor ing act iv i t ies . I nterest ingly , the

students who experienced those conf 1 icts were among the

most low ach iv ing students . 1 1 appears that those

students found themselves, all of the sudden, expected to

be complet ing work that was much h igher than their grade

level , therefore they "rebelled.

"
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It is possible that greater effect of the program was

on the parent-child relationship as it seems to be

indicated by the home interviews and not on the students^

achievement as it was shown in the quantitative analyses,

because the extent of the parent involvement was only in

monitoring the homework. That is, most of the parents and

students used the homework monitoring experience as a way

to enrich their relationship. This definitively can be

considered as one positive step in the process of parental

homework monitoring

.

In the future when working with students with

characteristics similar to the characteristics (low

achievement, performance below grade level) of the

students in this study (as it was mentioned elsewhere) it

will be important to provide them with mathematics

tutoring in addition to parental homework monitoring.

In general, the two research strategies used in this

study contributed in two d i f ferent ways to the resul ts of

the parental homework mon i tor ing intervent ion . 1 . The

Stat ist ical analysis of the quant itative data showed that

there were no s ign i f leant di f ferences between the

computat ion post test scores of the two groups . Similarly,

no significant differences were obtained between the two

groups for teachers' grades and the subjects* percentage

of homework completed and returned . However , the grades

and percentage of homework completed and returned of the

sujects in the experimental group showed a trend in the
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expected direction while it was no the case for the

subjects in the control group. No significant differences

were obtained between the self-esteem posttest scores of

the two groups. A significant difference (p<.05) was

obtained between the posttest scores of the two groups'

perceptions of their teachers involvement in mathematics

homework. The results showed significant negative

correlations (p<.05) between parent level of education and

self-esteem measures and significant correlations (p<.05)

between teachers' grades and self-esteem measures for the

experimental group in the first, second and third

quarters. 2. Three main themes emerged from the home

interviews: a) possitive feelings and sense of closer

relationship between parents and students; b) heightened

sense of responsibility for mathematics homework by parent

and students in their respective roles and c) conflictual

issues between parent and students in following the

homework mon i tor ing program

.

Limitations of the Study

A 1 though the subjects in this study were randomly

assigned to an experimental and to a control group, the

general izabi 1 ity of the results is limited because the

total sample was made out of parents who volunteered to

participate in the study. In addition this study is

1 im i ted with regard to the age , grade and ethn ic

background of the sample . It is possible that the same
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intervention can produce different results with younger

sujects from different social class and ethnicity.

The data gathering and instrumentation are other

sources of limitation in this study. Some of the

instruments used in this study were self reports which can

be biased by the respondents interest, motivation and

social disirability. The way homework was assigned and

corrected by teachers did not totally match the researcher

expectations. For example, the mathematics teacher who

had two thirds of the subjects in the study designed his

homework in such a way that the students would do half of

the "homework" in class under his supervision. The other

half was supposed to be done at home and turned in the

next day. The "homework" done in class was corrected and

graded. The homework done at home was not corrected.

However, the students received credit toward their quarter

final grade if they just turned it in. The other teacher

reported that all his homework was supposed to be done at

home and turned in the next day . However , he ind icated

that although the homework was intended to be corrected

all the t ime somet imes it was not

.

A 1 though the subjects were randomly ass igned to the

experimental and control groups , it did not guarantee

total similarity between the groups . The subjects in the

control group scored nonsign i f icant ly h igher in the pre

achievement test than the control group. The subjects in

the control also had a greater percentage of homework
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completed and returned and higher mean grades in the two

quarters prior to the intervention. Having controlled for

past grades, prior pattern of homework completed and

returned, and intellectual ability would have guaranteed

greater similarity between the two groups.

Even though the parents of the students in the

control group were informed by a letter that they were

going to be receiving the training at the beginning of the

fourth quarter, at least one family admitted to having

become more attentive to the students' homework after the

mother signed the permission form to be part of the study.

This type of contamination is very difficult to avoid. One

way to avoid such contamination in the future with the

type of intervention used in this study would be making

everyone who volunteers part of the exper i mental group

(the group receiving the intervention) and comparing

grades before and after the intervention. That is, using

a s ingle group des ign

.

With respect to the intervention itself, it appears

that a good proportion of the students and parents felt a

sense of closer relat ionsh ip . However , no improvement in

achievement was observed. This suggests that for low

ach lev ing students , 1 ike many of the ones in this study

,

mon i tor ing of homework alone is not enough . 1 1 appears

that they need an intervention that incl udes tutoring in

add i t ion to homework mon i tor ing and for a long per iod of

t ime
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In order to obtain richer information about the

effects of the intervention, an interview was conducted

with the families and the subjects in the experimental

group. Although the interview definitely added to the

understanding of the intervention, one has to keep in mind

that interviews are different that direct observation and

therefore the results are likely to be influenced by

issues of response effect, social desirability and

individual 's expectations.

Finally, because attrition is always a constant in

this kind of research, it would have been an advantage to

have included a larger sample in this study.

I mpl icat ions

Some of the findings and conjectures of the results

of this study have implications for educat ional pract ices

and parent involvement. Because of the unique involvement

that the school psychologist usual ly has wi th students

,

teachers and parents it is impl ied that the school

psychologist is one of the school professionals well

suited to promote and implement parent involvement

programs

.

A very important outcome of this project was the

interest and will ingness to part ici pate in the project

demostrated by the parents. The majority of the parents

who participated in this project showed great interest and

mot ivat ion in recei v ing ideas and or ientat ion on how to
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monitor their children's mathematics homework. This

implies as it was shown in this project, that when

educators outrteach to the Hispanic parents they have a

response. In addition this offers evidence and hope that

there is a community willing to be involved in similar

projects in the future.

The finding that students* grades and percentage of

homework completed and returned in the experimental group

improved much better between Quarter 1 and Quarter 3 than

students in the control group has an important implication

for school psychologists, teachers and other school

professionals. That is, knowing that there is a tendency

for students to improve their grades and completion and

return of homework when their parents monitor it, would

help the school professional to advocate, plan and

implement programs of parent involvement in mon i tor ing

homework. A similar implication can be deduced from the

sign i f icant posi t i ve correlat ion obta ined between the

grades and the self-esteem of the subjects in the

experimental group. That is, the implementation of

parental homework monitoring programs like the one used in

th is project seem to support and promote a posit ive

relationship between sel f- esteem and grades.

Given that the parental homework monitoring did not

translate into significant gains in achievement in the

experimental group it was conjectured that one of the

poss ible reasons for this result was the fact that the
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students on the average were performing below grade level.

This implies that in future, professionals working in

programs of parental homework monitoring need to be aware

that if the students who are performing below grade level

may need other interventions, such as tutoring, in

addition to the parental homework monitoring.

Finally, it is possible that the negative correlation

between self-esteem ( Soc lal - Peers ) and parent level of

education occurred because the children of the higher

educated parents perceived a lost in their social status

resulting from the process of adjustment to a new culture,

new school and new peers. This interpretation has

important implications for school psychologist, school

counselors and educators in general because it reminds us

the need for awareness, senstivity and supportto help

migrant and immigrant students adjust to their new social

and school environment. Schoool psychologist and

counselors could, for example, run groups to help the

students in their adjustment process.

Future Research

The negative correlation between parent level of

education and student self-esteem warrant further research

to test the hypothesis that children of higher educated

parents may perceive a lost in their social status due to

their process of adjustment to the new culture, new school

and new peers. One way to test this hypothesis would be
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comparing the degree of dominant culture acquisition and

self-esteem of migrant and immigrant Hispanic students.

It also could be compared the ability of migrant and

immigrant students (from parents with different level of

education) to oscilate between their culture of origin

(e.g.
, home) and dominant culture.

Since the students in the present study were not

identified as having low self-esteem (below the mean

average as measured by the SEI), further research may

verify if the intervention applied in this study (parental

homework monitoring) raises the self-esteem of students

identified as having low self-esteem.

One of the most serious limitations of this study was

the smal 1 samples . Therefore there are some hypotheses

that remain open for further research with larger samples.

For example, whether there is a significant relationship

between Hispanic students ' sel f -esteem and percentage of

homework completed and returned needs to be verified with

a larger sample than the one used in this study . Similarly

the results of this study seemed to show a trend

ind icat ing that the parental homework mon i tor ing t ra in ing

had a greater impact on the parents to influence their

ch i Idren to complete and return h igher percentage of

homework and obtain better achievement scores. This

conjecture needs to be verified in future research with

larger samples and using different research strategies.



APPENDIX A

PARENTAL HOMEWORK RECORD

Homework Parent Homework Monitored Comments
date. signature. YES NO

Weeek 2
Jan. 22

Jan. 23

Jan. 24

Jan. 25

Week 3
Jan. 28

Jan. 29

Jan. 30

Jan. 31

Feb. 1

Week 4
Feb. 4

Feb. 5

Feb. 6

Feb. 7

Feb. 8

Week 5
Feb. 11

Feb. 12

Feb. 13

Feb. 14

Feb. 15



Week 6
Feb. 25

Feb. 26

Feb. 27

Feb. 28

Mar. 1

Week 7
Mar. 4

Mar. 5

Mar. 6

Mar. 7

Mar. 8

Week 8
Mar. 11

Mar. 12

Mar. 13

Mar. 14

Mar. 15

Weeek 9
Mar. 18

Mar. 19

Mar. 20

Mar. 21

Mar. 22

Week 10
Mar. 25

Mar. 26

Mar. 27

Mar. 28



APPENDIX B

DE CONTROL DE ASIGNACIONES PARA LOS PADRES / MADRES

Fecha de
asignacion

Sen . 2
Ene. 22

Ene. 23

Ene. 24

Ene. 25

Firma Asignacion Supervisada
P/Madre SI NO

Comentario

Sem

.

Ene

.

Ene

.

Ene

.

Ene.

Feb.

Sem

.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

3
28

29

30

31

1

4
4

6

7

Feb. 8

Week 5
Feb. 11

Feb. 12

Feb. 13

Feb. 14

Feb. 15
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Sem . 6
Feb. 25

Feb. 26

Feb. 27

Feb. 28

Mar. 1

Sem. 7
Mar. 4

Mar. 5

Mar. 6

Mar. 7

Mar. 8

Sem . a
Mar. 11

Mar. 12

Mar. 13

Mar. 14

Mar. 15

Sem. 9
Mar. 18

Mar. 19

Mar. 20

Mar. 21

Mar. 22

Sem. 10
Mar. 25

Mar. 26

Mar. 27

Mar. 28



APPENDIX C

PARENTAL MATHEMATICS HOMEWORK MONITORING PROGRAM*

The basic assumption of this program is that parents

are an important educational resource for students. There

are many ways in which parents can play this function.

However, this program is designed to deal only with

parental monitoring of homework and more specifically

homework in mathematics. That is, when parents become

actively involved in monitoring their children's

mathematics homework they can impact directly on their

academic achievement

.

The main purpose and long term goal of this type of

parent involvement is to help parents help their children

to develop
, improve or maintain good study habits. With

good study habits, it is expected that eventually, the

student will acquire his/her own self discipline and sense

of respons ib i 1 ty for homework and study ing

.

The parental monitoring training consists in working

with parents at home and helping them to use their own

strengths and resources in a systematic and consistent

fash ion . The training includes guidel ines for parents to

monitor their children's homework which can be adapted

according to the family needs and resources.

In addi t ion to parents mak ing sure that the ir

children complete and return their mathematics homework
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assigned every day, monitoring of homework in this program

also means the parental involvement in which parents give

support, show appreciation and encouragement and

enthusiastically ask and listen to their children talk

about the content of their nightly completed mathematics

homewrok. In this program the parents and the trainer

discuss ways to provide the student with a comfortable

environment and appropriate physical arrangement for

studying free from distractions (i.e., television, radio)

and interruptions, with appropriate lighting and place to

write. Regular schedule and planning time for homework is

presented and discussed as well. When parents are

involved with early adolescents planning time and other

tasks are discussed in light of developmental changes.

For example, because of the fact that young adolescents

are begining to think abstractly and because they feel

that they have more options and possibil ites , it is

important to prov ide them with opportun i t ies and

al ternat i ves within an appropriate structure

.

Parental Tra in ing Process

Background I nformat ion

Parents are prov ided with oral informat ion about

programs and research studies that have shown positive

results related to different aspects of parent involvement

in monitoring their children's homework (Rodick and

Henggeler , 1980; Mills 1989; Barber, 1987; Tomlinson,
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1987; Mucha 1987; Bauch
, 1989; McKenney

, 1975; Maertens

and Johnston
, 1972)

.

Parents are reminded that this program is not

designed to train them to help their children with their

actual homework. Therefore if their children have

difficulties completing a particular assignment and asks

for their help they should do what they usually do when

this happens. However, they are informed that as part of

their monitoring they should encourage their children to

come up with his/her own solutions and support him or her

to look for help with his/her friends and classmates or in

books at the local library.

Parental Checkl ist

Parents are provided with a checklist (see appendices

D and E) in which they write "yes' or "no" on different

questions regarding what they do or do not do around their

ch ildren ' s mathemat ics homework . Every point whether the

parent is already practicing it or not is discussed. (See

Appendixes P and Q for guidel ines in Engl ish and Spanish

respectively.) The parents are given positive feedback on

the points they are a 1 ready pract ic ing . The items that

the parents are not pract icing at all, the ones that they

are not work ing on cons i stent ly and the ones they fee

1

that are not work ing wel 1 for them make the bulk of the

training and they are elaborated and discussed by the

researcher and the parents, taking into consideration the
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parents' own knowledge, experiences and ideas. In other

words each one of the items serves as a guideline for the

parental monitoring of mathematics homework.

Parental Homework Record

The parents are provided (see appendixes A and B)

with a Parental Homework Record (Hoja de Control de

Asignaciones para los Padre/Madres) where they check, make

comments and sign every time they monitor their children's

homework. Parents are encouraged to view the homework

record as a usefuel tool or a reminder of both, parents

and children homework responsibilities.

Certificate of Participation

At the end of the project, that is, after the parents

have monitored their children's mathematics homework for a

determine amount of time they are awarded a certificate

for their participation and completion of the project (see

Appendix 0) Parents are informed in advance, during the

training that they will be awarded a certificate of

participation at the end of the project.

* Program developed by: Luis F. Tamayo.
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CHECK-LIST ABOUT HOW PARENTS MONITOR THEIR CHILDREN'S
MATHEMATICS HOMEWORK

Please write YES next to the statements that apply toyou and NO next to the ones that do not apply to you.

YES NO

^ My son/daughter has a set schedule for doing
his/her mathematics homework every day

.

2 My daughter/son has a comfortable place with
appropriate lighting where she/he does
her/his mathematics homework all the time.

^ My son/daughter generally is not interrupted
when he/she is doing his/her mathematics
homework

-

^ My daughter/son does his mathematics homework
and watches television or listens to the
radio at the same time.

5 My son/daughter often complains that he/she
needs paper, pencils or other materials to be
able to do his/her homework

.

6 Every day I know whether or not my
daughter / son has done her /h is mathemat ics
homework

.

7 I always make sure that my son/daughter
returns h is/ her mathemat ics homework to
his/her teacher

.

8 I usually ask my son/daughter to tell me
about the content of his/her mathematics
homework

.

9 I am usual ly enthusiastic about listening to
my daughter/son talk about his/her
mathemat ics homework

.

10 I am usual ly interested in knowing how my
daughter/ son feel s about her / h is mathemat ics
homework

.
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I usually praise my son/daughter when he/she
finishes doing his/her mathematics homework.

I usually let my daughter/son know how
important it is to study and learn
mathemat ics

.

I usually let my daughter/son know that I

expect him/her to do his/her mathematics
homework

.

I usually let my son/daughter know that
he/she has opportunities and alternatives
that can make his/her homework
responsibilities easier.

Usually when my son/daughter asks me to help
him/her with his/her mathematics homework and
I do not know how to help him/her I encourage
him/her to look for help from his/her
classmates

.
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LISTA DE VERIFICACION SOBRE COMO LAS MADRES / PADRESSUPERVISAN A SUS HIJOS/AS PARA QUE HAGAN SUS ASIGNACIONES
DE MATEMATICAS

Por favor escriba S^ al lado de cada una de las
siguientes afirmaciones con las cuales usted esta de
acuerdo y NO al lado de cada una con las cuales usted no
esta de acuerdo.

SI NO
^ i^i hijo/a tiene un horario fijo para hacer sus

asignaciones the matematics todos los dias.

2 Mi hijo/a tiene un lugar cdmodo y con buena luz
donde siempre hace sus asignaciones de
matematicas.

3 A mi hijo/a generaimente no se le interrumpe
cuando esta haciendo sus asignaciones de
matemat icas

4 Mi hija/o hace sus asignaciones de matemat icas
y ve television o escucha la radio al mismo
t iempo

•

5 Mi hija/o se queja con frecuencia que necesita
papel , lap ices u otros materiales para poder
hacer sus asignaciones de matematicas.

6 Todos los dias me doy cuenta si mi hija/o ha
hecho sus asignaciones de matematicas.

7 Siempre hago todo lo posible para que mi hija/o
devuelva sus asignaciones de matematicas al
maestro/a

8 Generaimente le pido a mi hijo/a que me hable
en que consisten sus asignaciones de
matemat icas.

9 General men te tengo mucho entusiasmo para
escuchar a mi hijo/a hablar de sus asignaciones
de matemat icas

.

10 Generaimente tengo interes en saber como mi

hijo/a se siente con las asignaciones de
matemat icas

.
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Generalmente cuando mi hija/o termina de hacer
sus asignaciones de matematicas la/o estimulo oelog io

.

Generalmente le dejo saber a mi hijo/a lo
importante que es estudiar y aprender las
matemat icas

.

Generalmente le dejo saber a mi hijo/a que
espero que el/ella cumpla con sus asignaciones
de matematicas.

Generalmente le dejo saber a mi hijo/a que
el/ella tiene diiferentes oportun idades y
alternativas que pueden ayudarle para que la
responsabil idad con sus asignaciones sea ma's
fa'c i 1

.

Generalmente cuando mi hija/o me pide ayuda con
sus asignaciones de matematicas y no se como
ayudarla/o la/o animo para que busque ayuda con
sus compafieros / as

.



APPENDIX F

PERMISSION REQUEST LETTER

Mr. Thomas Friend
Associate Superintendent
Research and Development
Worcester School Deptartment
20 Irving St.
Worcester , MA

.

November 20, 1990

Dear Mr. Friend,

I am a graduate student in the School of Education at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. I am writing to
ask your permission to conduct a research project for my
dissertation with seventh grade bilingual (Hispanic)
students at the Burncoat Middle School.

The purpose of the study will be to obtain
information on whether parental involvement in monitoring
mathematics homework of seventh grade Hispanic
students will improve their achievement in mathematics
over a control group. To pursue the study I would like to
have a sample of 40 students. Twenty of these students
will be assigned to an experimental group and their
parents will receive training on how to monitor their
children's homework. Parents will receive the training
before the start of the third quarter of the current
school year. These parents will monitor their chi Idren '

s

mathematics homework for the same quarter. The other
twenty students will be ass igned to a control group and
their parents will not receive training. (They will do
what they usually do around their children's mathematics
homework )

.

The students ' scores on the computat ion sect ion of
the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress: Math Series
II as well as teachers' grades and percentage of homework
completion and return for the third quarter will be used
as dependent measures for both groups . The mathemat ics
tests will be adm in istered in class at the start and at
the end of the th ird quarter . Adm in istrat ion of the test
will take approximately 30 minutes. A self-esteem
inventory will be administered at home during a home
interv iew

.

Several benef its may be obta ined from th is study

:

1) It is expected that the students will improve
their mathematics grades as a result of parental
mon itor ing of their homework

.
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2) Important information about how Hispanic
children respond to parental monitoring of homework willbe obtained. This information could be used for furthertraining of other parents in this school or other schools.

3) The training and homework monitoring provideopportunities for communication between parents and
teachers. Parents may perceive this as an inclusion inthe educational process of their children. Thus they mayfeel good about their relationship with the school and
teachers

.

4) Administration of the STEP mathematics test can be
seen as part of their mathematics instruction as it
provides an opportunity for them to strengthen their
skills in taking standarized tests.

5) This study will provide useful information about
how parental participation can help Hispanic students
improve their achievement in mathematics.

If you have further questions about this study please
contact me at (w) 791-3261 on Monday, Tuesday and
Wedenesday or at (h) 617-524-0961 on Thursday, Friday,
evenings and weekends. I thank you in advance for your
consideration of this request and I will contact you the
week of December 3rd for your response.

Sincerely

,

Luis F. Tamayo

P.S. Letter to parents and parental consent form are
attached

.
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DHMOCikAPHlC INFORMATION

Pcironts of l-chiccition

Father

:

Mother

:

Other:

CovHi t ry () f Or- j [*vtn

Source^. oF I ru:()m(^.

Father

:

Mother

:

Other:

L i V i n^^ Ar rat^^enKM-j t

Single parent home

:

Two parent home

:

Other:



APPENDIX H

HOME INTERVIEW GUIDE (PARENTS AND CHILD TOGETHER)

To parent/s and child:

To each other

:

How would you describe your
relationship with each other
before the homework mon i tor ing
experience?

(to parent/s) Do you agree or disagree
with what your child said?

(to child) Do you agree or disagree with
what your parent/s said?

To other fam i ly members

To parent/s and child:

What did you observe about the
relat ionship between ( parent/s *

name) and (child's name) before
the homework mon itor ing
exper ience?

How was your relationship
different during the 9 weeks of
homework monitoring?

To each other

:

(to parent/s) Do you agree or disagree
ith what your child said?w

(To child) Do you agree or disagree with
what your (parent/s) said?

To other fam i ly members : What did you observe about the
relat ion sh ip between (parent/s *

name) and (child's name) during
the 9 weeks of homework
monitoring?

To parent / s and ch i Id : How would you describe your
relat ionsh ip w i th each other now?

To each other

:

(to parent/s ) Do you agree or d isagree
with what your ch i Id sa id?

(to ch i Id ) Do you agree or d isagree with
what your parent / s sa id?

To other family members What do you observe about the
relat ionsh ip between ( parent /

s

'

name ) and ( ch i Id * s name ) now?
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To parent/s: What was easiest in m
mathemat ics homework/

What do you think was
child/ hardest?

nitoring your child's
most difficult?

easiest for your

To child: Do you agree or disagree with what your parents
said? If child disagrees: What was easiest/
hardest for you?

To child: What do you think was easiest/ hardest for your
parents?

To parent/s Would you recommend the parental homework
monitoring training and involvement to
other parents?

To parent/s

To child:

To child:

What does make you to recommend/not
recommend the parental homework monitoring
training and involvement to other parents?

Would you recommend to your classmates to have
their parents monitor their mathematics
homework like your parents monitored yours?

What does make you to make this
recommendat ion?

To parent/s: Did you apply any of the ideas you use to
monitor your child's mathematics homework to
monitor any of his/her other subjects?

To mon i tor the homework of any of your other
ch i Idren

.



APPENDIX I

ESCALA DE PERCEPCIONES SOBRE LAS ASIGNACIONES DEMATEMATICAS* (MATHEMATICS HOMEWORK PERCEPTION SCALE)

Nombre

El proposito de este cuestionario es saber lo que
piensan los estudiantes de septimo grado sobre sus
asignaciones de matematicas. Recuerda que esto no es unexamen para dar nota. Tus respuestas NO se le diran a tu
maestro de matematicas ni a nadie. Lee cada oracion y haz
un circulo alrededor del numero que mejor indique lo que
tu piensas.

Los numeros quieren decir lo siguiente:

1 = Estoy muy en desacuerdo.
2 = Estoy en desacuerdo

.

3 = Estoy en el medio.
4 = Estoy de acuerdo

.

5 = Estoy muy de acuerdo.

E jemplo

:

Para mi, hacer las asignaciones de matematicas es lo mejor
de mi vida.

Me gusta hacer las asignaciones de matemat icas todos
los dias

1 2 3 4 5

Cuando me pongo a hacer la as ignac ion de matemat icas
en casa siempre estoy seguro cual fue la as ignac ion
que el maestro d io .

1 2 3 4 5

3 . El maestro de matemat icas me da as ignaciones todos los
dias

.

1 2 3 4 5

4 . El maestro de matemat icas siempre me corr ige las
asignaciones

.

1 2 3 4 5
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5^ Mi papa/mama nunca se da cuenta cuando hago las
asignaciones de matemat icas

.

1 ^ ^3 4 5

El maestro de matematicas debiera dar menos
asignaciones

.

^ ^ ^3 4 5

El maestro de matematicas no se pone contento cuando
le entrego la asignacidn.

1_ 2 3 4 5

8 Es importante hacer las asignaciones de matematicas
para poder sacar buenas notas.

1 2 3 4 5

9* El maestro de matemat icas nunca quiere que yo haga las
asignaciones

.

1 2 3 4 5

10. Mi papa /mama casi todos los dias me pregunta sobre lo
que estoy aprend iendo en matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5

11, El maestro de matemat icas nunca expl ica bien lo que
es la asignacion

•

1 2 3 4 5

12. Muchas veces no llevo el libro de matemat icas para
hacer 1 as as ignac iones de matemat icas en casa

.

1 2 3 4 5

13 . Muchas veces no tengo interes en hacer las
as ignac iones de matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5

14 . Me da corage cuando m i mama/ papa me d ice que haga la

as ignac io'n de matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5
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15. El maestro de matematicas me pide las asignaciones
todos los dias*

1 2 3 4 5

16. El maestro de matematicas me da nota por cada
asignacion

.

1 2 3 4 5

17. Para mi, hacer las asignaciones de matematicas no es
muy importante

.

1 ^2 ^3 4 ^5

18. Mi papa/mama me demuestra que esta muy contento/a
cuando yo hago las asignaciones de matematicas.

^ 2 3 4 5

19. Siempre estoy atento/a cuando el maestro esta^ dando
las asignac iones de matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5

20. Mi mama/papa' nunca quiere que yo haga las
as ignac iones de matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5

21 . Mi mama/ papa s iempre se preocupa para que yo pueda
hacer las as ignac iones de matemat icas en un lugar
tranquilo.

1 2 3 4 5

22 . General mente nad ie me d istrae en casa cuando estoy
hac iendo las as ignac iones de matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5

23 . Sien to que mi papa /mama se pone contenta/o cuando hago
las asignaciones de matemat icas

.

1 2 3 4 5

24. Nuchas veces me olvido de hacer las asignaciones de
matemat icas en casa

.

1 2 3 4 5

*I nst rumen t developed by : Luis F . Tamayo



APPENDIX J

CERTIFICATE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION

This document certifies that:

pleted the training program on monitoring mathematics
homework for:

I nst ructor

Pr inc ipal Burncoat Middle school Adv isor



APPENDIX K

CARTA DE INFORMACION A LOS PADRES/ MADRES

2 de enero de 1991

Est imada madre/ Padre

:

Yo soy estudiante de la escuela de educacion en la
Uniyersidad de Massachusetts en Amherst. Tambien soy
sicologo escolar con certificacidn del estado de
Massachusetts y con tres anos y medio de experiencia. Una
de mis creencias mas importantes es que todas las madres/
padres pueden influenciar a sus hijos/as para que tengan
una actitud positiva sobre la educacion. Tambien estoy
convencido que todos los padres/ madres pueden ayudar a
sus hijos/as para que obtengan buenas notas en la escuela.
Por estas razones he disenado un estudio en el cual usted
y su hijo/a tendran la oportunidad de ser selecc ionados
para participar. Estoy interesado en los efectos que usted
tiene en el aprendizaje de su hijo/a cuando usted lo/a
supervisa para que cumpla con sus asignaciones de
matem^ticas. En este proyecto usted tendra la oportunidad
de recibir de una a dos horas de en t renam iento gratis
sobre como supervisar las asignaciones de matematicas de
su h i jo/a . Su part icipacidn en este proyecto sera de gran
benef icio para usted y su hijo/a. Su part icipacidn puede
ayudar a que su hijo/a mejore sus notas en matematicas o a
que mantenga sus buenas notas.

Para que su hijo participe en el proyecto lo un ico
que el/ella tiene que hacer es tomar dos pruebas en
matematicas y responder a algunas preguntas relacionadas
con sus sentimientos sobre sus clases y sobre si misma/o.
Las pruebas seran adm in istradas por el maestro de
matemat icas o por m i . Las pruebas tomaran aprox imadamente
de 20 a 30 minutos. El cuestionario tomara" de 15 a 20
m inutos y sera adm in istrado por mi en horas fuera de la
escuela . Su part icipac ion como madre/ padre envoi vera" de
una a dos horas de en t renam iento gratis sobre como
supervisar a su hijo/a para que cumpla con las
asignaciones de matematicas, una entrevista en su casa que
tomara^ aprox imadamente 45 m inutos y la superv is idn de su
hi jo/ a en el cum pi im iento con las asignaciones de
matemat icas

.

Toda la informacidn obten ida sera conf idencial y sera
usada sol amen te con fines de invest igac idn . Est

a

informacidn no sera^ parte de la ho j a de v ida de su h i jo/a

y los resul tados de las pruebas no seran parte de sus

notas . Usted y su hijo/a t ienen el derecho de ret irarse
del proyecto en cualquier momento que usted asi lo desee

.
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Al final (iel proyecto estare dispuesto a proveer
informacion sobro los resultados del estudio a 1 osparticpantes y c:o 1 aboradores que este'n interesados

Espero que us ted y su hijo puedan participar en esteimportante proyecto. Para dar su permiso por favor
indique su decision en La forma de autorizacion adjunta
bi usted tiene alguna pregunta por favor sie'ntase I ibre enllama rme al telefono numero: 791-3261 o a mi supervisor
el doctor Ronald Fredrickson de la Universidad de
Massachusetts en Amherst, 413 545-4193. Mil gracias por
su ayuda y cooperacidn.

Cordialmente

,

Luis F. Tamayo.



APPENDIX L

PARENTAL INFORMATION LETTER

January 2, 1991

Dear Parent

:

I am a graduate student at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, School of Education. I am a
certified school psycholgist with three and half years of
experince. Because of my strong believe that all parents
can have a positive influence on their children's attitude
toward education and because all parents can help their
children make good grades in school I have designed a
study in which you and your child will have the
opportunity to be selected to participate. I am
interested in the effects that your parental involvement
in monitoring mathematics homework produces on your
child ' s achievement in mathematics. You will be provided
with one to two hours of free training on how to monitor
your child's daily mathematics homework. Having the
opportunity to participate in this study will be of great
benefit to you and your child since it can help your child
maintain or improve his or her mathemat ics achievement

.

Your child ' s participation in the study will involve
taking two tests in mathemat ics and respond ing to some
questions related to his or her feelings about himself or
herself and about his or her attitudes toward mathematics
homework . The mathematics tests will be adm in istered by
the mathematics teacher or by myself, the researcher. The
test will take approximately 20 to 30 minutes. The
quest ionna ires will take about 15 to 20 m inutes and will
be administered by the researcher outside of school.

Your part icipat ion as a parent will involve 1 to 2
hours of free training on how to monitor your child '

s

mathematics homework, a home interview that will last
about 45 minutes , and monitoring your child's math
homework for the 3rd quarter of this school year.

All the informat ion obta ined will be kept strictly
confidential. It will be used only for research purposes
and it will never become part of your child's school
record . The test results will not be used as part of his
or her grade in the class . You and your child will have
the right to wi thdraw at any t ime from the study

.

At the end of the project I will be happy to discuss
the resul ts of the study with any of the part ic ipants or
col labora tors who would 1 ike this information.
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I hope you and your child can participate in thisimportant project. To give permission please indicateyour decision on the attached consent form.
If you have any questions please feel free to call meat 791-3261 or my advisor, Dr. Ronald Fredrickson at theUniversity of Massachusetts, Amherst, Tel (413)

545-4193.
Thank you very much for your help and cooperation.

Cord ia 1 I y

,

Luis F. Tamayo
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CONSENTIMIENTO DE LOS PADRES/MADRES

Por favor indique su decision marcando una X en el
lugar apropriado.

He leido la informacidn sobre el proyecto y doy
doy permiso para que a mi hijo/a,
— SB le

administren los examenes de matem^ticas y otras pruebas
pertinentes. Yo como madre/padre estoy dispuesta/o a
participar y cooperar en el proyecto.

Tambien doy permiso al senor Luis F. Tamayo para que
vea las notas de matematicas de mi hijo/a y obtenga
informacion de su maestro de matematicas sobre el
cumpl imiento con sus as ignac iones

.

F irma del padre/ mad re o encargado legal Fecha

Por favor firme y entregue esta forma a su hijo/a
para que la devuelva a su maestro de matematicas a la
mayor brevedad pos ible

.



APPENDIX N

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM

Please indicate your decission writing an X in the
appropriate space.

I have read the information about the project and I

give my consent do not give my consent for mv
^hild to be
administered the mathematics tests and any other pertinent
inventories

.

I
,
as a parent am willing to participate and

cooperate in the project. I also give permission to Mr.
Luis F. Tamayo to see my child's mathematics grades and
obtain information from his/her mathematics teacher about
his pattern of homework completion.

Signature of parent or legal guardian Date

Please sign and have your child return this form to
his or her mathematics teacher as soon as possible.



APPENDIX O

CERTIFICADO

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHGUSETTS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

CERTIFICADO DE PART I C I PAC I ON

Este documento certifica que:

pleto el programa de ent renam iento sobre como supervisar las
asignaciones de matema't icas de su hijo/a:

I nstructor

Principal Burncoat Middle School Supervisor del proyecto



APPENDIX P

GUIDELINES ABOUT HOW TO MONITOR YOUR CHILD'S MATHEMATICS
HOMEWORK

Each number of these guidelines corresponds to itsrespective item of the parental check list.

1 Having a regular schedule for a child to do his/her
mathematics homework is important because it helps the
student make homework part of his/her everyday routine
making it less likely that they neglect it or
underpr iori t ize it

.

2 Many families live in crowded appartments and this
makes it difficult for the student to have a
comfortable place to do her/his homework. However,
most appartments have at least one bedroom that is'
unoccupied in the early evening. Arrangements could be
made to make that bedroom the study room. Also,
appropriate lighting in the study area is important
because it helps to keep the person "awake" and makes
the work less boring. As a last resort most communities
have a local library that is open until 5 or 6 PM or
even later.

3 For many families "interruptions", that is, needing to
stop what one is doing to attend to someone or to take
care of other th ings , are a normal part of their every
day interact ions. Some children learn differently than
others. While for some children interruptions when
doing their homework is not a major problem for others
it can be a source of frustration affecting their
ability to concentrate on their work. Therefore, it is
important that you as a parent be aware of how your
ch i Id works best and support him/ her in that respect

.

4 Most ch i Idren who study and watch television or listen
to music at the same t ime say that it is not a problem
for them . However , stud ies have shown that when a ch i Id
has to concentrate on his/her homework and listen to
the TV or rad io at the same t ime h is/ her work is not as
neat as the work of ch i Idren who do not do both tasks
simultaneously. In general the problem seems to be
having to concentrate to two things at the same time.

5 Although children in early elementary grades usually do
not need more than a pencil and paper to do their
mathemat ics homework , it is important for paren ts to be
aware that seventh graders usual ly need special tools
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6

and materials such as a ruler, a protractor or compass,and graph paper. You may find out what materials yourchild needs by asking his/her mathematics teacher.

By seventh grade many children have acquired study
habits and self discipline around their homework.
However, others expect their parents to remind them oftheir homework responsibility. By seventh grade schoolbecomes more demanding and it can become very difficultfor a child who does not clearly understand his/her
homework responsibilities. It is important for parents
to be aware of their child's sense of respons ib i 1 ty fortheir homework. Parents may need to provide consistent
guidance, supervision and support to help their
children complete their mathematics homework and help
them acquire their own sense of responsibility for its
complet ion . .

It is not uncommon for seventh graders to fail to bring
their completed mathematics homework to school. They
may do this for different reasons. It is important
that parents know that the child is returning his/her
completed homework every day. If they often fail to
return it, it is important that parents think about
what may be happening that the child is not returning
his/her homework. Is it because he/she forgets to
return it? Is it because his/her system to organize
his/her school materials is erratic? Whatever the
reason, parents need to work with the child to insure
that the completed homework is returned to the teacher.

Even if you as a parent do not totally understand the
content of your child's homework it is important to let
your child know that you are interested in what he/she
is learning. The more your child perceives you as
interested in know ing about what he/she is doing for
homework the more 1 ikely it is that he/she feel s that
it is important to accompl ish i t

.

9 One way for parents to let their children know that
they genuinely care about what they are doing for
homework is by show ing enthusiasm. This means that the
parents need to sit down with the child, listen to
him/her and show their enthusiasm with verbal
expressions and body language (for example, pleasant
facial and vocal expressions and undivided at tent ion )

.

For many ch ildren it is not enough that their parents
listen to them while they are cooking or cleaning.

10 It is common for ch i Idren to have feel ings of
frust rat ion and d iscouragemnet when they have d i f f icul

t

or a lot of mathemat ics homework to do . 1 1 is

important that you as a parent reflect those feel ings

8
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back to your child. It is easier for your child todeal with those feelings if he/she knows that youempathise with him/her and that he/she knows that it isOK for him/her to talk about those feelings with you.

11 Another way for parents to make their child interested
in doing his mathemathics homework is by constantlyrewarding them for their efforts. Although younger
children often respond well to material rewards,
seventh graders many times respond better to
non-material forms of rewards such as praising and the
acknowledgement and recognition of their efforts
Parents can do this by telling their child that they
believe that he/she has the capacity to work hard and
that they are happy and proud of their efforts to do
their mathematics homework.

12 Parents do not need to make long speeches and sermons
to communicate to their children how important it is to
learn and study mathematics. Parents can do this by
showing interest in their work and efforts and by
enthusiastically fostering their natural interest in
learning and discovering.

13 If your child knows that you expect him/her to do his
mathematics homework every evening it is a lot more
likely that he/she will do it than if he/she knows that
you do not expect him to do it. One way to keep this
expectation alive in your child is to frequently and
consistently communicate to your child that you expect
him/her to do his mathematics homework, that you know
he/she can do it and that it is his/her responsibility.

14 As much as parents need to provide their seventh
graders with guidance, positive expectations, support
and structure to organize their time and schedules, it
is important that parents also remember that because of
their age seventh graders need to be provided with
different opportunities and alternatives for learning
than younger children. For example, seventh graders
should be allowed and encouraged to work with their
classmates and go to the library.

15 It is true that many times parents do not know how to
help their child with their mathematics homework.
However, they can help him/her to explore other
alternatives, like seeking help from his/her
classmates, friends, other relatives and teachers.
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GUIAS SOBRE COMO SUPERVISAR LAS ASIGNACIONES DE
MATEMATICAS DE SU HIJO/A

Cada nvimero de esta lista corresponde a su respectivenumero en la lista de ver i f icac idn

.

1 El tener un horario fijo para que su hijo/a haga lasasignaciones de matematicas es importante porque esto
ayuda a que las asignaciones de matematicas se formen
parte de la rutina diaria de su hijo/a. De esta manera
es mas posible que no las descuide y que les de mas
importancia

.

2 Muchas familias viven en apartamentos pequenos y esto
hace dificil para que el estudiante tenga un lugar
comodo para hacer sus asignaciones. Sin embargo, la
mayorxa de los apartamentos tienen por lo menos un
cuarto que esta desocupado en las tardes. Algunos
arreglos se pueden hacer para convertir ese cuarto en
el cuarto de estudio durante las tardes. Buena luz en
el cuarto de estudio es importante porque esto ayuda a
mantener la persona despierta y hace el trabajo menos
aburridor. Como ultimo recurso la mayoria de los
barrios tienen una biblioteca publica que esta abierta
generalmente hasta las 5 o 6 PM o mas tarde y que puede
ser usada por aquellos estudiante que se le hace
dificil trabajar comodamente en casa

.

3 Para muchas famil ias las in terrupc iones , o sea , el
tener que dejar de hacer lo que uno esta' haciendo para
atender a otra persona o para hacer otras cosas es la
forma normal de sus interacc iones diarias. Los
n inos/as aprenden en formas d i fe rentes . Para algunos
ninos/as las inerrupc iones cuando estan haciendo las
as ignac iones de matemat icas no es mayor problema . Sin
embargo , para otros esto es un probl ema porque les
perturba su concentrac ion para hacer su trabajo. Por
lo tanto, es importante que usted como madre/padre
tenga conocim iento de como su h i jo/a aprende mejor y
apoyar lo/a en tal manera

.

4 La mayor la de los muchachos/as que hacen las
asignaciones y ven telev is idn o escuchan la radio al
mismo tiempo dicen que esto no es problema para ellos.
Sin embargo algunos estudios han demostrado que cuando
el estudiante se concentra a ver la television o
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escuchar la radio y hace las asignaciones al mismotiempo su trabajo no es tan ordenado y pulido como elde otros que no hacen las dos cosas al mismo tiempo.

Ninos/as en grados elementales generalmente solamentenecesitan papel y lapiz para hacer sus asignaciones dematematicas. Pero ninos/ninas en septimo grado
usualmente necesitan materiales especiales como reglacompas y papel cuadr iculado. El padre/madre debe animara su hijo para que le pregunte a sus maestros que clasede mater iales necesi ta

.

Muchos ninos/as que estan en septimo grado han
adquirido buenos habitos de estudio y auto disciplina
con respecto a sus asignaciones de matematicas. Sinembargo otros esperan que su padre/madre les recuerden
que ellos deben cumplir con dicha responsab i 1 idad . En
septimo grado la escuela exige bastante trabajo y puede
ser algo muy frustrante y dificil para un estudiante
que no tiene bien claro cual es su responsabi 1 idad con
las asignaciones. Es importante que el padre/ la madre
tenga conocimiento sobre el sentido de responsabi 1 idad
que su hijo/a tiene con respecto a sus asignaciones de
matemat icas . El padre/ la madre debe proveer
orientacion, supervision y apoyo cons istentemen te para
que su hijo/a cumpla con sus asignaciones de
matematicas y para ayudarle a adquirir su propio
sentido de responsabil idad con las asignaciones.

No es muy raro que un estudiante de septimo grado que
ha hece sus asignaciones de matematicas no las devuelva
a su maestro /a todos los d las . Hay var ias razones por
las cuales esto puede ocurrir. Es importante que el
padre/ la madre sepa que su h i jo/a devuel ve las
asignaciones todos los dias. Si el estudiante con
frecuencia no devuel ve sus asignaciones el padre/ madre
debe pensar sobre que podra estar pasando. Es porque
se le ol V ida ent regar las? 0 es porque es muy
desorgan izado/a con sus materiales de la escuela?
Cualqu iera que sea la razdn el padre/ la madre necesi ta
trabajar con su hijo/a para que devuelva las
asignaciones de matemat icas al maestro d iar lamente

.

Aunque usted como padre/ madre no entienda
completamente lo que su hijo/a esta haciendo en las
asignaciones es importante que usted le deje saber que
usted esta interesado/a en lo que el ella esta
aprendiendo. Mientras mas su hijo/a perciba que usted
esta' interesado/a en saber en que cons iste lo que
^1/ella esta haciendo en las asignaciones lo mas
probable es que el/ella sienta que es importante
hacer lo

.
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Una forma como el padre/madre puede dejarle saber a suhijo/a que el/ella verdaderamente se preocupa y seinteresa por lo que el/ella esta haciendo es sentandosecon el/ella y escuchandolo/ a con toda su atencidn yentusiasmo. El entusiasmo se puede demostrar con
expresiones verbales y no verbales (for ejemplo
expresiones de animo y cara placentera). Para muchos
ninos/as no es suficiente que sus padres los escuchen
mientras que cocinan o limpian.

Es comun que los ninos/as tengan sentimientos de
frustracidn y desanimo cuando ello/as tienen muchas
asignaciones o asignaciones de matematicas dificiles.
Es importante que usted como padre/madre le deje saber
a su hijo/a que usted sabe que el/ella tiene esos
sentimientos. Es mas facil para su hijo/a bregar con
esos sentimientos si el/ella sabe que usted se los
acepta y le deja saber que puede expresarlos.

11 Otra cosa muy importante que los padres/ madres pueden
hacer para que sus hijos/as se interesen en hacer las
asignaciones de matematicas es grat i f icandolos y
elogiandolos constan temen te por sus esfuerzos. Aunque
ninos/as pequefios responden bien a grat i f icac iones
mater iales, muchachos/as de septimo grado muchas veces
responden me jor al reconoc im ien to y aceptacidn de sus
esfuerzos y a los estimulos y elogios verbales. El
padre/madre puede hacer esto dicie'ndole a su hijo/a que
el/ella cree que el/ella t iene la capacidad para
trabajar fuerte y que el/ella esta' contento/a y
orgulloso/a de sus esfuerzos para hacer sus
as ignac iones de ma temat icas

-

12 Los padres/ madres no necesitan predicar sermones o
decir discursos para comunicarle a sus hijos/as que tan
importante es aprender y estudiar las ma temat icas . El
padre/madre puede hacer esto mostrandole a su hijo/a
que el/ella esta interesado/a en sus esfuerzos y en su
trabajo. El padre/madre puede alimentar con entusiasmo
el interes natural que su hijo/a t iene en aprender y
descubrir

.

13 Si su hijo/a sabe que usted espera que el/ella haga sus
asignaciones de matematicas todos los dias es mucho mas
posible que el/ella si las haga que si el/ella sabe que
usted no espera que el/ella las haga . Una forma de
mantener esta esperanza s iempre v iva en la mente de su
hijo/a es comun icandole frecuen temen te y con
consistencia que usted espera que el/ella cumpla con
sus as ignac iones de matema't icas , que usted sabe que el /

ella las puede hacer y que esto es su responsabi 1 idad.
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14 Tanto como el padre/madre necesita proveer a su hi no deseptimo grado con or lentac iJn , expectativas positivas
organ izar su t iempo y horariotambien es importante que el padre/madre recuerde quedada la edad del estudiante de se'ptimo grado el/ellanecesita oportunidades y alternativas diferentes en suaprendizaje que las que necesitan ninos/as menores Porejemplo, muchachos/ as de septimo grado deben tener

permiso y ser animados para que trabajen con sus
companeros y vayan a la biblioteca.

15 Es cierto que muchas veces el padre/madre no sabe comoayudar a su hijo/a con las asignaciones de matema'ticas
Sin embargo, el/ella puede animar a su hijo a explorar
otras alternativas. como por ejemplo, pidie'ndole ayuda
a sus companeros/as o a su maestro/a.



APPENDIX R

MATHEMATICS COMPUTATION PRE AND POSTTEST RAW SCORES ANDGRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES FOR THE SUBJECTS IN THE
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

ubject Group'*
Posttest

U . c . Raw Score G.E.
01
02

0
1

X \J

OA
O • /

o , o
16
28

4.6
6.503 1X 1 Q o . U 29 6.7

04 o 7 . 8 — —

05 1X A e\ 12 4.0
06 0 1 O o . / 1 1 3.8
07 0 A TO • O 30 6.9
08 0 O . / 20 5.2
09 o 1 1

T Q 20 5.2
10 O 1 / . ^ 36 8.9
1 1 1 AiO 4 FY17 4.7
12 1 f\ 17 4.7
13 o . ^ 26 6. 1

O . O 20 5.2
15 on oO . ^ 19 5.0
16 cr zrO . O
1 7 ly C /-V 20 5.2
18 O . o 1

8

4 .

9

19X ^ OT A 5 .

4

Q T cro . O 9 3 .

5

21X o /I A 3.5
22 A 'X o . 9

A 35 8 .

5

O 1 Q AO . O 30 6 .

9

V,/ O . /
O 42

1

5 . 3
o O 1

7 o
/ . ^

OT
/ u 19 5 .

0

28 0 27 6.3 38 10.2
29 1

30 0 27 6.3 23 5.6
31 0 7 3. 1 27 6.3
32 1

33 0 30 6.9
34 1

35 1 8 3.3 10 3.6
36 0 30 6.9 19 5.0
37 0 16 4.6 37 9.5
38 0 29 6.7 26 6. 1

39 0 31 7.2 40 12.4

Note: G.E. = Grade Equivalent.
*0 = Control Group; 1 = Experimental Group.
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